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Background of the Study 
‘The TOEFL is a test of strategies!’ to quote one of my Libyan acquaintances who 
has been struggling for more than a year to achieve a high score on the Test of English as 
a Foreign Language (henceforth, TOEFL). From brief talks about the TOEFL with a 
number of Arab students who are attending a south-western university in the United 
States of America, it appeared to me that most of them, if not all, are awaof the import 
of developing and practicing strategies that aid their performance on the TOEFL, 
especially on the reading section. This is due in part to the difficulty of responding to the 
question items on this section of the test by merely understanding the reading texts, 
which in turn motivates test takers to save their time by using strategies that can help 
them achieve high scores without having to exert strenuous effort to understand the text. 
(It is worth bringing to the reader’s attention that the acronym TOEFL is used without an 
ending to refer to the test in general or its framework. However, wherever ther  is a need 
to refer to a specific version of the test (e.g., TOEFL-iBT), an ending is attached to the 
acronym TOEFL to reflect the given version). 
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The researcher has had the chance to meet with a number of Arab ESL students 
who were in the midst of preparation to take the TOEFL. Regardless of the test version
they were planning to take, be it paper-based (TOEFL-PBT) or internet-based (TOEFL 
iBT), these folks spend weeks, if not months, responding to as many practice tests as they 
can. Principally, they see this form of preparation as ‘practice’ that helps them develop 
the kinds of strategies that could increase their chance of getting as many question items 
correct as possible on the actual test. Certainly, this form of practice is not expect d to 
make a noticeable difference in their language and reading proficiency, but at least 
enables them to think of ways of how to deal with question items on the official TOEFL. 
Usually, the preparation to take the TOEFL among these folks is more of a collaborative 
activity, which allows them to share their experiences with the test and strtegies they 
believe to be helpful. Many of them think that enrolling in a program of intensive English 
may help build up their vocabulary and structure repertoire and sharpen their language 
skills, but does not equip them with strategies and tips that can help them pass the 
TOEFL. By far, these folks believe that being acquainted with such strategies and tips as 
those applicable to the TOEFL is a necessity because when responding to a reading s t 
that is part of the reading section of the test, for example, ‘one cannot read the whole 
passage once and answer all question items based on one reading of the passage’.   
Given the above case in point, it becomes evident that the kinds of strategies test 
takers resort to in order to manage their response or compensate for their lack of ability to 
achieve full understanding of the text on tests of reading comprehension (henceforth, t st-
taking strategies) are worth researching and exploring. And, because the version of the 
TOEFL that is most frequent in use at present is the internet-based (henceforth, the 
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TOEFL iBT), it would be interesting to see how test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-
iBT reading section interacts with other factors that are part of the test-taking process, for 
example, test tasks and formats, language and reading proficiency, test performance, 
cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and cognitive processing. More importantly, the 
study of test-taking strategies in relation to these factors and others can enlighten us about 
the extent to which performance on language tests, including those of reading 
comprehension, can be noticeably shaped by factors other than language proficiency 
(Yoshizawa, 2002). This is especially the case with such a high-stakes test as the TOEFL 
iBT whose scores make a difference in academic and professional lives of millions of 
people around the globe.  
Strategy use on the reading section of the TOEFL-iBT: Localizing research 
efforts. 
The test-taking process represents a problem-solving activity (Smith, 1979), 
calling for the use of strategies or tactics that can help deal with this process successfully. 
And, since members of diverse cultural domains differ in how they approach and deal 
with problems, examinees who belong to these cultures may exhibit varied levels of 
performance on language tests (Duran, 1989). As a result, one would expect that such 
cross-culturally varied perceptions may be more likely to influence the ways in which test 
takers employ strategies and perform language tasks. In view of that, the study of est-
taking strategy use among a population of examinees who belong to specific culturaland 
linguistic backgrounds can potentially prove useful in drawing inferences aboutstrategy 
use applicable to this population.  
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Scholars in the field of language testing and assessment (e.g., Phakiti, 2008; 
Rupp, Ferne, & Choi, 2006) have expressed the need for more research that targets 
specific testing contexts in terms of both the testing instrument and the populatin of 
examinees. Phakiti (2008) justified his position by considering that both language 
competence and performance are variable across different settings, and so co tingent on 
aspects that typify the specific setting where they are researched. On the other hand, 
Rupp et al. (2006) were more interested in the nature of the relationships that link such 
variables as the technical aspects of a given test, test-taking strategy use, and 
characteristics of test takers. According to Rupp and his colleagues (2006), this can be 
made possible by means of focus groups. The members of each group share some 
common characteristics (e.g., linguistic and/or cultural background).   
Owing to both scarce research and broad generalizations, the field of language 
testing and assessment still lacks a theory that encompasses what we have come to know 
about strategy use on language tests (Cohen, 2006). Language testing specialist are yet 
to settle on the directionality of the relationship that joins together language proficiency, 
task specifications, and performance (Cohen, 2006). Undue attention used to be paid to 
the products of the test that take the form of numerical values detached from explanatory 
information on how these three factors relate to one another (N. Anderson, 1991). Only 
recently has this area of inquiry been approached by focusing on the processes involv d 
in test-taking. For example, the study of strategy use on tests of reading comprehension 
can reveal much more information on how testees arrived at their answers than do 
numerical or symbolic estimates of performance (N. Anderson, 1991).   
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Thus far, research within the field of language testing and assessment has placed 
more emphasis on strategy use on general reading tasks (e.g., cloze, multiple-choice, 
open-ended), rather than on strategies on tasks that are part of specific tests such as high-
stakes ones (cf., Tian, 2000). There have been a few studies that looked into strategy use 
on the reading subtest of the TOEFL (e.g., Cohen & Upton, 2006; Tian, 2000). Cohen 
and Upton’s (2006) study was the only attempt made to relate strategy use to task and 
item types on the reading subtest of the TOEFL iBT. In their study, however, there is a 
considerable overlap between strategy descriptions across several task and item types, 
and a few strategies appeared to be specific to certain task and item types. This may point 
out prevalent instances of inaccurate coding of strategies, which made it difficult to give 
more specific descriptions to individual strategies in relation to task and item types.  
Now, with technological advancements in the test-making industry, there is an 
ardent demand for ongoing research that parallels the revolution of high-stakes language 
tests such as the TOEFL, the International English Language Testing System (or the 
IELTS), and others. Certainly, if such research is realized, it will: first, inform test 
makers’ efforts to evaluate and enhance language tests; second, respond to test takers’ 
need for guidance to the best ways of preparing for these tests; and third, enhance the 
quality of language teaching programs through positive washback. Through the study of 
proficiency-related aspects of strategy use, we can also devise practical implications for 
test preparation programs by placing more emphasis on these aspects, especially with 
low-ability language learners (N. Anderson, 2005). Such aspects make up the core of 
another pertinent area of research, to be foregrounded next. 
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Proficiency level and strategy use: How do the two relate on the TOEFL-iBT 
reading section? 
While research on strategy use on language learning tasks points to notable 
discrepancies between high- and low- proficiency learners, questions have been rais d as 
to how these discrepancies among different levels of proficiency manifest themselv s on 
language tests. It is assumed that since proficiency tests were designed with the intention 
of distinguishing levels of proficiency one from another, response behaviors and 
strategies would expectedly vary among test takers at different levels of proficiency. The 
fact that variation in proficiency level explains variability in performance on language 
tests may be accounted for in terms of response strategies and behaviors. Hence, the 
existence of certain strategies or behaviors in contrast to others may char cterize high 
performance, whereas their absence may be typical of low performance.  
The findings of previous research in regard to differential use of strategies by 
proficiency levels on language tests (e.g., C. Gordon, 1987; Mangubhai, 1990, 1991; N. 
Anderson, 1991; Nevo, 1989; Nikolov, 2006; Phakiti, 2003) remain general in their foci, 
and so are not applicable to specific contexts such as the TOEFL-iBT. On the basis of 
their study of test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading subtest, Cohen and 
Upton (2006) surmised that their high-proficiency respondents used certain strategies in 
their responses to the reading tasks they would not have used had they been at a lower 
level of proficiency. This observation can certainly give rise to the following research 
questions, among others, in regard to strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks: How 
would high- and low-proficiency test takers perform on the reading tasks? What 
strategies would each proficiency group be more disposed to use compared with theother 
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one? And, how would the strategies used by each group fit on the scale of effective 
strategy use? 
A number of studies have sought to investigate how high- and low-proficiency 
test takers perform on reading tasks and how they differ from each other in this respect 
(e.g., C. Gordon , 1987; Mangubhai, 1990, 1991; N. Anderson, 1991; Nevo, 1989; 
Nikolov, 2006; Phakiti, 2003; Tian, 2000; Yamashita, 2003; Yoshizawa, 2002). Taken 
together, these studies concluded that test takers with discrete levels of proficiency tend 
to approach reading tasks differently from each other and exhibit different response 
behaviors and strategies. Two of these studies aimed at earlier versions of the TOEFL; 
that is, where Tian (2000) examined strategy use by proficiency levels on theTOEFL-
PBT, Yoshizawa (2002) used the computer-based version of the test (TOEFL-CBT) for 
almost the same purpose. This is to say that differential use of test-taking strate ies by 
proficiency levels remains an unexplored research venue in the context of the TOEFL-
iBT reading section.  
Researchers (e.g., C. Gordon , 1987; Mangubhai, 1990, 1991; Phakiti, 2003) have 
noted that one of the most salient differences between high- and low-proficiency test 
takers is the rate at which each group can process language information. That is, the 
advanced ability of the former group enables them to benefit more from automatic 
processing than does the latter. In fact, the latter group may show signs of strategic 
processing which, owing to its more deliberate nature, is slower than automatic 
processing. The difference in the rate of language processing can largelydetermine both 
the quantity and quality of strategies to be used on language tasks. For example, an 
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advanced-ability test taker may answer a given test question without having to use as 
many or as test-wise strategies as those used by a low-ability test tak r.  
Another line of research has addressed a proficiency-related use of test-
management versus the use of test-wiseness strategies. Several studies (e.g., Allan, 1992; 
Cohen & Upton, 2006; Yoshizawa, 2002) suggested that test takers may try to make use 
of their problem-solving skills in ways contrary to the purposes for which the test was 
designed. Such tendencies on the part of test takers are referred to as test-wieness 
strategies. According to the aforementioned studies, the use of test-manageme t v rsus 
test-wiseness strategies has to do with proficiency level such that the higher the 
proficiency level of a test taker, the more the likelihood that she will make more use of
test-management strategies than test-wiseness strategies. Consequently, it would be 
interesting to see if the difference between proficiency levels in regard to the use of test-
management versus test-wiseness applies to the case of test takers responding to the 
TOEFL-iBT reading section. Further, it would also be interesting to find out if test takers 
who have had some experience with the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks would still trust test-
wiseness strategies if the need to use those strategies arises.  
Some of the previous studies of test-taking strategy use on reading comprehension 
tests looked for differences between proficiency levels in terms of efficacy of strategy 
use. For example, research by N. Anderson (1991), Nevo (1989), and Nikolov (2006) has 
shown that high-proficiency test takers make more effective strategy us compared with 
their low-proficiency peers. Aspects of effective strategy use include awareness of what 
strategies to use, when and how to use these strategies, and how to orchestrate strategies 
with one another (N. Anderson, 1991). Other aspects that can influence efficacy of 
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strategy use include compatibility of strategies with the test format and ask types 
(Nikolov, 2006). The fact that there are three reading task types on the TOEFL iBT and 
within these tasks are item types that differ among themselves, as will beshown later, 
makes the study of efficacy of strategy use by proficiency levels on these tasks and items 
a valuable venture.  
On tests of reading comprehension, it is assumed that proficiency correlates with 
test performance which, in turns, correlates with the test score. This suggest that in our 
exploration of differences between proficiency levels in their test-taking strategy use, we 
can use their scores to distinguish high- from low- proficiency test takers. This 
necessitates that we use tests of reading proficiency that have satisfactory indices of 
reliability. As stated above, proficiency level manifests itself in the domain of effective 
strategy use which, in turn, is expected to contribute to test performance. However, can 
low-proficiency/scoring test takers utilize aspects of strategy efficacy other than those 
that are proficiency-related? Another area of inquiry into test-taking strategy use on 
reading comprehension tests revolves about this question, which speaks to aspects of 
effective strategy use as determined by test performance. 
Test-taking strategies and test performance: Aspects of effective strategy use 
on the TOEFL-iBT reading section. 
Until the beginning of the 1980s, agencies concerned with the development of 
language tests had lent minimal support to the role of strategy training and instruct on in 
maximizing test takers’ chance of performing well and achieving high score  on tests 
administered by these agencies (Tian, 2000). However, subsequent research (e.g., 
Powers, 1993; Wadden & Hilke, 1999) has proven that training and instruction of test-
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taking strategies could bring about a noticeable improvement in test performance, and so 
attainment of higher scores. This points to the practical value of providing prospective 
test takers with training in using test-taking strategies with the aim of helping them 
perform well and score high on language tests.  
According to the Bachman and Palmer (1996) model of communicative language 
ability, strategy use mediates between competence and performance, and so it i fluences 
how competence contributes to performance. In theory, test-taking strategies are like their 
learning counterparts in that if they are used competently they are certain to bring about 
positive results. In general, test-taking strategy use on language tests can make a 
difference in performance (Bachman & Palmer, 1996). Two test takers who are similarly 
proficient may perform differently on a given language test as a result of each one’s using 
a set of strategies that set him apart from the other (Bachman, 1990). However, drawing 
on the views of Phakiti (2008) and Rupp et al. (2006), the extent to which this difference 
affects performance is obviously dependent on the format of the test and the nature of the 
setting where the test is administered. Hence, one would expect that the kinds of 
strategies used in response to the reading tasks of the TOEFL iBT and how test takers go 
about making use of these strategies are both specific to the types of readingtasks on this 
test.   
Scholars concerned with L1 testing research (e.g., Cordón & Day, 1996) have 
pointed to a need to study the efficacy of test-taking practices and strategies in relation to 
specific task types and formats. On the other hand, specialists in L2 testinghave called 
for research into how test-taking strategies relate to test performance and whether there 
are certain strategies that, if used, could result in successful answers to test questions 
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(e.g., Cohen, 1998; Cohen & Upton, 2006; Yien, 2001). L2 testing researchers (e.g., 
Nikolov, 2006) have seen the value of this research in identifying and describing how 
test-taking strategies can be used effectively. To date, there have been few fforts to 
address the need for this kind of research, and none of these efforts has aimed at the 
reading section of the TOEFL iBT in particular. Even those studies that have pursued thi  
research (e.g., Nevo, 1989) dealt with reading tasks that were not part of specific tests 
that involve high-stakes decisions. An important, practical implication of finding out 
which test-taking strategies are more effective than others as well as ways of how to use 
strategies efficiently is the possibility of sharing the resulting knowledge of this research 
with generations of TOEFL-iBT test takers. The merit of such strategic knowledge is that 
it derives its support from sound, empirical research rather than hunches that may not 
prove practicable.  
The use of a given strategy on a test of reading comprehension can either facilitate 
or debilitate test performance. Hence, strategization on reading tests calls for careful 
choice and effective use of strategies on the part of the test taker. This demands strategic 
awareness of whether or not a given strategy suits the test format and skillfulness in how 
to manipulate strategy use to fulfill the demands of the test (Nikolov, 2006; Tian, 2000). 
A strategy used in response to a given question item can be said to be effective so long as 
its use can result in the provision of the correct answer. However, strategies that have 
shown to be effective may lose their quality of being effective because they lack some or 
all of the aspects that render them as such. Such aspects of effective strategy use mbrace 
answers to questions of which strategy to use, when to use it, whether to use it alone or in 
conjunction with other strategies, how to use strategies both in order and in chorus, and 
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how to assess and monitor strategy use? (cf., N. Anderson, 1991, 2005). It remains 
unknown how aspects of effective test-taking strategy use exhibit themselves on the 
reading tasks of the TOEFL iBT, in spite of the practical value of such an inquiry. 
Definition of Key Terms 
Among the key terms that will dominate the theory and research presented in this 
study are the following: 
Test-taking Strategies  
Test-taking Strategies represent problem-solving techniques or tactics that test 
takers resort to when trying to answer question items on a given language test or form f 
assessment (Cohen, 1992, 1998). Test-taking strategies comprise test-management nd 
test-wiseness strategies, the former involving the use of construct-relevant r sponse 
behaviors and the latter employing textual and/or technical aspects of the test that are not 
construct-relevant (Allan, 1992; Cohen, 2006; Phakiti, 2008). In this sense, a given test-
taking strategy is considered contributory or effective so long as its use results in getting 
the answer to a given question right; if not, this strategy is noncontributory or ineffective 
(Nevo, 1989).  
Test Format 
According to the Dictionary of language testing (Davies et al., 2002), test format 
“refers to the overall design of the test” (p. 200). As such, test format covers such aspects 
as length of the test, types and numbers of tasks and items, and expected forms of 
response (Davies et al., 2002). Test format represents essential information that test 
takers should know before they sit for the test. Research (e.g., Kobayashi, 2002) has 
indicated that the nature of the test tasks considerably determines test performance as 
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evidenced in test scores. It has also been confirmed that different test forma s tap into 
distinct reading skills (e.g., Tsagari, 1994).  
Test Performance 
In Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model of communicative language ability, 
language ability comprises language knowledge, or “a set of specific knowledge 
components that are utilized in communication via language” (Bachman, 1990, p. 84) and 
strategic competence, or “the mental capacity for implementing the components of 
language competence in contextualized communicative language use” (Bachman, 1990, 
p. 106). In the context of reading comprehension, language knowledge splits into 
grammatical knowledge (i.e., of morphology, lexicology, and syntax) and textual 
knowledge (i.e., of cohesive devices, elements of coherence, and discourse markers) 
(Bachman, 1990). Strategic competence, on the other hand, serves both compensatory 
and supplementary manipulation of textual and technical components of information in 
terms of cognitive and metacognitive strategies in reading comprehension (Rupp, Vock, 
Harsch, & Köller, 2008) and test-taking strategies in reading test-taking (Davies et al., 
2002).  
Performance on language tests typically correlates with the level of language 
ability. It is considerably determined by how test taker characteristics (e.g., background 
knowledge, cognitive style, anxiety, etc.) and facets of test format act together (Bachman, 
1990; Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Douglas, 2002). Hence, test performance in this 
research was taken to reflect both language knowledge and strategic competence as they 
apply to the processes of reading comprehension and reading test-taking. Consequently, 
the use of the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks in this study represented a measure of the 
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interaction of reading knowledge, facets of test format, and test-taking strategies among 
participants. The outcomes of such an interaction manifested themselves in the form of
the scores the participants received. 
TOEFL  
The TOEFL refers to the world-wide renowned Test of English as a Foreign 
Language, administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). The TOEFL measures 
test takers’ ability to use academic English for admission purposes to programs of study 
at the college or university level in English-speaking countries (ETS, 2007). The TOEFL 
has been administered in three mediums: paper, computer, and internet, each of which 
has relatively distinct modalities and design features. The TOEFL iBT stand  for the 
internet-based TOEFL, which has been in use since 2005. As its name suggests, this 
latest version of the TOEFL is administered world-wide via the internet. It has four 
sections that include listening, speaking, reading, and writing, each of which is assigned a 
score up to 30, with the total score of the test being 120.  
TOEFL-iBT Reading Section  
The reading section of the TOEFL iBT is the first section on the test. It aims to 
assess “the test taker’s ability to understand university-level academic texts and 
passages” (ETS, 2007, p. 8). The reading section of the TOEFL iBT has been intended to 
imbed three purposes of academic reading, namely reading to find information, readi g 
for basic comprehension, and reading to learn. Accordingly, this section has three reading
task types: basic comprehension, inferencing, and reading to learn. On a single 
administration of the TOEFL iBT, the reading section may include three to five reading 
sets, each with a 600-700 word text followed by 12 to 14 question items. The total time 
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allotted for completing this section ranges from 60 to 100 minutes depending on the 
number of reading sets that appear on the test, at a rate of 20 minutes per reading set. 
A reading text can be either expository, which describes and explains a certain
topic; argumentative, which discusses a topic from a certain perspective using s pporting 
evidence; or historical, which offers a chronological account of some event (ETS, 2007). 
The content and level of the text material resemble those of introductory readings 
assigned at the university level. An examinee expects to deal with a range of topics 
representing various academic disciplines; however, little familiarity with the given topic 
of a reading set does not necessarily imply that the examinee cannot score high on the 
reading set (ETS, 2007). This is because, according to ETS (2007), the way reading sts 
are developed, formatted, and selected for each single administration of the test provides 
each test taker with an equal chance to perform well on the reading section as a whole.    
Effective versus Ineffective Strategy Use 
Variation in strategy use, including efficacy of strategy use, can explain 
variability of test performance as evidenced in test scores (Bachman, 1990; N. Anderson, 
Bachman, Perkins, & Cohen, 1991; Phakiti, 2003). Strategy use can be said to mediate 
between test taker characteristics and test performance, and so can optimize the extent to 
which test performance hinges on test taker characteristics (Yien, 2001). In their study of 
test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks, Cohen and Upton (2006) 
suggested the possibility of judging aspects of effective versus ineffective strategy use 
among test takers by examining differences between strategies that contributed to the 
selection of the right answers and those which did not. Researchers (e.g., N. Anderson, 
1991; Nikolov, 2006) concluded that effective strategy use is determined by strategy 
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compatibility with task or item format and suitability of strategy sequencing and 
application. Experts in learner strategies (e.g., Neil Anderson, Anna Chamot, Martha 
Nyikos, Rebecca Oxford, Joan Rubin, Larry Vandergrift) are almost all in agreement that 
the manner in which strategies are clustered or combined better differentiates between 
effective and ineffective strategy use than does the focus on independent stratgies 
(Cohen, 2005).  
Theoretical Framework  
Statement of the problem. 
As pointed out earlier, previous research has had little to say about how strategy 
use relates to language tasks specific to a given test of language proficiency. This is 
especially true for the reading section of the TOEFL-iBT. Exploring strategies specific to 
language tasks on a specific test is expected to be a worthwhile endeavor en route to
forming a more precise picture of how the use of certain strategies as opposed to thers 
can aid test performance on these tasks (Cohen, 2006). Future research representing this 
move has been instigated to aim at specific populations of examinees in order to draw 
more valid inferences specific to each population (Phakiti, 2008; Rupp et al., 2006).  
As far as the TOEFL-iBT reading section is concerned, there remain research 
questions to be answered as to how examinees with discrete levels of proficiency perform 
the reading tasks, what distinguishes strategies each group is more disposed to use from 
the other, and how the strategies used by each group fit on the scale of effective strategy 
use for the test. On language tests, proficiency is expected to correlate with st 
performance, which suggests that proficiency also correlates with efficiency of strategy 
use which, in turn, correlates with test performance. This implies that our efforts to 
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discern which strategies high-proficiency or high-scoring test takers tend to use as 
opposed to low-proficiency or low-scoring testees can have exceedingly practical merits. 
For example, we can infer that those strategies the former group uses are more effective 
and so more conducive to test performance than those of the latter (Cohen & Upton, 
2006).  
In connection with the discussion of strategy use in relation to task formats and 
proficiency levels, another question can be posed as to what aspects of effective test-
taking strategy use can be employed with which tasks on the reading section of the 
TOEFL iBT. Despite the fact that Cohen and Upton (2006) related strategies used by 
their respondents to the task and item types on the TOEFL-iBT reading subtest with 
somewhat less specificity, as mentioned earlier, the researchers did not attempt to 
explicate aspects of effective strategy use among their respondents. In fact, this would 
require that strategies be first linked to reading tasks, and then only those strategies that 
are associated with correct answers to task items, or their combinations, be given more 
weight in answer to the question of efficacy of strategy use. The answer to this question 
can gain even more support if these strategies, or their combinations, are shown to be 
used at higher rates by highly-proficient or high-scoring test respondents when compared 
to low-proficiency or low-scoring test respondents. It is worth mentioning here t at, 
throughout this research report, reference to proficiency and scoring levels implies levels 
of reading proficiency and scoring as determined by means of given reading tests. 





Purpose of the study. 
With the focus on how a sample of 25 Arab ESL learners behave in response to 
the reading tasks on the TOEFL iBT, this research aimed to: first, find out what test-
taking strategies respondents use when responding to the task items; second, investigate 
if there are differences between high- and low-scorers among respondents in their choice 
and use of test-taking strategies on the task items; and third, determine what aspects of 
effective test-taking strategy use respondents employ on the task item .    
Significance of the study. 
There have been scholarly voices calling for more research with the aim of 
exploring the relationship among strategy use, test format, language proficiency, and test 
performance (e.g., Cohen, 2006) with participants who have common backgrounds (e.g., 
Phakiti, 2008; Rupp et al., 2006). Other scholars (e.g., Cohen & Upton, 2006) have 
encouraged research efforts to inquire into aspects of effective strategy use, including 
what and how test-taking strategies can be effective in relation to the task type  and items 
on the TOEFL-iBT reading section. On the basis of Cohen and Upton’s (2006) study of 
test-taking strategies on the TOEFL-iBT reading section, among respondents whom the 
researchers considered highly proficient, it can be assumed that since these respondents 
used more test-management than test-wiseness strategies, respondents who are at a lower 
level would use more test-wiseness than test-management strategies.  
In response to the above-mentioned research motives and assumptions, this study 
sought to focus on test-taking strategy use on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT 
among Arab ESL learners. Given that the population of this study shared linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds to a great extent, the effect of those factors that were not directly 
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linked with the test-taking experience on strategy use and test performance w s k pt to a 
minimum. Through a study of strategy use among Arab ESL learners when they take the 
reading subtest of the TOEFL iBT, it would be possible to know what strategies are 
typically used by respondents with the specific task and item types. Secondly, 
determining potential differences between high- and low-scoring test takers mong 
respondents would enable us to learn what response behaviors and strategies characterize 
high test performance, and which act to the contrary. And thirdly, relating strategy use by 
respondents to their right answers to item types would help us ascertain aspectsof 
effective strategy use on the item types. 
It is hoped that the study of Arab ESL learners’ choice and use of test-taking 
strategies in response to the TOEFL-iBT reading section will result in insights about how 
this population of examinees approaches and performs the reading tasks on the test. Such 
insights would enable us to propose practical implications for classroom practice, 
prospective test takers, and test preparation programs. The import of this exploration f 
test-taking strategies becomes more evident when we consider the amount of effor test 
preparation and coaching schools exert in order to train examinees in using test-taking 
strategies as well as the cost of attending these programs for examinees themselves. By 
and large, such strategies have gained support from the intuitions or unsystematic 
observations of test takers, rather than insights drawn from empirical research. On the 
other hand, test takers who have not had training in using test-taking strategies may 
assume that they have to take the test in the manner dictated by the question formats 





With the intention to address the aforementioned research goals with a sample of 
25 Arab ESL learners, this study sought to answer the following questions:  
1. What test-taking strategies do subjects use when responding to the reading tasks 
and items of the TOEFL iBT?  
2. Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers among subjects in their
use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks and items?  
3. What aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do subjects tend to employ with 
the reading tasks and items?  
Assumptions 
The study relied upon the following assumptions: (a) the TOEFL-iBT reading sets 
used in this study called upon an assortment of test-taking strategies the participants 
would typically use on the actual reading section of the TOEFL-iBT; (b) the partici nts 
responded to the reading sets to the best of their language ability and test-taking skill; and 
(c) the participants reported their test-taking strategies and overall response behaviors 
accurately and truthfully. 
The Researcher’s Role 
The researcher adopted the emic perspective which is typical of qualitative 
studies. That is, participants’ own views and experiences were taken into accounts in all 
phases of research, including data analysis and interpretation. The research r set as his 
main goal to use unstructured interviews with participants in order to collect as much rich 
data as possible. This was achieved through the use of questions and prompts that arose 
during the interview, and were not predetermined by the researcher. Thus, data to be 
collected using this approach would not be contaminated by any parti pris or prior 
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perceptions on the researcher’s part (Mackey & Gass, 2005). A potential caveat of this 
procedure may be halo effect which refers to an inclination of the interviewee to int ract 
with the interviewer using his intuitions about what the interviewer might be interested 
in. However, this caveat was overcome through the use of stimuli that helped direct 
participant’s focus to his actual strategy use. (More details on the researcher’s role in this 
study are provided in Chapter 3, under the section of Data Collection Procedures).   
Delimitations 
The delimitations or boundaries imposed by the researcher on the scope of this 
study were assumed to control the effects of some external factors upon validity and 
reliability of research findings and conclusions. First, the study had as its t rget 
population ESL learners who speak Arabic as their mother tongue. This served three 
purposes: to focus the research on a more specific population, to control for sizable 
effects of L1 on L2 reading had participants from different linguistic backgrounds been 
recruited, and to encourage participants to express their strategy use without being 
confounded by any difficulties or problems associated with their use of L2. Since the 
researcher speaks Arabic, sharing a language with participants helped in three ways: first, 
any chances of misunderstanding or misinterpretation were minimized; second, 
participants were familiarized quite easily with the technical featurs of the test (e.g., 
reading set instructions, window display, navigation through question items, etc.); and 
third, all information necessary to meeting the research goals was elicited in as accurate 
and detailed a manner as possible. 
Second, participants were recruited only if they had had the experience of either 
taking the TOEFL iBT or preparing to take it. The researcher thought that this 
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delimitation was important to ensure that participants were familiar with the task and 
item types that appear on the reading section of the test. Therefore, there was no concern 
that participants’ levels of test performance might have been influenced by any factor 
other than participants’ level of proficiency and/or skillfulness of dealing with the reading 
tasks.  
Limitations 
There are a few limitations that may affect the representativeness and 
generalizability of the findings and conclusions reached in this study. Data of this study 
were collected from 25 ESL learners who came from the same language back round (i.e., 
Arabic), and so may not be representative of the whole population of the TOEFL-iBT test 
takers. There are two factors that affect generalizability of findings and conclusions of 
this study to the entire population of Arab ESL learners who have taken the TOEFL iBT. 
First, this study had 25 Arab ESL learners as participants from a single acad mi  
institution; and second, the study employed a convenience sampling. Both factors entail 
that the findings and conclusions of this study may not be generalizable, without 
reservation. 
Organization of the Study  
This study is organized into five chapters:  
• Chapter I presents the background of the study, definition of key terms, 
theoretical framework (including statement of the problem, purpose of the study,
and significance of the study), research questions, assumptions, the researcher’s 
role, delimitations, and the limitations of the study.  
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• Chapter II offers a review of the literature, which includes reading comprehension 
in the TOEFL context, the TOEFL and assessment of reading comprehension, 
design and format aspects of the TOEFL reading section, research on validityand 
performance of the TOEFL reading section, and test-taking strategies on L2 
reading comprehension tests.  
• Chapter III describes the methodology of this research, which includes rationale 
for the research design, recruitment of participants, instrumentation, data 
collection procedures, pilot study, data transcription and coding, and procedures 
for data analysis. 
• Chapter IV presents the results and findings of this study according to research 
questions, in terms of test-taking strategy use across task and item types, test-
taking strategy use among high- and low-scoring groups of test takers acros task 
items, and aspects of effective test-taking strategy use across task and item types.  
• Chapter V provides a summary of the study, conclusions, implications for 






REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
This chapter presents a review of the literature pertinent to the discussion of test-
taking strategy use on the TOEFL reading section. The scope of this review has 
encompassed all key variables expressed in the research goals and questions of th s study. 
More specifically, the discussion here deals with reading comprehension as it is viewed 
in the TOEFL context, the approach followed in the TOEFL to assessing reading 
comprehension, the design and format aspects of the TOEFL reading section, and 
strategy use on reading comprehension tests, including research that has targeted he 
TOEFL reading section. (The reader is reminded that this review uses the acronym 
TOEFL without an ending to refer to the test in general or its framework. However, 
wherever there is a need to refer to a specific version of the test (e.g., TOEFL-iBT), an 
ending is attached to the acronym TOEFL to reflect the given version). 
In light of the research goals and questions stated in the Introduction, this chapter 
aims to acquaint the reader with the nature of test-taking strategies that tes  t kers tend to 
use in relation to various formats of reading tasks, aspects of differential use of test-
taking strategies by high- and -low proficiency readers on a variety of reading tasks, and 
aspects of effective versus ineffective use of test-taking strategies and how this relates
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to test performance. The chapter is organized into five sections: (a) reading 
comprehension in the TOEFL context, (b) the TOEFL and assessment of reading 
comprehension, (c) the design and format aspects of the TOEFL reading section, (d) 
research on validity and performance of the TOEFL reading section, and (e) test-taking 
strategies on L2 reading comprehension tests.  
Reading Comprehension in the TOEFL Context 
The discussion of reading comprehension in the context of the TOEFL is made 
here in consideration of underlying skills and types of reading, theories and perspectives 
that sought to explicate reading as a skill and a process, and the interactive view of 
reading comprehension.  
Underlying skills, perspectives, and types of reading.  
To begin with, reading is generally seen by specialists as a composite of abilities 
or skills (e.g., Davies and Widdowson, 1974; Grabe, 1986; Munby, 1978) that can further 
be classified into lower level and higher level (e.g., Davies and Widdowson, 1974). 
Lower-level skills involve the ability to comprehend explicit information, while igher-
level skills entail the ability to figure out implicit information (Grabe, 1986; Schedl, A. 
Gordon, Carey, & Tang, 1996). Whether or not these sub-skills are separate from one 
another has been a contentious issue, even with findings drawn from experimental 
research (Gomez, Noah, Schedl, Wright, & Yolkut, 2007).  
For example, Lunzer, Waite, and Dolan (1979) found that the existence of higher 
and lower levels of comprehension was not supported by their data. The researcher did 
not observe any significant differences in the way their subjects carried out higher level 
reading comprehension tasks versus lower level ones. Consequently, Lunzer et al. (1979) 
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concluded that reading comprehension is not made up of constituent skills, but is a 
unified construct. In contrast, Alderson and Lukmani (1989) replicated Lunzer and his 
colleagues’ (1979) findings with ESL students whom were instructed to respond to a 
reading test. Then, the reading skills the students exhibited n their responses were 
presented to reading specialists to evaluate the use of these skills. The evaluators were 
able to classify 14 out of a total of 41 question items as assessing lower, middle, and 
higher level skills. They also found that the lower-level and higher-level question items 
were shown to assess different skills in that the former tested linguistic abilities, while the 
latter assessed “cognitive skills, logic, reasoning ability, and so on” (p. 268). 
According to Enright, Grabe, Koda, Mosenthal, Mulcahy-Ernt, and Schedl 
(2000), three perspectives have attempted to offer conceptualization of reading 
comprehension, which are the processing perspective, the task perspective, and the 
reader perspective. The processing perspective focuses on the differences that exist 
between skilled and unskilled readers in terms of factors pertinent to textual processing 
such as automaticity in word recognition, depth of vocabulary knowledge, efficiency of 
working memory, facility of syntactic parsing, and integration of information (Carpenter, 
Mikaye, & Just, 1994; Perfetti, 1997). The task perspective assumes that reading mainly 
constitutes tasks performed by readers in order to achieve a particular purpose or goal of 
their reading and that reading is influenced by task variables that can bring about 
individual differences in reading performance (Enright et al., 2000). However, one 
problem that Enright et al. (2000) identified about the task perspective lies in its obvious 
lack of adequate account of textual processing factors and how they relate to task-based 
reading performance.  
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The reader-purpose perspective addresses how the fulfillment of the purpose of 
reading can be facilitated through a combination of what the reader knows and how the 
mind goes about processing what is being read (Enright & Schedl, 2000). The reader-
purpose perspective view has been seen by experts like Enright et al. (2000) as the best 
among the three perspectives to implement in reading test design and the one most 
attuned with the two other views of reading comprehension. It is for ease of 
interpretability and compatibility with the processing- and task- based views that the 
reader-purpose perspective has been adopted by Enright et al. (2000) as the working rule 
or principle in the TOEFL 2000 reading framework.  
According to Enright et al. (2000), there are four types of reading that ought to be 
taken into account by any reading theory: rauding, reading to learn, search reading and 
reading of multiple texts. Rauding, a term originated by Carver in 1997, represents the 
kind of reading that aims to identify the key concepts and ideas in a text (i.e., basic 
comprehension); reading to learn distinguishes itself from rauding by focusing on more 
specific details; search reading stands for the quick reading of a text or table in order to 
find the key points of information; and reading of multiple texts aims to integrate the 
content of more than one text (Carver, 1997; Guthrie, 1988; Perfetti, 1997).   
L1 and L2 reading processes. 
The title of this section should not be regarded as suggestive of the fact that L1 
reading contrasts with L2 reading; rather, while it is true that there ar  differences 
between the two processes, there are similarities that can cause the two to have a 
reciprocal relationship. The differences between L1 and L2 reading processes an be 
summarized as follows: L2 reading is influenced by L1 reading background, L2 reading 
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can be seen as a “cross-linguistic process”, and L2 readers may learn to read in L2 before 
they have developed adequate L2 oral proficiency (Enright et al., 2000, p. 7). As such, 
these differences can be said to bring about both facilitative and debilitative conditions 
for L2 readers; nevertheless, whether L1 reading facilitates or debilitates L2 reading 
largely depends on the degree to which their two respective languages share typological 
characteristics pertinent to reading (Enright et al., 2000).  
Enright et al. (2000) made mention of four phenomena that can be anticipated 
with respect to how L2 reading relates to L1 reading:  
• L1 reading aspects are transferrable to L2 reading. Such aspects include 
metalinguistic and morphosyntactic elements (e.g., Gundel & Tarone, 1983; 
Rutherford, 1983), reading skills (e.g., Devine, 1987, 1988), and reading 
strategies (e.g., Cohen, Olshtain, & Rosenstein, 1986). 
• L1 facilitates L2 reading when L1 and L2 are structurally similar. For example, 
facility of lexical processing depends to a large extent on how the structures of L1 
and L2 are analogous (e.g., Muljani, Koda, & Moates, 1998). 
• L1 and L2 interact during L2 reading. For example, differences in L2 readers’ 
awareness of L2 lexis can be attributed to differences in their L1 lexical 
processing (e.g., Koda, Takahashi, & Fender, 1998). 
• L2 reading is constrained by L2 low proficiency. Intra-sentential processing is 
significantly determined by the level of morphosyntactic awareness which 
characterizes highly proficient L2 learners (e.g., MacWhinney & Bates, 1989). 
Also, highly proficient L2 learners learners show faster processing of L2
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linguistic input than their counterparts with low proficiency (e.g., Haynes & Carr, 
1990). 
Based on other findings (e.g., Clarke, 1979; Horiba, 1993), Enright et al. (2000) 
maintained that L2 reading comprehension can noticeably be restricted in that L2 re ders 
who demonstrate a low level of processing skills cannot grasp as much information from 
the text and simultaneously integrate information as can L1 readers. It follows from this 
that L2 reading cannot be equated with L1 reading not only because L1 reading 
experience continually exercises an influence on L2 reading, but also L2 reading itself is 
affected by the level of L2 proficiency in its broad sense. 
Reading comprehension as an interactive process.  
As is the case with other language skills, reading has benefited from the 
advancements in the theory and practice of language learning that have taken place i
company with the communicative competence perspective. In keeping with the 
communicative view of competence, reading has become more contextualized, taught and 
learned in relation to both social and educational aspects of its given context (J. Green, 
1987). According to Hudson (1996), reading is basically an interactive process, involving 
the readers’ purpose and the context variable. Therefore, readers make use of various 
strategies that aid their comprehension in accordance with the reading rules imposed by 
the given context in order for the goal of reading to be more attainable (Hudson, 1996).  
As a result, there has been a shift in the earlier views of reading as an activity
involving a variety of processes that can be either bottom-up (e.g., character 
identification, sound representation, lexis processing) or top-down (e.g., use of schemata, 
text interpretation, inferencing) to the view that reading is an interaction of both 
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categories of processes (bottom-up and top-down) (Hudson, 1996). There is yet a 
dichotomy as regards whether the interactive view of language should be ascrid to the 
reader-text relationship or the way reading processes and abilities relat  to one another 
(Grabe, 1991). However, the reading model that TOEFL 2000 has adopted has taken the 
interactive view to apply to both (Hudson, 1996).  
To sum up, the concept of reading comprehension has been approached from 
three different perspectives: the processing perspective, the task perspective, and the 
reader-purpose perspective. However, the latter view has proven to be the most 
explanatory of reader performance and the most compatible with the other two views; 
consequently, it stands as the most valid view to adopt in the test design of the TOEFL 
reading section. According to the r ader-purpose perspective, reading can best be 
described as an interaction between the reader and the text, aiming to achieve a particular 
goal or purpose in the readers’ mind and/or the author’s message. This interaction has o 
address the contextual factors without account of which the reader’s accomplishment of 
the reading goal or purpose is restricted, if not hindered. The next section shows how the 
TOEFL’s view of reading comprehension has led to assessment of this skill in a ma ner 
specific to the TOEFL context. 
The TOEFL and Assessment of Reading Comprehension 
The TOEFL is discussed here with respect to the various stages it has gone 
through until it has reached its current state and form, as well as how it has framed the 





Inception, evolvement, and evaluation of the TOEFL. 
In terms of format, the TOEFL has evolved through three stages: first, it was 
administered in the form of a paper-based test; next, it was transformed into a computer-
based test; and currently, the TOEFL is administered worldwide via the internet. The last 
version of the TOEFL, in use since September 2005, would not have been a reality 
without the tremendous amount of research and effort on the part of the ETS and other 
involved parties. The TOEFL Committee of Examiners, composed of the TOEFL Board 
and experts from the fields of language education and testing, has served to inform this 
development process since the earlier 1990s.  
Several constituencies with a shared interest in the TOEFL have called for 
designing an improved version of the test that “(1) is more reflective of communicative 
competence models; (2) includes more constructed-response tasks and direct measures of 
writing and speaking; (3) includes tasks that integrate the language modalities be ng 
tested; and (4) provides more information than current TOEFL scores do about 
international students’ ability to use English in an academic environment” (Jamieson, 
Jones, Kirsch, Mosenthal, & C. Taylor, 2000, p. 3). The outcome of these early efforts 
was the fine-tuning of the TOEFL-CBT, which has later brought about the development 
of the TOEFL iBT. The TOEFL in its new format, or the TOEFL iBT, can now be 
delivered to test takers wherever the internet is accessible. With the addition of speaking 
to the iBT version, the TOEFL now has four sections including listening, speaking, 
reading , and writing, each of which is assigned a score between 0 and 30, with the to al 
score of the test being 120 (Zhang, 2008).  
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The validation process of the TOEFL has been ongoing since the inception of the 
test, and more noticeably, since the initial attempts were made to design the 2000 version 
(Chapelle, Enright, & Jamieson, 2008). Since validity speaks to how the interpretations 
we lend to test scores are supported in light of the test uses (American Educational 
Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on 
Measurement in Education, 1999), the interpretations of the TOEFL-iBT scores were 
sought to reflect the test taker’s ability to use academic English. This is expected to aid 
decisions about a given test taker’s admission to an academic program of study or 
placement in an intensive language program (ETS, 2011a). It was especially important 
not to directly deal with the individual test tasks in isolation from the abilities th y aim to 
represent, since one task type may test several abilities (Gomez et al., 2007).  (See 
Appendix A for a layout of the TOEFL 2000 validity argument in terms of propositions 
about how the test scores are interpreted and used, as well as evidence supporting each 
one of these propositions). 
ETS (2011a) maintained that there is evidence suggesting that the reliability and 
comparability of the test scores are constant across its administrations. The reliability 
estimates for the test sections are within acceptable limits, ranging from 0.74 to 0.88. 
Validity exhibits itself through several facets each of which needs to be a characteristic of 
the test. Thus, at every single step of the TOEFL validation process, caution has been 
taken to ensure that the test shows evidence of the various facets of validity. For example, 
content validity has been established through analyzing and identifying academi  tasks 
typical of those performed at the university level and then figuring out language aspects 
that are used to carry out these academic tasks (C. Taylor & Angelis, 2008). 
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Recent studies (e.g., Biber and his colleagues, 2004; Cumming, Grant, Mulcahy-
Ernt, & Powers, 2005; Rosenfeld, Leung, & Oltman, 2001) have lent strong support to 
content validity and authenticity of the TOEFL. The work of Biber et al. (2004) was more 
focused on the listening tasks and whether they are representative and authentic. 
Cumming et al. (2005) were interested in the integrated tasks that include speaking and 
writing. In the Rosenfeld et al. (2001) study, undergraduate and graduate faculty and 
students in a variety of institutions of higher education in the United States were urveyed 
as to whether the tasks used on the TOEFL are important to academic study at the 
university level. The findings from these studies support the use of the tasks that are now 
part of the TOEFL iBT. 
Task design and scoring rubrics have been attended to through several research 
studies to ensure high quality not only of the test design, but also of the mode of test 
administration and scoring. Such studies have been informative in the decision-making 
process with regard to the number, types, characteristics, and time allotment of the esting 
tasks, the interface used to administer the test, and other instrumental and technical 
aspects of the test administration (ETS, 2008). Furthermore, experts’ recommendations 
(e.g., Brown, Iwashita, & McNamara, 2005; Cumming, Kantor, Baba, Eouanzoui, 
Erdosy, & James, 2006) have been taken into consideration in the development of scoring 
criteria for the speaking and writing sections (ETS, 2011b). Other studies (e.g., Brown et 
al., 2005; Cohen & Upton, 2006; Cumming et al., 2006) with focus on test-taking 
strategies and processes substantiated the expectations of the test maker regarding the 
validity and quality of the testing tasks (ETS, 2011b). The results of these studis have 
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shown that while responding to the typical TOEFL tasks, test takers engage in the same 
strategy use and processing associated with the response to these tasks in academia.  
Perhaps not less important, these studies, specifically Cohen and Upton (2006), 
ruled out the possibility that test takers could rely on test-wiseness in their efforts to 
obtain high scores on the TOEFL; that is, test takers were found to use more test-
management strategies than those of test-wiseness (ETS, 2011b). As for the test structure, 
factor analytic studies (e.g., Sawaki, Stricker, & Oranje, 2008) have shown that the 
TOEFL is composed of one main factor accounting for the English language ability, in 
addition to four factors related to the four skills that make up the test. ETS (2011b) noted 
that this finding attests to the high consistency of the test with respect to the 
representation of the ability underlying constructs, as has empirically been confirmed 
with a variety of language groups (e.g., Stricker & Rock, 2008).  
As noted earlier, test scores are essential to the validation process of a tet. Also, 
whether or not a given test is reliable can mainly be determined by how consistent its 
scores are across multiple administrations of the test. The TOEFL scoreshave been 
shown to correlate with the results of other measures of language proficiency including 
self-assessment (Wang, Eignor, & Enright, 2008), academic placement (Wanget al., 
2008), institutional local tests for international teaching assistants (Xi, 2008), and 
performance on simulated academic listening tasks (Sawaki & Nissan, 2009). ETS makes 
every effort to capitalize on the positive consequences and to minimize the negative ones 
associated with the interpretations and uses of the TOEFL scores (ETS, 2011a). In 
keeping with what Messick (1989) suggested regarding the advantage of assigning 
interpretations to test scores so as to make them of expressive values to testees and test-
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score users, those parties who are interested in the TOEFL scores are providd with 
explanatory and interpretive information about these scores (ETS, 2004, 2005). Not only 
does ETS lend priority to admission and placement decisions linked to the performance 
on the TOEFL, ETS is also hopeful that this test aids in the proliferation of the quality of 
the programs that offer training in the English language and/or preparation for the
TOEFL.   
Frameworks for assessing reading comprehension in the TOEFL. 
The theory and research on the TOEFL over the last two decades have informed 
the test framework and design, and have brought about the revolutionary iBT version of 
the test. In the first attempts to lay out the test design, it was postulated that the re der-
purpose perspective is the best model to follow for a number of reasons: First, test-score 
users are readily offered interpretation of scores that can guide their decis on-making. 
Second, the reader-purpose perspective shows high compatibility with the other two 
perspectives, namely the processing- and the task-based views of reading(Enr ght et al., 
2000). In their proposed framework for the TOEFL 2000 reading section, Enright et al. 
(2000) recommended that reading comprehension be assessed through the engagement of 
test takers in four purposes pertinent to academic reading, which inherently relate to the 
processing- and task-based perspectives. These four purposes can be summarized as 
follows. 
1. Reading to find information: readers try to identify explicit information in order to 
acquire knowledge, answer questions, or clear delusions.  Proficient reading 
depends on how automatic and efficient bottom-up reading skills are. Reading 
tasks require readers to look for specific information. 
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2. Reading for basic comprehension: readers try to figure out the implicit main idea 
or major points of the reading. Proficient reading at this level depends on how 
readers are able to form a mental version of reading promptly and competently. 
Reading tasks call for readers to deduce the main idea or topic, or distinguish 
between major and minor points. 
3. Reading to learn: readers focus on how to relate discrete pieces of information to 
one another to have integral understanding of the reading. Skilled reading is 
determined by the reader’s ability to figure out the nature of the relationship that 
links different pieces of information together such as cause-and-effect, 
comparison and contrast, sorting or classification, or argumentation or persuasion. 
The reading tasks at this level call for constructing a theoretical repres ntation of 
the reading which offers an interpretation of its content. 
4. Reading to integrate information: readers direct their attention to the integration 
of the content of two or more textual formats. Proficient reading is largely 
dependent on the reader’s ability to form integral comprehension of the 
information presented in these texts. The reading tasks for integrating information 
require the reader to offer a unified, conceptual framework of the content of two 
or more texts (pp. 5-6). 
Enright et al. (2000) suggested that these four purposes of academic reading touch 
upon the construct of reading comprehension from different angles by each calling for the 
use of such abilities as word processing and comprehension with some variation between 
the first pair (i.e., reading to find information and reading for basic comprehension) and 
the second one (i.e., reading to learn and reading to integrate information). The authors 
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added that we could place the four purposes along a difficulty continuum ranging from 
reading to find information to reading to integrate information, with the latter being the 
most complex and demanding of all four purposes.  
Taking into consideration the nature of the L1-L2 typological relationship as 
being either convergent or divergent, Enright et al. (2000) devised two important 
implications for L2 reading assessment. First, since L1 potentially faciitates or 
debilitates L2 reading comprehension performance, L2 readers from different language 
backgrounds are more likely to exhibit varied levels of performance on L2 reading 
assessment tasks. This necessitates that care be taken with the time allo nt of the test 
and the representation of L2 reading skills and abilities in the test content. And seco , 
research on early L1 and L2 reading development has shown that L1 reading benefits 
from the reader-text interactive view, whereas L2 reading relies upon bottom-up 
processing. This suggests that L2 reading assessment tasks ought to be constructed in 
accordance with the processing view shown by research to be appropriate to a given level 
of L2 readers.   
As mentioned above, the interactive view of reading has been adopted in the 
TOEFL reading section for the reason that this view has stemmed from the 
communicative model of competence. According to Hudson (1996, pp. 4-9), the current 
view of reading as an interactive process has been tailored to consider the following 
aspects in both L1 and L2 reading, which are of marked import to the performance and 
assessment of academic reading:  
• Automaticity in word and sentence recognition. Reading comprehension is 
essentially reliant upon how fast and effective its underlying processes and 
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abilities (Pollatsek & Rayner, 1990). For example, a strong correlation has been 
shown to exist between how efficient such abilities as lexical processing and 
decoding abilities are and reading comprehension in L1 (Cunningham, Stanovich, 
& Wilson, 1990). Furthermore, the extent to which such abilities can be 
efficiently performed depends on the extent to which the reading activity is 
contextualized (Balota, 1990). Word recognition has proven to be an important 
bottom-up process, as shown in studies which reported that proficient readers 
tended to catch sight of  a great deal of textual information (e.g., Drum, Calfee, & 
Cook, 1981; Just & Carpenter, 1987; Pollatsek & Rayner, 1990). Skilled 
processing of grammatical relations has also been shown to correlate strongly 
with the amount of textual information processed while reading (Drum, Calfee, & 
Cook, 1981; Haynes & Carr, 1990).  
• Content and formal schema: (a) Content schema. The extent to which the subject 
matter of the reading is familiar determines its comprehensibility. When readers 
read, they try to comprehend by relating the new pieces of knowledge to their 
background knowledge (R. Anderson & Pearson, 1988). Readers tend to use their 
background knowledge as a guide to locate particular information they need 
(Symons & Pressley, 1993). Bower, Black, and Turner (1979) found that when 
readers were asked to retell a story in which they had read about a familiar 
experience, they were inclined to elaborate by referring to their prior knowledge. 
(b) Formal schema. The reader’s level of familiarity with textual and 
organizational features of a certain text determines the level of text 
comprehensibility. Reading rate and comprehension were found to be more 
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associated with texts that make enough use of devices denoting anaphoric and 
cataphoric associations (Irwin, 1986). This is because such devices contribute to 
cohesion which, in turn, promotes coherence (Van Dijk, 1977). Readers tend to 
excel when reading texts that show more coherence than those that do not, even 
when both texts present the same content (McKeown, Beck, Sinatra, & 
Losterman, 1992). On the other hand, texts with features that conflict with 
coherence were found difficult to comprehend (Beck & McKeown, 1989). The 
way texts are structured and organized in a logical and hierarchal manner can 
direct and facilitate both comprehension and recall (Carrell, 1984, 1985), more 
noticeably, when readers are acquainted with the text (Roller, 1990).      
• Strategies and metacognitive skills. As readers read, they make use of a wide 
range of strategies related to their reading ability, which helps them get the most 
out of what they read. By looking into strategy use, we can gain insights as to how 
readers interact with the materials they read and how they manage to comprehend 
(Carrell, 1989). Barnett (1988) grouped reading strategies into word-level 
strategies and text-level strategies. The former are used when dealing with words 
(e.g., guessing the meanings of unfamiliar vocabulary), while the latter are used 
when dealing with a portion of the text or the whole text (e.g., predicting what the 
text is all about from reading a few of the first sentences). Block (1986) counted 
as qualities of skilled readers: the ability to track the flow of understanding, the 
decision-making as to what strategies are needed, and the knowledge of how to 
use those strategies.  
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• Purpose and context. In view of communicative competence and the reader-
purpose perspective, writers of academic texts should see reading in this context 
as interactive, and so strive to make it more of a meaning- and purpose-based 
process. An academic text ought to represent the medium of social interaction 
between its author and its reader despite the fact that for each the text would serve 
a certain purpose (Hill & Parry, 1992). The purpose and the context of reading 
can bring about varying levels of reading performance even when readers are at 
the same level of reading ability.   
Messick’s (1989) unitary view of validity has been taken care of in the TOEFL 
test design since the meeting of the TOEFL Committee of Examiners in the spring of 
1993 (Hudson, 1996). In his view, Messick (1989) maintained that validity can best be 
seen as an integral notion that represents, first and foremost, construct validityalong with 
its six underlying facets that include: 1) relevant, representative, and appropriate content; 
2) theoretical and substantive evidence of construct representation; 3) construct-relevant 
and -consistent scoring rubrics; 4) generalizable score interpretations nd inferences; 5) 
evidence of criterion-related validity that derives support from  measures of convergent 
and discriminant validity; and 6) an appraisal of social and educational consequences of 
test uses and scores. The essentiality of construct validity in the TOEFL 2000 reading 
framework has been claimed by Enright et al. (2000), who noted that construct 
representation is used by Messick (1995) to refer to two notions: First, representativeness 
which describes the degree to which the assessment represents the content being assessed 
as indicated by its scope of coverage. And second, representation which reflects the 
extent to which a given assessment task requires a psychological involvement of each f 
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the ability being assessed, the task distinguishing features, and the cognitive processes 
and strategies that the test taker uses when carrying out the given task.  
On the basis of the above-highlighted aspects that demand attention in L1 and L2 
models of reading, Hudson (1996) proposed a set of implications for assessing academic 
reading that align with the Messick unitary view of validity. He cited other scholars to 
support his implications. Such implications can be summarized as follows: 
• In order to ensure adequate representation of the academic reading construct, 
tasks eliciting constructed responses ought to be included on reading tests in 
addition to selected-response ones. This is because selected-response tasks do not 
actually reflect real-world reading where readers have other means to demonstrate 
their understanding and knowledge of what they read (Mislevy, 1993). Also, 
selected-response tasks relate to the misassumption that reading skills are more 
fragmentary than they are in reality, especially when we want to deal with reading 
as a unitary process involving its underlying skills in a synchronized, overlapping 
relationship (Bennett, 1993). Besides, positive washback can be brought about 
when moving from assessment to instruction by teachers’ assigning a varietyof 
reading tasks that call for constructed responses instead of those designed to 
prepare learners to deal with selected-response formats.  
• Despite the above-mentioned shortcomings of selected-response tasks, they are
still useful to the assessment of general and non-context specific skills of 
academic reading. This has been emphasized in order that general skills and 




• With the aim of assessing the various skills underlying academic reading, 
following a task-based approach in the test design helps provide more 
representation of these skills (Long & Crookes, 1992). Tasks used for this purpose 
need to be similar to those typical of academic reading to ensure authenticity of 
such tasks. The amount of textual information presented in a reading needs to be 
rich enough to allow for ample reflection of the context it intends to depict 
(Peirce, 1992). This is expected to satisfactorily meet the standards of fairness and 
equity linked to the use of the given test. In other words, when the test is authentic 
and reflective of reading academic tasks, it becomes less likely that this test will 
advantage a particular group of test takers at the expense of others.  
• The texts used on reading tests should be selected such that they are based on 
those themes typically referred to and dealt with in the academic world. These
texts can be said to be authentic in as much as their surface topics and supporting 
content possess features of real-life academic issues. When there are a variety of 
texts chosen on the basis of academic themes, test takers can be allowed the 
choice among these texts as per their academic fields of study. This can 
remarkably be facilitated through the use of computerized tests. 
• As part of the fulfillment of consequential validity, test-score users should be 
provided with test scores accompanied by guides or manuals that can help 
interpret the scores, such as the use of descriptive scales. This can also help 
answer certain questions that the end test-score users may have as regards th  
strengths and weaknesses of candidates applying for a job or to a program of 
study. Such descriptive information about scores can also guide and assist with 
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decisions about placing language learners at levels matching their abilit es, or 
diagnosing any kind of weaknesses or problems they may have. 
• Academic reading can be integrated with writing through the use of structured-
response tasks. For example, test takers may first read a passage and then egag  
in writing a summary of what they have read. Clearly, reading and writing ca  be 
combined in a single test administration; and so, overall academic literacy can be 
assessed. (pp. 9-12) 
Two points pertinent to Hudson’s (1996) implications for the TOEFL 2000 
reading framework deserve more stress here before concluding this section. First, 
providing test takers with descriptive information about their performance is highly 
encouraged, especially when we consider their struggle for academic development. Test 
takers hope to get feedback or diagnostic information as to the kinds of weaknesses that 
have influenced their performance, and the tasks that have posed special problems to 
them (Gomez et al., 2007). Secondly, another advantage of computer-based testing 
includes bringing about more creativity and novelty in the test design through the use of 
technically advanced features, for example, the possibility of incorporating  variety of 
innovative task formats (Cohen & Upton, 2006).   
To conclude this section, it is evident that the current TOEFL represents the 
outcome of longstanding thought and research on the part of the ETS in cooperation with 
other agencies and parties. Consultations have been sought with specialists and experts in 
the fields of both language teaching and learning, and language testing and assessment to 
ensure the adequacy of any decisions to be made in regard to the test design. In order for 
the assessment of academic reading by the TOEFL to be proper, it needs to have ample 
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evidence for established validity in light of the Messick unitary view of validity. It should 
also incorporate tasks with content that embodies the four purposes of academic reading 
(i.e., reading to find information, reading for basic comprehension, reading to learn, and 
reading to integrate information) in communicatively-oriented situations. It is shown in 
the following section how the transition has been made from theorizing and researching 
assessment of reading comprehension to the design of the reading section of the TOEFL.  
Design and Format Aspects of the TOEFL Reading Section 
Part of the purpose of the previous sections is to lay out the stage for the 
discussion of certain aspects of the reading subtest of the TOEFL. Such aspects  those 
of the design and format of the TOEFL reading subtest constitute the focal point of this 
section. 
The goal of the reading section of the TOEFL is “to simulate the types of reading 
tasks that students are expected to do in university-level academic settings” (Cohen & 
Upton, 2006, pp. 5-6). As mentioned earlier, the reader-purpose perspective has been 
adopted in the TOEFL 2000 reading framework which, according to Enright et al. (2000), 
has made academic reading well-defined in the test design by emphasizing more purposes 
of reading comprehension than those in focus a decade ago. The framework proposed by 
Enright et al. (2000) for the TOEFL 2000 was implemented by introducing two out of the 
four purposes of academic reading, namely, reading for basic comprehension a d 
reading to learn into the design of the reading section (Enright & Schedl, 2000, p. 5).  
The design stage. 
The design stage for the TOEFL 2000 reading section consisted of four steps 
(Enright et al., 2000). First, construct identification in which the construct of academic 
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reading was described through a careful review of the literature and operati nalized 
through the identification of tasks and techniques that embody it. Second, pr totyping 
which involved the construction of the test tasks along with their respective scoring 
rubrics that can be modified or improved in light of relevant, concurrent research and 
psychological measurements. Third, pilot testing in which the prototyped tasks were tried 
out with small groups of test takers to pinpoint any areas in need of improvement and to 
discern the degree of the design suitability for future examinees. And fourth, field testing 
in which the tasks that stood the pilot testing stage were field-tested with large groups of 
test takers in order to use rigorous statistical methods to check the overall validity of the 
test design. This step also involved focus on the individual items and the scoring systems.  
According to Enright et al. (2000), the task characteristics of the TOEFL reading 
section have been identified in the framework in terms of situation, text material, and test 
rubric; each has a set of variables operationalized to best reflect the context of the est. 
For situation, participants in the context of academic reading include the reader whose 
role is to make use of his available cognitive and linguistic resources to comprehend the 
message and the author whose role can be made clear in accordance with the purpose and 
the type of the message she intends to convey. While academic reading can be carried out 
in a variety of settings with different physical and sensorial features, th  test design does 
not have to describe the particulars of these settings unless it is feared that readers’ 
performance may be influenced by certain situational aspects, such as the c e of
integrative modes of testing.  
When selecting the test content, adequate sampling of readings from a variety of 
disciplines is encouraged provided that test takers are not disadvantaged, for example, by 
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having them deal with readings from highly specialized areas within these disciplines. 
The communicative purpose of the selected texts needs to match what test takers expect 
when they read these texts, as their understanding can be maximized when they know 
how to relate the purpose of their reading to their background knowledge and strategy use 
(Goldman, 1997). Register, referring to the use that the author intends the text material to 
serve, is likely to vary across an array of texts. Therefore, certain parameters of register 
need to be comparable across test administrations so as to provide test takers wi h an 
equal opportunity for optimum performance on the test.  
The text material on the TOEFL reading test ought to include a selection of texts 
with varying degrees of length and use of supporting visual features. The inclusio  of 
various grammatical and discourse features, on the one hand, and pragmatic and 
rhetorical features on the other, needs to be based on certain criteria that both gin 
support from previous research findings and benefit from the current ones, in an ongoing 
process of refinement and substantiation. And last, te  rubrics can take the form of 
several arrangements of the text (A) and task (B) elements (as seen in the table in 
Appendix B), which is proposed to be an aspect of the TOEFL 2000 reading test design. 
Through the use of this scheme of task and text aspects, the test designers can easily 
match each one of the four purposes of academic reading with a reading task that fits the 
given purpose. For example, assuming that the intention is to design a Reading to 
Integrate section for a single administration of the test, the tasks that are creatd m y ask 




In their framework, Enright et al. (2000) suggested that using a computer-based 
mode for assessing reading comprehension necessitates the use of certain features so as to 
make the experience of using a PC interface as similar as possible to the paper-based 
mode. Accordingly, they strongly recommended the use of a reader-friendly interface by 
using several reading passages including supporting features (e.g., pictures, graph maps, 
videos, etc.), visible tools for navigation, lucid resolution and display, full-text viewing, 
tools for scrolling up and down and magnifying the text, and immediate reaction and 
processing (pp. 41-42).  As for response formats, Enright et al. (2000) suggested that in 
order to assess the four purposes of academic reading, a variety of response formats in 
addition to multiple choice items can be made possible through the use of computer 
technology (e.g., constructed response items, selection of a word or part of the text, and 
completion of a table or chart) (pp. 37-38).        
Task specifications. 
The TOEFL reading section in its current form incorporates the first three 
purposes set forth in the Enright et al. (2000) framework in addition to tasks that call for 
making inferences, which share some features with the other task types (Cohen & Upton, 
2006). What follows are the task specifications for the TOEFL reading section accrding 
to ETS (2003): 
1. Basic comprehension tasks measure both lower and higher level abilities with the 
former being reflective of word-level decoding and the latter of sentence-level 
understanding.  
2. Inferencing tasks assess higher level abilities of relating pieces of information at 
the sentence level to one another such that the reader can deduce some other 
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information not presented in the text, but relevant to the author’s intent. R ading 
to learn tasks measure higher level abilities through which the reader can 
demonstrate how the textual information is structured, how to hierarchize 
different segments of information in relation to the topic being discussed, how to 
build a conceptual schema of the text, and how to relate the details to the main 
points to fulfill a certain stylistic purpose, for example, cause and effect.  
Consequently, there are three task types in the current TOEFL or the TOEFL-iBT 
which, along with the number of items for each task type, include: Basic Comprehension 
(five items), Inferencing (three items), and Reading to Learn (two items). The Basic 
Comprehension five item types are vocabulary, pronoun reference, sentence 
simplification, factual information, and negative fact. The Inferencing three item types 
are basic inference, rhetorical purpose, and insert text. The new item types comprising 
the Reading to Learn task are prose summary in which test takers are provided with a list 
of six sentences offering key points from which test takers need to choose three sentences 
to complete a summary of the text, and schematic table which asks test takers to drag a 
number of sentences, one at a time, and drop them into a table intended to display the 
major themes of the text (Enright & Schedl, 2000, p. 19). Obviously, the Reading to 
Learn tasks aim to test the ability to distinguish between major and minor points in order 
to offer a summary or schematic outline of the reading passage (Cohen and Upton, 2006).  
According to ETS (2007), the reading section of the TOEFL-iBT presents 
examinees with three to five passages similar in content and complexity to those readings 
used at the university level. Each reading passage has from 600 to 700 words, and its 
genera can be either xpository, argumentative, or historical narrative. The latter can be 
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either autobiographical or biographical on a single test administration. The TOEFL-iBT 
reading section has three item formats: a) single-answer four-option multiple choice; b) 
single-answer four-option insert text; and c) partial-credit reading-to-learn items with six 
to seven answer choices (Alderson, 2009). (Appendix C provides a brief definition and 
description of each one of the item types along with an example of how each item type is 
operationalized in the TOEFL-iBT reading section). 
Research on Validity and Performance of the TOEFL Reading Section 
Ever since the TOEFL was put into use, a number of studies have looked into a 
selection of aspects including the test design, tasks, and features. The studies to be 
reviewed here are those that looked at aspects pertinent to the TOEFL 2000 framework 
which applies to the three formats of the test (viz., paper-based, computer-based, and 
internet-based or iBT). 
A model of test-taking. 
In their efforts to propose a framework for the TOEFL 2000 and to validate both 
construct representation and score interpretation specific to the reading section, C. Taylor 
et al. (1998) selected 20 reading question items and a similar number of listening 
question items from the item bank used for trialing the TOEFL-CBT. Then, they hired a 
number of test takers and provided them with a reading test composed of a passage and a 
set of question items on the passage from the 20-item pool. The researchers observed that 
the examinees mainly followed the Kirsch and Mosenthal (1990) model of prose and 
document processing in reading with a question asking for the selection of one option out 
of four, which best represents the main topic of the passage.  
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C. Taylor et al. (1998) noted that the examinees first attempted to use the question 
to determine the purpose of the question itself and, on this basis, looked for the relevant 
information in the text that pertained to the question intent. Next, the examinees were 
careful to attend to the difference between the given information of the question and its
requested information, which are certainly not the same. For example, if the given 
information of the question suggested that there was a main topic of the text, the 
requested information required that the test takers construct a mental, thematic map of the 
text to help them figure out the topic. Then, the examinees tried to skim the text and 
locate the information that matched the given and/or the requested information in the 
question stem or options. Once they found the matching information in the text, they 
moved on to the next step; if not, they tried to use inferencing or background knowledge, 
or returned to a previous step.  
After that, the examinees tried to supply the requested information; or else, they 
had to either return to a previous step or rely on inferencing or background knowledge. 
Last, the examinees chose to go through the process all over or in part to make sure thy 
had answered correctly; if not, they tried to locate the requested information somewhere 
else (e.g., by searching the whole document). Jamieson et al. (2000) argued that any 
reading response format (e.g., open-ended, multiple-choice, etc.) used with a document or 







Predictors of task difficulty and test taker performance. 
By means of Kirsch and Mosenthal’s (1990) model of prose and document 
processing in reading, C. Taylor et al. (1998) found that there are three sources of task 
difficulty that can aid us in making predictions about the level of difficulty associated 
with tasks we intend to include on a reading test. These sources or predictors of task 
difficulty can be described as follows: 
• Type of information requested. The type of information requested through a 
question determines how test takers go about answering that question 
successfully. Questions asking for information pertinent to a concrete quality of 
an entity are much easier to tackle than those asking for abstract information.  
• Type of match. The type of match the test taker needs to attend to when 
attempting to provide the requested information depends on the amount and 
complexity of both the given and requested information in the question. The 
content load of the requested information determines how complex the type of 
match that the test taker is required to make with the information presented in the 
text in order to provide the correct answer. 
• Plausibility of distractors. The availability of distractors that seem to share some 
features with the requested information intrinsically constitutes an additional 
dimension of complexity that test takers need to overcome. That is to say, the 
extent to which distractors are plausible is a significant determinant of the
complexity level of a given question. (pp. 21-23) In their experimental work, C. 
Taylor et al. (1998) examined how these three sources of task difficulty determine 
test takers’ performance on reading tasks. In so doing, they performed a 
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regression test involving each one of these sources (variables) and item difficulty 
for each one of the 20 question items. They found that 86 percent of the variance 
in task difficulty was accounted for by the three variables. In another procedure, 
C. Taylor et al. (1998) used item response theory analyses to figure out how task 
difficulty relates to test taker ability. They noticed that task characte istics could 
be used to describe test taker ability and to construct levels of performance when 
both the test taker ability and the task level of difficulty are close.   
Assessment of academic skills. 
Another earlier study was carried out by Rosenfeld et al. (2001) who sought to 
determine the extent to which the TOEFL actually assesses academic skills. The 
researchers administered two survey instruments of 42 statements about academic skills 
to 370 graduate and undergraduate faculty and 345 ESL graduate and undergraduate 
students in 21 American and Canadian universities. The purpose of the survey 
instruments was for the participants to rate the importance of the academic skills 
expressed by each task statement for ESL university students in the world of aca emia 
and the frequency of use of such skills among the most successful ESL students. The 
faculty and student respondents rated all 42 task statements as either “important” or “very 
important” for studying at the university level.  
The researchers concluded that the TOEFL makers’ expectations about the 
functionality of the test tasks are endorsed by the general population of faculty and 
students at the university level in Canada and the US. As one implication, the research rs 
recommended a set of reading tasks to be included in the TOEFL. The selection of these 
tasks was determined by the level of agreement among the respondent groups about the 
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importance of such tasks for academic success as well as their frequency of use among 
the most successful ESL learners. Table 1 shows these tasks in relation to the reading 
skill content domain. 
Table 1 
Examples of Tasks that Meet Suggested Criteria for Inclusion in the TOEFL Reading Section 
(Rosenfeld et al., 2001, p. 49) 
Content domain Task statement 
Basic 
comprehension 
• Determine the basic theme (main idea) of a passage. 
• Read and understand written instructions/directions concerning 
classroom assignments and/or examinations. 
Learning 
• Read text material with sufficient care and comprehension to 
remember major ideas and answer written questions later when the 
text is no longer present. 
• Read text material with sufficient care and comprehension to 
remember major ideas. 
Integration 
• Compare and contrast ideas in a single text and/or across texts. 
• Synthesize ideas in a single text and/or across texts. 
 
Evaluation of the new task type: Reading to learn. 
The Cohen and Upton (2006) study aimed to use evidence from the use of reading 
and test-taking strategies among 32 test-takers, from four language backgrounds, to judge 
the usefulness of the r ading to learn task types. The data on the test takers’ strategy use 
were collected using think-aloud protocols in which each respondent verbalized his or her 
thoughts while responding to reading tests containing two 600-700 word readings, each 
with 12-13 question items. The results showed that the reading to learn task items did not 
call for the test takers to use the kind of text processing strategies they wer  expected to 
use when dealing with long texts. Rather, the reading to learn task items were shown to 
assess academic reading skills in ways similar to those in which the basic comprehension 
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and inferencing task types performed.  The results also showed that the reading to learn 
task types were not more difficult than the other two task types as shown by success rate 
and verbal report data.  
The researchers further noted that since the reading to learn tasks appear third 
among the three task types, they did not call for the use of the academic skills they have 
been designed for. That is, these tasks fell short of assessing the extent to which test 
takers had a global understanding of the texts. The researchers explained this observati n, 
suggesting that by the time test takers started responding to the reading to learn tasks, 
they had had adequate grasp of what the reading is all about through their dealing with 
the previous question items in the basic comprehension and inferencing task types.  
Descriptors of reading proficiency.  
In another study, Gomez et al. (2007) attempted to develop proficiency 
descriptors for the TOEFL-iBT reading section by means of scale-anchorig. The 
researchers’ goal was to create descriptions of the abilities necessary for providing 
correct answers to the questions on the test. Similar to the observation that C. Taylor et 
al. (1998) made, Gomez et al. (2007) noted that text and task characteristics that form 
sources or predictors of task difficulty can be used to describe the test taker ability and to 
construct levels of performance. The scale-anchoring procedure started by establishing a 
scale which consisted of three equal percentiles, and a set of criteria were proposed to 
decide about the level at which certain questions can anchor, including measures of item 
difficulty and discriminability.  
Descriptions of the necessary skills and abilities that test takers made use of to 
answer each question at a given level were obtained from ETS reading specialists. The 
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analysis, along with the descriptive information about test takers’ abilities, were used to 
identify descriptors of what test takers are capable of at a given level in connecti  with 
three question types: factual information, rhetorical purpose, and reading to learn. (For 
shortened score report descriptors for each one of the three levels along with its
respective score range, see the table in Appendix E). 
Content knowledge and test performance. 
Liu, Schedl, Malloy, Kong, and ETS (2009) attempted to determine if content 
schemata affect test performance on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT. According to 
the researchers, this investigation was motivated by the fact that reading p ssages on the 
reading section of the TOEFL iBT are fewer than those on the TOEFL-CBT. The 
researcher maintained that reducing the number of reading passages may give rise to a 
potential impact of cultural- or educational-related knowledge on performance on th
TOEFL-iBT reading subtest. Thus, the researchers examined six passages u ed in five 
previous administrations of the test in the years 2007 and 2008. The content of three of 
the six passages was related to physical sciences, while the other passages revolved about 
cultural information pertinent to European countries and Japan.  
The test takers who took the test in 2007 and 2008 were surveyed about their 
fields of academic study and cultural affiliations. Two analytical procedures were used: 
First, differential item functioning was intended to reveal if item function varies with test 
takers who share the same level of language ability, but belong to different linguistic or 
cultural groups. Second, differential bundle functioning was aimed to detect if a bundle
of items, having one characteristic or more in common, would function differentially with 
test takers who share the same level of language ability, but represent different linguistic 
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or cultural backgrounds. The results showed that only few single items and item bundles 
functioned differentially. The researchers concluded that overall cultural- or educational-
related knowledge does not affect performance on the TOEFL-iBT reading subtest.  
In summary, the reading section of the TOEFL iBT has gone through four stages
of test design in which the construct of reading comprehension was first identified and 
operationalized in terms of construct-relevant tasks and techniques. Then, scoring rubrics 
were developed and validated in conjunction with their respective tasks. After that, the 
test was tried out with small groups of examinees to pinpoint any potential problems in 
the test design. Lastly, the test was field-tested on a large scale to allow for the use of 
statistical validation.  
As for the test format, the current reading test has three task types which, along 
with their item types, include Basic Comprehension: vocabulary, pronoun reference, 
sentence simplification, factual information, and negative fact; Inferencing: basic 
inference, rhetorical purpose, and insert text; and Reading to Learn: prose summary and 
schematic table. The last task type represents the innovative vantage of the current 
format, which is intended to measure test takers’ ability in text-level comprehension and 
to distinguish major from minor ideas.  
The research on the TOEFL reading section continues to offer insights about how 
to enhance the overall test design and format. For example, while bas c comprehension, 
inferencing, and reading to learn task types have been shown to assess academic reading 
skills (Cohen & Upton, 2006), it is advisable that each task type call for specific skills, 
especially the reading to learn task type which is intended to assess global understanding 
of textual information. Thus far, the TOEFL’s assessment of reading comprehension has 
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been explicated in terms of conceptualizing the construct of reading comprehension, 
identifying useful approaches to the assessment of this skill, and developing adequate t st 
design and task formats for the reading section of the test. The next section presents the 
theory and research on test-taking strategy use on tests of reading comprehension, with 
connections being made with the case of the TOEFL reading section.  
Test-taking Strategies on L2 Reading Comprehension Tests  
The last two decades have witnessed a proliferation of research on both language 
learning and language use strategies. For the most part, this research has looked into the 
kinds of strategies that language learners use to facilitate their learning nd use of the 
target language. Not until very recently have scholars and researchers (e.g., Cohen 2006; 
Cohen & Upton, 2006; Tian, 2000; Yoshizawa, 2002) become increasingly interested in 
the kinds of strategies the test takers employ when responding to a form of language 
assessment. This, in turn, has led to ongoing research to explore the nature of these 
strategies and how they relate to a multitude of factors involved in the two processes of 
language test-making and -taking. Hence, this section foregrounds the previous thought 
and research on the use of test-taking strategies on reading comprehension tests.  
Strategies in language learning and language use.  
Learner strategies. 
In this section, the categories of learner strategies and test-taking strategies are 
defined and set apart from each other, their defining aspects are described, and those 
strategies specific to reading comprehension are detailed. It is worth noting here that the 
term learner strategies is used in the literature to refer to both language learning and 
language use strategies.  
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Since the 1970s, the interest in the study of learner strategies has started hand in 
hand with the shift of focus from the outcomes of language learning to the mental 
operations involved in the learning process (Purpura, 1999). One of the most 
comprehensive definitions states that learning strategies are “specific actions taken by 
learners to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more 
effective, and more transferable to new situations” (Oxford, 1990, p. 8). Extensive 
research over the last four decades has made it clear that language learners use certain 
tactics that facilitate their language learning and language use.  
According to the majority of scholars, learner strategies represent problem-
solving techniques (e.g., Smith, 1979), or conscious tactics used by language learners to 
compensate for the lack of or deficiency in automatic processes (Phakiti, 2006). There is 
an overall consensus among L2 strategy scholars that when learners resort to strategies, 
they deliberate their strategy choice and use and so choose those strategie that they have 
found through their learning and experience to be facilitative of the task they are 
performing (Hsiao, 2004).  Therefore, strategies are conscious and planned choices that 
language learners make use of in order to aid their dealings through the target language 
(Cohen & Upton, 2006; N. Anderson, 1991).  
Nonetheless, for some scholars, strategies are actions (i.e., behavioral); for other 
scholars, strategies are mental processes; and for yet others, strategies can be both 
behaviors and processes (Ellis, 1994). It seems that this disagreement about whether
strategies are observable behaviors or mental processes has to do with whether these 
strategies are conscious or automatic. However, the view of strategies as b haviors and 
processes can be qualified on the ground that strategies in the early stages of their use 
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tend to be conscious and deliberate, and as the learner becomes more experienced and 
proficient such strategies become subconscious and automatic processes or skill 
(Afflerbach, Pearson, & Paris, 2008; Phakiti, 2006).  
Language learning strategies and language use strategies are two categories of 
learner strategies with the purpose of the former being to assist the language acquisition 
process and the latter to aid the performance of language tasks. One of the most 
influential classifications of learning strategies is the one by Oxford (1990), which 
includes such strategy categories as cognitive (used to control the language), 
metacognitive (used to plan, monitor, and evaluate learning), memory (used to remember 
and retrieve linguistic information), compensation (used to repair or make up for some 
deficit), affective (used to lessen inhibiting feelings), and social (used to collaborate with 
others in learning) (pp. 37-57, 135-151). From another perspective, Phakiti (2003) 
pointed out that learning strategies can be considered traits, since they are part of the 
long-term memory and are formed with practice, while use strategies are states, as they 
form part of working memory and so are more associated with the language task being 
performed.  
In an attempt to explore experts’ views of learner strategies, Cohen (2005) 
administered a questionnaire to 23 international scholars concerned with strategy 
research. A summary of the results suggests that the experts were overall in agreement 
that learners are conscious when they make their choices of what strategies to us ; 
strategies are used by learners in order or in chorus depending on the nature of the 
language task they are engaged in; learners’ use of strategies relat to such learning 
styles as being self-autonomous, self-regulated, and self-directed; strategy use is highly 
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dependent upon the characteristics of learners, the nature of the tasks being performed, 
and the setting where the performance is taking place; and strategies are used by learners 
to make their learning and use of language more efficient.  
Test-taking strategies. 
The kinds of language use strategies employed by learners on the various forms of 
language assessment are referred to in the literature as test-taking strategies (Cohen, 
1998). To be specific, test-taking strategies are techniques that test takers resort to with 
the aim of getting correct answers on a given test. The successful use of these strategies 
does not necessarily imply mastery of the testing task at hand, as Cohen (1986) explained 
clearly when suggesting that test takers may get their answers to a eading task right 
“without fully or even partially understanding the text” (p. 132). In a later article, Cohen 
(1992) noted that test-taking strategies represent processes that test takers can have 
control over by selecting what they believe would help them tackle a test question, 
suggesting that test-taking strategies are conscious processes. He added th t these 
strategies can either be a short move (e.g., looking for a clue that links the information in 
the question to that in the reading text) or a long one (e.g., reading the whole text after 
reading the questions).  
Test respondents very often resort to test-taking strategies to compensate for the 
lack of information that could aid their response to a given question; for example, they 
may try to match words in the question to ones in the text, simplify the language of the 
question or the information needed, or use approximation especially when guessing 
meanings of vocabulary items (Cohen, 1998). However, the use of test-taking strategies 
is not intended for achieving communicative goals as is the case of language use 
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strategies; rather, they are used for getting correct answers on language tests. Some 
scholars count test-taking strategies among learner strategies; for exampl , Cohen 
(1994a) mentioned that test-taking strategies are best viewed as “learner strategies 
applied to the area of assessment” (p. 119). Nevertheless, test-taking strategies r  clearly 
not limited to language learning since the test taking process itself is not lmited to the 
field of language learning, which means that test takers in other assessment ettings in 
other disciplines can certainly use strategies that can aid their performance on a given test 
in their fields of study.  
Scholars (e.g., Allan, 1992; Cohen, 2006; Phakiti, 2008) have referred to two 
categories of test-taking strategies: test-management strategies and test-wiseness 
strategies. The former call for logical and purposeful response behaviors, are reflective of 
the underlying competence, and are responsive to the underlying construct being 
assessed. The latter involve the use of textual and/or technical aspects of the test to get 
the right answers and are not reflective of the underlying competence nor resp nsive to 
the underlying construct being assessed. Other scholars (e.g., Cohen & Upton, 2006) 
have drawn the distinction between strategies and processes such that “strategies are 
subject to control, more intentional, and used to act upon the processes” whereas 
“processes are general, subconscious or unconscious, and more automatic” (p. 2). 
Similarly, Phakiti (2008) differentiated between strategic processing and automatic 
processing, suggesting that the more a language user is conscious and aware of the 
processing underway the more this processing is strategic rather than automatic.  By 
extension, while there are test-taking strategies that are conscious choices (e.g., when a 
test taker chooses to read the questions first on a multiple-choice reading test befor  
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reading the text), there are test-taking processes that are subconscious operations (e.g., 
when a high-proficiency test taker attends to the overall meaning using text-lev l 
information on a cloze task).  
Generally, test-taking strategies are viewed as compensatory since they are 
typically used by test takers to make up for some deficiency either in the language ability 
necessary to perform the test tasks, in the skill to take the test, or in both. As such, te t-
taking strategies can be accounted for in terms of the framework of strategic competence 
as proposed by Bachman and Palmer (1996). According to this framework, test 
respondents go through four metacognitive processes when reacting to a testing task: 
assessment, goal setting, planning, andexecution. That is, test takers first assess the goals 
of the testing task and determine what aspects of knowledge it draws on. Then, they 
discern what to do in response to the task. After that, they relate the required information 
in the task to their knowledge and decide about how to act. And finally, they put what 
they have decided to do and how to do it into action through the actual provision of the 
answer. The extent to which learners engage in these processes and manage the use of 
test-taking strategies on a test can distinguish between performances of two test takers, 
who might be at the same level of language competency (Bachman and Palmer, 1996).  
Cohen and Upton’s (2006) rubrics of test-taking strategies (test-management and 
test-wiseness) on reading tests encapsulate the strategies that were observ d in previous 
research in addition to those strategies they found out through the analysis of verbal 
reports in their study of test-taking strategies among 32 ESL learners (See Appendix D). 
Rupp et al. (2006) went further to classify the kinds of test-taking strategies used on 
reading comprehension tests into general strategies that can be applied to any test format, 
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text-related strategies that test takers apply to the text, and item-related strategies that test 
takers use with the question items. 
Strategies in reading comprehension. 
Reading comprehension has been viewed by reading experts as an interactive and 
constructive process in which the reader interacts with the text and simultaneo sly uses a 
variety of means available to him (e.g., background knowledge and contextual cues) to 
construct meaning of the text (Dole, Duffy, Roehler, & Pearson, 1991; P. Alexander & 
Jetton, 2000; Powers & Wilson Leung, 1995). As was the case in language learning, there 
has been a shift of focus in the context of reading comprehension from the outcomes to 
the processes involved in reading (N. Anderson, 1991). The study of the strategies used 
in reading comprehension has offered insights about how readers interact with the text
with the aim of understanding it and what resources they draw upon towards this goal 
(Singhal, 2001).  
A distinction has been made between reading skills and reading strategies such 
that reading skills are used synonymously with abilities to mean traits that readers have 
developed with practice over time, ranging from lower-level abilities (e.g., word-level 
processing) to higher-level abilities (e.g., text-level processing), while reading strategies 
represent conscious processes readers utilize to enhance their understanding of a given 
reading task (e.g., skipping unknown vocabulary) (Aebersold & Field, 1997; Alderson, 
2000; Birch, 2002). Readers tend to exhibit considerable variation in how frequently they 
use reading strategies depending on what they aim through their reading activities; for 
example, reading for study demands more frequent use of global strategies (e. ., deciding 
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what to read closely) and support strategies (e.g., taking notes while reading) than reading 
for fun (Mokhtari & Reichard, 2008, p. 95).  
Previous research (e.g., Garner & Krauss, 1982; Myers & Paris, 1978; Purpura, 
1999) has been revealing about the nature of textual processing that highly-proficient 
readers go through in comparison to low-proficient ones. For example, highly-proficient 
readers were shown to process textual information at a global level by focusing on the 
meaning of the text as a whole, using higher-level skills (e.g., understanding main idea, 
making inferences, synthesizing information) whereas low-proficient reade s work with 
the text at a local level and engage in a decoding process, using lower-level skills (e.g., 
identifying lexical and syntactic features, making use of various discourse elements). In 
general, the previous studies of reading strategies with L2 readers at various levels of 
proficiency in a wide variety of learning contexts point out the crucial role of r ading 
strategies in developing necessary reading skills including comprehension (Alfassi, 2004; 
Brown & Day, 1983; Mokhtari & Sheorey, 2008; Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995).   
The role of metacognition in reading comprehension has been accounted for in 
terms of metacognitive awareness which involves readers’ cognizance of their abilities in 
relation to the complexity of the reading task, factors pertinent to the difficulty of the 
reading task (e.g., text familiarity), their repertoire of reading strategies, how the selected 
strategies are to be used, and the extent to which comprehension is going on (Baker, 
2008; Baumann, Jones, & Seifert-Kessell, 1993; Pressley & Gaskins, 2006). This view is 
consistent with the one that considers “[the] knowledge of text structure … [and the] 
awareness of the normal sequencing of information in such structures” as two key 
strategies of reading comprehension (Storey, 1997, p. 221). Metacognitive awareness and 
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control of reading strategies are crucial to achieve an optimum level of reading 
comprehension (Mokhtari, Sheorey, & Reichard, 2008). The relationship between 
metacognition and comprehension can be described as “reciprocal causation” such that 
“improvements in metacognition contribute to improvements in comprehension, which, 
in turn, contribute to further improvements in metacognition” (Baker, 2008, p. 34). In this 
sense, reading comprehension becomes more "constructively responsive” in which 
process readers adapt their choice and use of strategies to the demands of the textual 
information they are dealing with (Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995, p. 2). These perspectives 
have their origin in L1 reading research; for example, in a number of studies (e.g., Baker 
and Brown, 1984; Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004; Roeschl-Heils, Schneider, & van 
Kraayenoord, 2003), it was found that the extent to which readers made use of their 
metacognitive awareness of their reading abilities and cognitive strat gies determined the 
effectiveness of their reading performance.  
In a study of L1 and L2 readers, Sheorey and Mokhtari (2001) found that the level 
of metacognitive awareness of reading strategies was strongly positively correlated with 
the level of reading ability and that high-ability readers surpassed their low-ability 
counterparts in terms of both frequency and efficacy of reading strategy use. 
Metacognitive awareness of reading strategy choice and use was also found to be a sign 
of developing the necessary level of comprehension and so was a characteristic of skilled 
L2 readers (e.g., Barnett, 1988; Sheorey & Mokhtari, 2001). Moreover, research on the 
differences between good and poor readers in the use of reading strategies has shown that 
good readers tend to be more aware of what strategies to use and when to use them (e.g., 
Y. Yang, 2002).  
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On the basis of the information-processing theory, other scholars (e.g., Phakiti, 
2008; Purpura, 1999) upheld the view that strategies can be categorized as cognitive 
strategies (used to understand and utilize the language) such as comprehending, memory, 
and retrieval; and, metacognitive strategies (used to act upon and control cognitive 
strategies) such as planning, monitoring, and evaluating. The use of these strategies 
during a reading activity can best be described as “a synchronic situation-related variation 
between cognitive strategies and metacognitive strategies” (Phakiti, 2006, p. 83). 
Research by Purpura (1998) has confirmed that metacognitive strategies strongly 
influence and so regulate cognitive strategies during reading. In a more recent study, 
Phakiti (2006) employed a structural equation modeling approach to analyze the 
relationships among cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies, and reading test 
performance. Phakiti found that memory and retrieval strategies aided comprehending 
strategies, monitoring strategies regulated memory strategies, evaluating strategies acted 
upon retrieval strategies, and planning strategies influenced cognitive strategies by means 
of monitoring and evaluating strategies.  
While the role of cognition and metacognition in shaping human learning 
experiences has been realized through research in psychology since the mid-1970s, only a 
decade ago did researchers in the field of language testing and assessment show and 
express an increasing interest in the study of how cognitive and metacognitive strategies 
relate and influence test performance. One of the first strategy researchers to study the 
relationship between cognitive and metacognitive strategy use on reading comprehension 
tests was Purpura (1997, 1998) who observed, through the use of structural equation 
modeling approach, similar factorial structures for the high- and low-proficiency groups 
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of test takers, resulting from the two models of cognitive and metacognitive strat gy use 
and the test performance. Nonetheless, the high-proficiency group exhibited mor use of 
such strategies as inferencing, linking with prior knowledge, practicing naturalistically, 
self-evaluating and monitoring while the low-proficiency group used more strategies such 
as associating, repeating/rehearsing, summarizing, transferring from L1 to L2, applying 
rules, and assessing the situation (Purpura, 1998, pp. 352-364). Following the same 
analytical procedure, Purpura (1999) found that the use of cognitive and metacognitive 
strategies in general correlated with test performance, while memory strategies 
decelerated it.  
Similarly, Phakiti (2003) looked into the differences between successful and less 
successful test takers in the use of cognitive and metacognitive strategies when 
responding to a reading test. Phakiti found that the highly successful test takers 
demonstrated a high degree of awareness of their use of metacognitive strategie  in terms 
of what strategies to use, why they chose these strategies, and how to use them w ll, 
which in turn contributed to their performance on the test. He also observed that females 
and males were almost alike with respect to their cognitive strategy use; how ver, when 
interviewed, males expressed more inclination to use metacognitive strategies than 
females. Moreover, research by Phakiti (2006) and Purpura (1999) indicated that 
successful test takers used more retrieval than memory strategies, which augmented their 
use of comprehension strategies. Nevertheless, there is compelling evidence suggesting 
that highly-proficient readers tended to report fewer instances of strategy us , which can 
be linked to their advanced ability involving automatic processing that renders strategy 
use not available for conscious reporting (Purpura, 1998).  
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With the advent of electronic mediums of textual information, research started to 
look at the kinds of strategies readers use when interacting with these mediums, and how 
these strategies compare with those readers use with print materials (Kymes, 2008). Foltz 
(1996) pointed out that unlike print texts where presentation of information often follows 
a predictable order, information in online mediums is mostly presented in a no -
sequential fashion. According to Foltz (1996), this aspect of online information 
necessitates adequate level of background or topical knowledge to cope with the 
insufficient orderliness of online presentation. This is what also makes integration of 
information, both by relating what is new to what is known and by linking information 
across multiple sources, an essential skill in online reading (Britt & Gabrys, 2001).  
Skilled readers have been shown to benefit from using strategies they have 
developed and mastered with print materials in their reading of online informatin. And, 
they have shown notable tendencies to develop useful reading strategies specific to online 
environments (e.g., evaluating how credible and trustworthy the information is) (Bland, 
1995). In a comparative study of reading strategies used online and in print, Poole and 
Mokhtari (2008) found that readers tended to use a set of the same strategies in both 
environments with some variation in terms of frequency, apply certain strategies mor  
often than others in both formats when they found reading to be challenging, and to use 
online dictionaries with online reading more often than they use print dictionaries when 
reading print materials.  
It is important here to distinguish between test-taking strategies and reading 
strategies, as these two categories of strategies show some overlap and so c n easily be 
confused in the context of reading assessment. First, test-taking strategies re not specific 
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to any language skill, although it is true that each language skill has its specific test-
taking strategies. However, this does not preclude the fact that some language skills can 
still share certain test-taking strategies (e.g., a test taker pref ence to read the questions 
first on both reading and listening comprehension tests administered in a multiple-choic  
format). Second, while reading strategies are generally used when readers ngage in a 
reading activity and thus “are related to text comprehension” (Singhal, 2001, p. 1), test-
taking strategies are only used when dealing with a test or task which is similar to a test-
taking process; that is, the latter are more “driven by the test questions” (Farr, Pritchard, 
& Smitten, 1990, p. 218).  
It is also worth the emphasis here that since there are different types of reading, 
including reading for test taking, readers tend to utilize different strategies bearing on the 
goals they try to achieve through the reading activity in which they are engag d (Cordón 
& Day, 1996). And, because test respondents approach a given reading-test task with the 
aim of getting it right, they would certainly turn to strategies that involve reading. 
However, this does not imply that all strategies used on reading tests necessarily relate to 
the reading process (Allan, 1992), since a considerable number of these strategie  r  
either test-management or test-wiseness strategies or a combination of both. For example, 
in contrast to non-testing situations, a multiple-choice reading task calls for “a c ntinual, 
conscious, and linear engagement in problem-solving activities” (Rupp et al., 2006). In 
practice, Cohen and Upton (2006) observed that their sample of 32 respondents made far 
more frequent use of test-taking strategies in comparison to reading strateies.  
In brief, similar to language use strategies, test-taking strategies are compensatory 
in nature; however, whereas the former are used for communicative goals, the latter serve 
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test-taking purposes. The test-taking process of reading comprehension may call upon the 
use of both test-taking strategies as well as reading strategies; the former are used with 
the question items whereas the latter are used with the text. In this respect, the use of test-
taking strategies far exceeds that of reading strategies since, presumably, test takers’ care 
for answering the question items surpasses their care to fully understand the text. It 
comes as no surprise that most of the comprehension that test takers attain when 
responding to a reading test is brought about by their responses to the test questions and 
not overall understanding of the text. In the section that follows, we will see that test-
taking strategies on reading tests are not typically used in an ad hoc way; rather, they are 
used in systematic and predictable manners that align with test format.   
Strategies and test format.  
This section revolves about the relationship between task types and formats of 
reading comprehension tests and test-taking strategy use on these tests. 
Aspects of test format determinant of strategy use. 
It is intriguing to know what test-taking strategies might work with one test 
format, but not with another. In fact, previous research has shown that test-taking strate y 
use on reading tests is substantially determined by the nature of task types when one 
considers what strategies to use and how to use them (N. Anderson et al., 1991; Nevo, 
1989). Nevo (1989) went further to describe the format aspects of a multiple-choice 
reading test that can influence strategy use significantly, including the level of text 
familiarity and task complexity. In her study, which sought to examine the use of test-
taking strategies on a multiple-choice test of reading comprehension among 42 Hebrew 
tenth graders studying French, Nevo (1989) noticed that her respondents’ ability to use 
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contributory strategies, or strategies that resulted in correct answers, diminished when 
they were asked to respond to tests that had unfamiliar texts or difficult question items. 
For example, the discoursal and pragmatic items, which required test takers to understand 
the use of the cohesive devices in the texts and so were very challenging, were associated 
with the use of ineffective strategies on the L2 test.  However, this did not apply to all test
takers; that is, the use of effective strategies did not always lead to getting the answer 
correct, which the researcher linked to interfering causes.  
Some of the recent studies that looked into task difficulty on reading tests have 
focused on strategy use among test takers to determine which tasks and question items 
posed a serious challenge to test takers. For example, Cohen and Upton (2006) observed 
that the choice of language to report test-taking strategy use among their respondents, 
while responding to reading tasks on selected practice tests of the TOEFL-iBT, reflected 
the level of difficulty of the items with which the strategies were associated (for example, 
one respondent reported that he was “wrestling with the question intent” (p. 78) while 
trying to tackle one of the questions). Other researchers concerned with L1 reading (e.g., 
Cordón  & Day, 1996; Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995) have noted that when readers were 
provided with an unfamiliar material, they did not only exhibit the use of less effective 
strategies than that accompanying the use of familiar materials, but also used strategies at 
low frequencies.  
One issue that has triggered extensive research regarding strategy use on reading 
tests focuses on the extent to which questions on standardized tests are answerable 
without the texts. For example, Powers and Wilson Leung (1995) had a group of L1 
readers answer three sets of reading comprehension questions without the passag s, and 
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at the same time mark on a checklist the kinds of strategies they were using. The findings 
suggested that respondents’ scores were higher than the chance level, but not up to the 
level that matched the respondents’ capabilities. Although respondents had difficulty with 
some questions that were more passage dependent, they mostly employed their abili y of
verbal reasoning by using the questions as building blocks to develop a mental schema of 
the text.  
Test-taking strategies dependent on test format.  
In studies where student readers were asked to respond to open-ended questions 
on reading passages (e.g., Cohen & Aphek, 1979), some respondents were observed to try 
to find where the answer was most likely to be in the passage and write the whole 
sentence or context containing the answer in response to each given question. In other 
studies using multiple-choice reading tasks, there was a notable tendency among 
respondents, specifically those with low proficiency, to guess the key answers from the 
options without referring to the text, to match the content of the item stem and options 
with that of the passage (Allan, 1992; Cohen, 1984; Rupp et al., 2006), or to eliminate 
what they perceived not to be the key answers among the options (Storey, 1997). Farr et 
al. (1990) was especially insightful in its identification of certain response behaviors on 
multiple-choice reading tasks. For example, test takers used the questions to guide their 
dealing with the text in order to identify the key answers. They also used test-taking 
strategies far more frequently than reading strategies, and showed repeated switching 
between the questions and the text. 
Another study by N. Anderson et al. (1991) examined response strategies with the 
aim of validating a TOEFL reading test which used three types of questions: mai  idea, 
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inferencing, and direct statement. The researchers observed a remarkable consistency 
among examinees in using patterns of strategies specific to each question type. The 
researchers noted that question items differed significantly from one another in erms of 
the kinds of strategies they called for; for example, while inference question items called 
for more guessing and matching stem with text s rategies, direct statement questions 
called for examinees’ use of paraphrasing and making reference to time allocation (p. 
57). In a more recent study, Rupp et al. (2006) examined response strategies used by a 
group of 10 ESL readers on three multiple-choice reading tests for academi  purposes. 
Rupp and his colleagues observed that respondents moved from identifying the theme to 
locating specific details to answer the questions and thus used macro- and micro-level 
strategies sequentially, used the questions to guide their scanning of the text and locating 
the key information, used the order of the questions to identify the location of the 
respective key information in the text, and made use of rational elimination based on 
prior knowledge or clued-up guessing.  
In other studies where cloze tasks were used (e.g., Stemmer, 1991; Storey, 1995), 
low proficient students were shown to use more micro-level processing when a half of 
each deletion was given by trying to guess the deleted word using the remnant of it or 
other local hints. Apparently, these students had a limited ability when it came to 
understanding the context surrounding the deletion or using macro-level processing. In 
particular, Stemmer (1991) noted that making inferences was more evident among
students taking the cloze test when the number of cohesive devices was low.  
Everything considered, research points out that the kinds of formats or tasks that 
appear on reading tests play a crucial role in determining examinees’ strategy choice and 
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use, and their overall response behaviors. Thus, those strategies that are typicallyused on 
cloze formats are different from those used on multiple-choice formats. Examples of the 
strategies used on the former include look backward and forward to figure out the 
missing word where those used on the latter include read the questions, then read the text 
to locate the critical information. Format aspects such as text familiarity and task 
difficulty can also impose certain limits on the choice and use of test-taking strategies 
such that the less familiar the text or more difficult the task, the fewer strategies are 
expected to be used by test takers. One implication of the dependency of test-taking 
strategy use on test format relates to how strategies can enable us to check our t sts fo  
validity and authenticity, which is to be discussed next.  
Strategies and test validation. 
The discussion in this section deals with how the study of test-taking strategy use 
informs the process of validating reading tests. 
Premise of validating tests with evidence from strategy use. 
Another intriguing facet to the study of test-taking strategies has to do with how it 
can inform efforts put into test validation. In fact, exploring test-taking strategy use has 
been viewed among language testers as one of the most important methods of validating 
language tests (Cohen & Upton, 2006). The process of test validation serves the purpose 
of confirming construct validity which stands for the extent to which the test measur s 
the underlying psychological construct or concept, or ability, it purports to measure. 
Early on, the attempts made to validate language tests benefited from the use of 
associational or correlational measures that were used to correlate the scores examinees 
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obtained on a certain test with those they had on another, comparable test of the same 
language skill or ability (Bachman, 1990).  
From a strategic standpoint, test validation rests on the question of whether 
examinees’ response behaviors (i.e., test-taking strategies) on a given test conform to the 
expectations that the test makers have about the test and the purposes for which they 
designed the test. Language testing experts (e.g., Bachman, 1991) overemphasized t e 
need to attend to any potential disparity between the test constructors’ intentions a d te t 
takers’ perceptions of the test in the design of the test. Consequently, Bachman (1991) 
suggested that our study of test-taking strategies for the purpose of test validation 
provides us with a lens into test performance and reflects the extent to which our test 
tasks assimilate to real-world uses of language. Test validation can be performed during 
the pilot phase of test development by having a sample from the target population of 
examinees take the test and observe their test-taking strategies (Cohen & Upton, 2006). 
The idea of using test-taking strategies to inform test validation was first initiated in L1 
testing and has proven useful in both the refinement and standardization of tests (Cohen, 
1984).  
Using strategies in validation of reading test formats. 
The question of what test-taking strategies to use on a given test has to be 
answered bearing in mind the task or item types that appear on the test (Nevo, 1989). 
Hence, an incorrect answer to a question item on a test could point out that either the 
respondent himself failed to answer correctly or the test format influenced the respondent 
to provide the incorrect answer (Cohen, 1998). Grotjahn (1987), Klein-Braley (1985), 
and Klein-Braley & Raatz (1984) were among the early researchers who used test-taking 
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strategies as a basis for validating and refining language tests, specifically cloze tasks. 
The results of their efforts have led to the development of cloze tests that use r ional 
deletion and offer adequate sampling of the language components to be assessed.  
In one study, N. Anderson et al. (1991) attempted to validate a TOEFL reading 
test in a multiple-choice format by focusing on the relationship between the item types 
and performances on the test and the test-taking strategies used by their respondents. The 
researchers found that the question type determined the choice and use of the test-taking 
strategies to tackle it; for example, wherever respondents were asked to make inferences, 
some chose to relate and match the content of the question to that of the text. And, 
wherever a small number of strategies were used, the question items with which such 
strategies were used were shown to be too easy or too difficult, or less discriminable. 
Obviously, the number of strategies used with question items can serve to indicate 
whether these items are adequate as far as their level of difficulty is concerned.  
Judgment about the validity of tests is not solely dependent on the behavior of the 
individual question items on these tests, but on the overall format of these tests as well. In 
this regard, Tsagari (1994) investigated how the free response format for assessing 
reading comprehension compares with the multiple-choice format, with a group of ESL 
learners. On the basis of the examinees’ strategy use, Tsagari concluded that the two 
formats measure reading comprehension differently in that each format calls upon 
different strategies and so seems to tap into distinct reading abilities. For example, in 
response to the free response format, students often attempted to locate the key 
information in the text and use clues to figure out the answer, whereas on the multiple-
choice format, students made more use of deductive reasoning and memory.  
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In a study which aimed to validate a reading test with 13 adult learners of Fench, 
Wijgh (1995) observed that test takers’ strategy use did not match the test construct r ’ 
intentions for the test questions. For example, with question items aimed to have test 
takers scan the text for superficial information, test takers opted for reading the whole 
text word by word. This led the researcher to suggest as a potential cause that either th  
test takers were not skilled enough to use appropriate strategies, or the question items 
themselves failed to call for test takers’ strategy use. Abanomey (2002) sought t  explore 
the effect of text authenticity on the use of test-taking strategies. The researcher did not 
find an effect of text authenticity on the number of test-taking strategies used by 
respondents as much as on the nature of these strategies. That is, while the authentic texts 
invoked the use of bottom-up strategies, the inauthentic texts called upon top-down 
strategies. The researcher ascribed this observation to the fact that inauthentic texts do not 
possess the kind of textual features (e.g., cohesive devices) which draw on bottom-up 
strategies.  
With the aim of determining what a cloze task truly measures, Storey (1997) had 
a group of 25 Chinese respondents answer multiple-choice, discourse cloze tests using 
rational deletion. The researcher noticed that on tests where the deletions involved 
discourse markers, respondents were prone to detect the line of argumentation and 
employ the rhetorical organization to supply the deletions. However, where the deletions 
were cohesive devices, respondents could just rely on local clues to figure out the 
deletions. The researcher concluded that discourse cloze has the capacity to call up n 
processing strategies. Such strategies are used at both local and global levels of the text 
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and so are reflective of the kinds of processes involved in reading in non-test-taking 
conditions. 
In two of three recent studies, Lumley and Brown (2004, 2006) looked into the 
validity of the integrated reading and writing tasks on the Next Generation TOEFL (now 
TOEFL iBT) with 60 respondents from three language backgrounds. On the basis of 
strategy reports collected from the respondents, the researchers were able to identify 
serious flaws with these tasks in terms of the difficulty among raters of deciding about 
whether the responses to the writing tasks were in the participants’ words or language 
they copied from the reading texts. In other words, it was not clear how the respond nts 
arrived at their responses to the writing tasks or even how this related to understa ing of 
the reading texts.  
Cohen and Upton (2006) attempted to address the question of the extent to which 
the reading section of the TOEFL iBT truly assesses the kinds of academic reading skills 
prospective students need to have command of at the university level. As a result, they 
noted that test takers dealt with the whole section as demanding of masterful test-taking 
strategies, and that neither inferencing nor the reading to learn task types required 
reading skills distinct from each other. Even so, the researchers concluded that the 
reading section of the TOEFL iBT adequately measures academic reading skills required 
at the university level.  
In their study of response strategies on multiple-choice reading tests, Rupp et al. 
(2006) have noticed that whenever test takers were faced with difficult question items,
they resorted to logical reasoning on the basis of how a given question item related to the 
text content; and thus, the test takers were using more lower-order abilities. The 
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respondents also tended to follow the sequence of the questions to get clues as to where 
the respective key information is located in the text. According to the researchers, these 
two observations render the taking of multiple-choice reading tests different rom reading 
for a non-testing purpose in terms of strategy use. All things considered, Rupp and his
colleagues concluded that 
[Multiple-choice] questions might function well as separable measures of how 
difficult different aspects of texts are for test-takers or of how well test-takers 
engage in lower-order component processes rather than as composite measures of 
higher-order reading comprehension, which they may be sometimes colloquially 
assumed to be. (p. 468) 
Using strategies to establish construct validity.  
Considering that test-taking strategies comprise test-management and test-
wiseness techniques, one approach to test validation seeks to ensure that test takers have 
to rely on the kind of skill or knowledge represented by the test construct to answer the 
question items more than on test-wiseness. For example, P. Yang (2000) set out to 
examine the extent to which test-wiseness impacts performance on the TOEFL-CBT. 
First, the researcher had his respondents answer an adaptation of Rogers and Bateson’s 
(1991) Test-wiseness Test and a TOEFL practice test. Based on their scores on the test-
wiseness test, two groups were identified―one as test-wise and the other as test-naïve. 
Then, respondents were asked to report their strategy use with selected items from both 
the test-wiseness test and the TOEFL-CBT practice test. It was found that test-wiseness 
could help with at least half of the items from the listening and the reading section  and 
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that test-wise examinees could follow systematic ways in tackling those question items 
amenable to test-wiseness.  
In connection with the above findings, Cohen (2006) suggested that test makers 
should strive to ensure that their tests are not susceptible to test-wiseness if th e tests are 
to be optimally challenging for examinees. In general, test-wisenes strategies fit in the 
description that Powers and Wilson Leung (1995) offered when stating that “[s]trategies 
that raise test scores but bear little if any relationship to what the test was designed to 
measure may diminish the predictive power of a test or dilute the meaning of scores 
derived from it” (p. 105). This is what also motivated Yamashita (2003) to recommend 
that test takers’ perceptions and opinions about question items be taken into account since 
test takers are expected to reveal the kinds of strategies that may work for them on given 
question items, without these strategies being necessarily reflective of the trait or skill 
being assessed.  
Briefly, test validation rests on the question of whether examinees’ response 
strategies on a given test conform to the test maker’s expectations or the purposes for 
which the test was developed. Research has confirmed that the study of test-taking 
strategy use on reading tests can help us make sure that our tests measure what they are 
intended to measure, determine how various formats tap into different abilities underlying 
the main skill of reading comprehension, and ensure that our tests are not susceptible to 
test-wiseness. This approach has also been found useful in verification of task 
authenticity; that is, if reading tasks measure the same skills that are part of real-life 
experiences of reading (e.g., skills of academic reading). One way that can serve as a 
check of test predictive power is to examine the degree to which high- and low-
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proficiency groups of test takers differ from each other with respect to their strategy use. 
Aspects of differential use of strategies by the two proficiency groups on reading tests 
form the main focus of the next section.  
Strategy use and proficiency level.  
In this section, the discussion centers on how test-taking strategy use relates to 
language proficiency.  
Reading and response behaviors of high- and low-proficiency learners. 
On the basis of an extensive review of research on reading strategies, Singhal 
(2001) suggested that there is ample evidence that the use of reading strategie is strongly 
associated with the level of proficiency such that highly proficient readers use a variety of 
strategies more frequently and effectively and more knowingly of when and how to use 
these strategies than less proficient readers. Similarly, Tian (2000) pointed to the major 
findings from comparative studies of reading strategy use among varied levels of 
proficiency, which can be summarized as follows: while proficient readers work towards 
forming a global understanding of what they read using higher-order processing skills, 
less proficient readers work on a more local level using lower-order processing skills; 
proficient readers show high flexibility in their strategy use while less proficient readers 
tend to be more rigid in this respect; and highly proficient readers utilize more activ  nd 
ongoing monitoring while their less proficient counterparts fail to execute an adequate 
level of monitoring and so are less able to evaluate and fine-tune their strategy use.  
Scholars have begun to look at differences between high- and low-proficiency 
readers in strategy use on reading comprehension tests. Nevo (1989) was among the first 
scholars to make the assumption that because reading-test taking represents a problem-
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solving situation, high-proficiency test takers employ strategies that increase their chance 
of getting a question item correct to a greater extent than low-proficiency t st takers. She 
suggested that readers’ ability to deal with problem-solving situations in language use 
correlates with their levels of language proficiency, specifically knowledge of grammar 
and vocabulary (Nevo, 1989). Also, Purpura (1999) highlighted the role of language 
ability in the efficient use of metacognitive strategies on reading comprehension tests.  
Besides task difficulty, Phakiti (2003) counted proficiency level as another facto
that affects cognitive and metacognitive strategy use; for example, he notic d among his 
respondents that although both high- and low-proficiency test takers exhibited response 
behaviors so automatic that they were not aware if they had used metacognitive stra egies 
like checking and monitoring, the low-proficiency test takers employed these two 
strategies to a lesser degree. However, questions that have yet to be addressed via more 
research involve whether high- and low-proficiency readers differ from each other in 
their use of test-management and -wiseness strategies (Cohen & Upton, 2006; Nikolov, 
2006) and, if so, how their differential use of these strategies contributes to disparity in 
their test performance and scores (N. Anderson et al., 1991; Purpura, 1998; Phakiti, 
2003). 
Test-taking strategies differentiating between proficiency levels. 
Early research on the differential use of strategies on reading comprehension tests 
has pointed out that the main difference between L1 and L2 readers lies in L1 readers’ 
superior ability to make use of intra- and inter- sentential and semantic clues, as 
measured by means of oral miscue and cloze tasks (e.g., Cziko, 1978, 1980; Douglas, 
1981, Hauptman, 1979). This conclusion has been supported by Mangubhai (1991) who 
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further noted that highly proficient readers exhibit resourcefulness that both serves and 
automatizes their textual and informational processing to a greater extent compared to 
low proficient readers.  
Mangubhai (1991) based his view on the results of a study he conducted the year 
before in which he used cloze reading procedures along with think-aloud protocols to 
investigate strategy use among three different proficiency levels of young ESL learners. 
The subjects were six EFL learners in year eleven―two high, two middle, and two low 
achievers according to their scores on a national EFL examination. The subjects 
demonstrated differences in their strategy use between the high and the low levels of 
proficiency in that the high achievers used such strategies as look at larger context after 
generating the word, refer to prior knowledge, rephrase the sentences in order to 
generate the word, evaluate guesses for their correctness, and analyze the passage using 
prior and contextual knowledge in order to generate the word, whereas the low achievers 
used such strategies as look at the immediate context and generate randomly and/or 
reject words on syntactic or semantic grounds (Mangubhai, 1990, p. 133). Strong 
positive correlations were observed between the respondents’ levels of proficiency, the 
total percentages of effective strategies they used, and their scores.  
In another study combining open-ended and multiple-choice reading 
comprehension tasks, C. Gordon (1987) used think-aloud protocols to look into response 
behaviors among 30 tenth-grade EFL learners. The findings from this study suggested 
that the respondents answered some of the test questions without any indications that they 
had comprehended the text. Additionally, the respondents who were at a low level of 
proficiency demonstrated more local processing of the text (i.e., focusing on isolated or 
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fragmented elements of the text) where highly proficient respondents showed more 
global processing (i.e., relating the meaning of intact, individual sentences to the whole 
text). In relation to this, while the low-proficiency students used strategies such as 
matching words in the options to words in the text, copying information from the text, and 
translating word for word, the high-proficiency students used strategies such as 
predicting information and making inferences (as cited in Cohen, 1998, p. 100). 
Proficiency-related aspects of differential use of strategies. 
It is very often the case that in reading test-like situations such as cloze tasks, 
those who are highly proficient exhibit skillfulness in using text-level comprehension to 
guide their completion of the cloze items (Bachman, 1985), or at least use other problem-
solving strategies such as rational guessing when faced with challenging deletions 
(Cohen, 1984). On the other hand, those test takers who are less proficient make heavy 
use of translation and very localized clues to solve deletions (Cohen, 1984). With respect 
to translation, Upton (1997) and Upton and Lee-Thompson (2001) have concluded that 
the use of this strategy is inversely related to the level of proficiency and th t while L2 
readers at different levels of proficiency can benefit from this strategy, low proficiency 
readers are prone to resort to mental translation in three cases: to deal with unknown 
words through guessing and substitution using L1 words, to develop understanding at the 
text level, and to test hypotheses about understanding and to verify these hypotheses.  
The tendency to employ effective strategies was observed to be a characteristic of 
learners’ reading in their L1 in contrast to their reading of L2 texts. In her study, Nevo 
(1989) sought to examine the use of test-taking strategies on a multiple-choice test of 
reading comprehension among 42 Hebrew tenth graders studying French. The subjects
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responded to a multiple-choice reading comprehension test administered first in Hebrew 
and then in French. While responding to the test items, the respondents were to mark 
each strategy they used on a strategy checklist on an item-by-item basis. The results 
showed that the respondents used both effective and ineffective strategies to respond to 
the reading test items and that more effective strategies and fewer in ff ctive ones were 
used when responding to the test in Hebrew than in French. Therefore, the respondents’ 
higher proficiency in L1 when compared to L2 enabled them to use effective strategies or 
strategies that led them to provide more correct answers on the test in Hebrew (L1) than 
on the one in French (L2).  
Therefore, it seems that the distinction that Dollerup, Glahn, and Rosenberg-
Hansen (1982) proposed between the two modes of taking standardized reading tests as 
“mainline” versus “fragmented” is justified, seeing that mainline reading involves the test 
taker’s skimming of the text to develop the main idea and then answering the question 
items on this basis, whereas fragmented reading is characterized by, for exampl , 
matching of words in the question items with those in the text (p. 96). Therefore, on tests 
of reading comprehension, while highly proficient test takers are expected to be mainline 
readers, less proficient ones follow a more fragmented way of taking the test. This may 
explain why experienced readers were shown to use fewer strategies on standardized 
reading tests than those who are less experienced, as in Cordón and Day’s (1996) study of 
L1 readers.  
Another example comes from a study in which Yamashita (2003) had 12 Japanese 
EFL students, at the university level, complete a rational deletion cloze test and at the 
same time verbalize their thoughts. The results showed that the highly skilled respond nts 
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did not spend as much time guessing and inferring the meanings of individual clauses and 
sentences as did the lower skilled respondents. Rather, the highly proficient readers 
handled the deletions one after another, drawing on information at both the textual and 
the clausal levels, whereas their lower proficient counterparts switched back and forth 
among deletions and used mostly clause-level information.  
In an attempt to investigate how strategy use, proficiency level, and level of 
language aptitude relate one to another, Yoshizawa (2002) had a group of 54 Japanese 
adult ESL learners respond to a questionnaire. The participants were instructed o report 
the kinds of text-processing strategies they normally use when performing L2 listening 
and reading tasks. A language aptitude battery was used to measure the respondents’ 
foreign language aptitude and a test from the TOEFL Institutional Testing Program was 
used to assess their English proficiency. The researcher found that the respondents 
exhibited progressively more effective strategy use across their proficiency levels from 
low to high.  
Moreover, the distinction between the two categories of test-taking strategies as 
test-management versus test-wiseness strategies seems to be pertinent to the differential 
strategy use of the two discrete levels of proficiency. In this regard, Cohen and Upton 
(2006) made the observation that their respondents, who were asked to perform TOEFL-
iBT reading tasks, used predominantly more test-management strategies than tes -
wiseness strategies. The researchers linked this tendency to the high proficiency level of 
the test takers. On this basis, one can deduce that test takers who are at a lower level of 
proficiency would be more likely to use more test-wiseness than test-management 
strategies.   
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In short, as one would expect, there are varying degrees of test-taking stratey 
choice and use associated with varied levels of proficiency. The previous studies of how 
test-taking strategies and processes relate to L2 proficiency have revealed that high- and 
low- proficiency test takers approach reading tests in different ways and exhibit varied 
response behaviors reflective of their language competency. Moreover, the distinction 
between the two categories of test-taking strategies as test-management versus test-
wiseness strategies seems to be pertinent to the differential strategy use of the two 
discrete levels of proficiency, in that high-proficiency test takers make more use of test-
management strategies than their low-proficiency counterparts whose choics are more 
limited to test-wiseness strategies. High- and low-proficiency test takers are expected to 
perform differently on reading tests, which is due in part to their differential use of test-
taking strategies. In this regard, high-proficiency test takers are likely to make more 
effective choice and use of strategies. The following section addresses the question of 
what aspects determine facilitative versus debilitative effects of strategy use on test 
performance.   
Strategy use and test performance. 
In this section, we will see how test performance is shaped by the choice and use 
of test-taking strategies. 
Strategies as a mediator between language competence and test performance. 
In their model of communicative language ability, Bachman and Palmer (1996) 
clearly demonstrated how strategy use, prompted by strategic competence as a mediating 
component between competence and performance, influences how competence 
contributes to performance. Whether or not strategy use can make a difference in scores 
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on language tests used to be an issue calling for research into how the use of test-taking 
strategies shapes test performance. Meanwhile, test constructors relentless y expressed 
their refutation to any claims about the possibility of gaining high scores by means of 
test-taking strategies (Tian, 2000). Unfortunately, the distinction between th two types 
of test-taking strategies (i.e., test management and test wiseness) has not been adequately 
addressed in the debate. Presumably, the test-taking process assimilates to a problem-
solving situation, in which case the use of strategies to help deal with this process 
successfully is natural, and so reflects the authenticity of the test.  
Problem-solving strategies on tests of reading comprehension can either be est-
management strategies or test-wiseness strategies; hence, while the use of the former is a 
sign of a skilled response behavior, the latter can be indicative of a poor response 
behavior or an invalid test item, or both (Allan, 1992). On the other hand, while test-
management strategies can be mastered through test preparation practices, tes -wi eness 
strategies are more linked to problem-solving abilities of test takers, and so do not lend 
themselves easily to training or instruction. In contrast to the use of test-management 
strategies, as Allan (1992, 1995) suggested, the use of test-wiseness strategies is 
idiosyncratic, and so results in unfair testing and undeserving achievement, assuming that 
the given test is amenable to test-wiseness (Cohen, 1992).  
Influence of strategy use on test performance.  
The issue of how strategy use relates to test performance depends to a large extent 
on the nature of the test format and tasks. For example, it has been observed across a 
number of studies of response behaviors on cloze tasks that test takers could still manage 
to obtain high scores and never had to read the whole text or even understand the main 
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idea of the text (Cohen, 1984). Test takers in other studies of performance on cloze tasks 
were observed to first use the local clues to solve as many deletions as they could, and 
then they moved on to forming a general idea about the text and so used more global 
clues to help them deal with the unsolved deletions (e.g., Kleiman, Cavalcanti, Terzi, & 
Ratto, 1986). In another study of strategy use on cloze tasks, Homburg and Spaan (1982) 
reported that their respondents’ use of such strategies as identifying parallel elements, 
discourse chunking, cataphoric reading, and anaphoric reading correlated with their 
success in identifying the correct completions. It was also found that those who made 
effective use of cataphoric reading were better able to figure out the main ide  of the text 
than those who did not. 
Cohen (1984) also referred to other studies in which test takers were asked to 
respond to multiple-choice questions in the absence of the reading passages and how 
these test takers could still manage to score well above the chance level (i.e., 25% with 
question items with four alternatives). In his study of strategy use on summarization 
tasks, Cohen (1994b) found that the time some test takers spent going through and 
applying strategic processing far exceeded the time they spent writing their summaries. 
And oftentimes, they chose to add whole blocks of the text being summarized to their 
responses, which made it difficult to decide about the degree to which these test takers 
actually used their understanding of the text towards constructing their summaries. There 
is also considerable evidence regarding positive transfer of strategies from L1 to L2 as far 
as performance on reading tests is concerned. In this regard, Nevo (1989) identified two 
strategies as the most frequently used ones in both L1 (Hebrew) and L2 (French) among 
her respondents, including reading the questions first and then looking for the key 
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information in the text and matching clues from the question items to those in the text to 
locate the key information.  
As has been confirmed across studies of strategy use on language tests, tes-taking 
strategies are by and large a function of the testing situation and format; in other w rds, 
“[a]s long as the task is part of a test, students are bound to use strategies they would not 
use under non-testing conditions” (Cohen, 1992, p. 99). Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) 
view of the mediating role of strategic competence between language knowledge and 
language use is obviously warranted in the context of language testing when we co sider 
how strategies can either facilitate or debilitate performance on language tests. For 
example, a test taker who chooses to read the questions first on a standardized test of 
reading has a higher chance of completing the test more quickly and efficiently than one 
who chooses to read the text first and then proceeds to the questions, assuming that both 
test takers are at the same level of reading proficiency (Cohen, 1992). Clearly, the use of 
the first strategy can be said to facilitate test performance, whereas th  other strategy may 
considerably debilitate performance under conditions of timed testing and lack of 
adequate level of proficiency.  
Effective versus ineffective strategy use and test performance. 
Generally speaking, within the broad field of strategic competence, succesful use 
of strategies demands that strategies be relevant to the nature of the task being performed, 
strategies be in sync with learner characteristics, and a learner be aware if a strategy is to 
be used by itself or combined with other strategies and how either form ought to be used 
(N. Anderson, 2005). Even those strategies that have been shown to be effective can be 
more or less so in a given testing situation depending on when and how they are used 
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(Cohen, 1992). Therefore, what Purpura (1998) concluded with regard to how the use of 
cognitive and metacognitive strategies relates to test performance appli s to the case of 
using test-taking strategies. In other words, the nature of the test task on which a given 
strategy is used as well as how this strategy is used determine the extent to which this 
strategy can benefit test performance. Along the same lines, Nikolov (2006) noted that 
the effective use of test-taking strategies takes into account the degree of compatibility 
among strategies, the nature of the test task being performed, and command of tres that 
test takers have developed with the use of these strategies.  
The manner in which strategies are used in isolation or in conjunction with other 
strategies determines their beneficial effect upon test performance and scores (N. 
Anderson, 1991). N. Anderson (1991) based this conclusion on a study in which he 
looked at individual differences in the use of reading and test-taking strategies among 28 
Spanish-speaking adult ESL learners at three different levels of proficiency. Each 
respondent was asked to take a standardized test of academic reading, in a multiple-
choice format, and simultaneously think aloud his or her response behaviors, either in 
Spanish or English. Based on case studies of three individual respondents, it was found 
that the high and low scorers did not differ from each other in the kinds of strategies they 
used. Rather, the two groups of scorers differed in how effectively they used these 
strategies individually or in conjunction with other strategies, as well as in their ability to 
assess and monitor strategy use. The researcher referred to the low scorers’ limited 
repertoire of vocabulary and schema-related knowledge as a potential factor that had 
constrained their strategy use and, in turn, their performance on the test.  
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In another study confirmatory of the importance of strategic awareness ad 
monitoring during test taking, Phakiti (2003) examined how the use of cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies by test takers relates to their performance on an EFL reading 
comprehension test. The researcher had 384 Thai EFL students, at the university levl, 
take an 85-item reading comprehension achievement test in a multiple-choice format.
Then, the respondents reported their strategy use on the test by answering a cog itive-
metacognitive questionnaire. The researcher selected the four highest scorrs and the four 
lowest scorers for retrospective interviews. On the basis of both quantitative and 
qualitative analyses of the data, it was found that the high scorers demonstrated an 
elevated degree of awareness of their use of metacognitive strategies in terms of what 
strategies to use, why they chose these strategies, and how to use them well. The 
researcher concluded that “[i]ndividual test-takers who are metastrategically competent 
are more likely to understand how the strategies fit together and how they are r lated to 
language tasks or TLU [target language use] domains than those with little of this 
competence” (p. 49).  
Test takers of the TOEFL are commonly encouraged to employ certain test-taking 
strategies which have been shown to be useful. The strategies that can be used on the 
reading section of the test include familiarizing oneself with the test directions before 
taking it, reading cursorily and taking mental notes of the closest answers, proportioning 
the allotted time among the number of question items, using any time left to mark the 
closest answers to question items whose key answers are not known for certain, and 
marking C or D options if guessing is not promising (Forster, Karn, Suzuki, & Tateyama, 
1997, p. 90). Forster et al. (1997) have also highlighted other test-taking strategies when 
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advising test takers to read the questions first and then the passage, postpone answering 
questions about the main idea or the title of the passage until they have answered the 
other questions, use elimination of alternatives with questions about excluded facts in
order to better discern the key answer, rule out obscure and irrational alternatives, and 
consider more likely key answers those alternatives that are phrased synonymously with 
or using the same part of speech as that in the key information in the passage (pp. 120-
136).  
While Forster et al. (1997) were referring specifically to the paper-based format 
of the TOEFL in giving this account of strategies, their advice is in fact applic ble to the 
computer-based and the internet-based formats of the test. It is obviously the case that on 
standardized language tests, test takers ought to be familiar with the kinds of test-taking 
strategies that, as Yien (2001) suggested, can truly mediate between test takers’ 
characteristics including proficiency, and their performance on the test; otherwise, 
effective strategies would not be characterized as such. 
 In her study of strategy use on the reading section of the TOEFL-PBT, Tian 
(2000) worked with a sample of 43 Taiwanese students attending a coaching school. The 
participants were first asked to take a TOEFL reading practice test and athe s me time 
think aloud their response behaviors. Then, the participants were engaged in a recall tsk 
in which they had to write down whatever they could recall from their reading of the test 
passage. After that, the participants were interviewed as to how they went about 
preparing for the test and what they thought of the coaching school and the kind of 
training it offers. A taxonomy of the strategies used was developed, incorporating 42 
strategies categorized as technical strategies, reasoning strateies, and self-adjustment 
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strategies. The examinees were divided into three performance levels:high, middle, and 
low, as determined by their scores on the test.  
The results of the study indicated that the high scorers demonstrated substantial 
use of strategies that focus on global understanding of the passage with the help of the 
questions. They used the strategies they were trained to use to supplement the kinds of 
strategies they have developed themselves, and were notably successful in their adapting 
and personalizing these strategies. On the other hand, the low scorers worked with the 
test locally by focusing on individual words and isolated constructions, used the trained
strategies as their main strategies, and employed these strategies in the ame manner they 
were trained to use them. The high scorers completed the test in less time and exhibited 
higher ability in comprehension and information retention as measured by the recall task, 
compared to the low scorers. In general, the high scorers were observed to use fewer 
strategies than their low counterparts.  
At the level of the three strategy categories, the two performance groups (i.e., 
high and low scorers) demonstrated variation from each other. In terms of technical 
strategies, two patterns of variation were apparent. In contrast to the low scorers, the high 
scorers were found to have developed the ability to start with the passage first and then 
proceed to the questions and attempt them in the given order, and also the ability to use 
their understanding of the content of the questions to locate the key information in the 
text. The two performance groups were different with regard to the level of reasning 
they used such that while the low scorers made considerable use of word-based strategie  
(e.g., matching and association) and micro-level strategies in general, th  high scorers 
were distinctly successful in using macro-level strategies including interpreting and 
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synthesizing the textual information in an effort to get the gist. The use of self-adjustment 
strategies was more associated with the use of monitoring and as such was a 
characteristic of the high scorers. Interestingly, the use of elimination strategy was shown 
to decrease as the performance level increased across the three levels of performance.  
All together, the three performance levels reported in the interviews that they 
often resort to certain test-management strategies, for example, starting with question 
items first, answering the main idea question after going through the other items, and 
using word-based strategies and syntactic or semantic clues when confronted with 
challenging question items. The results of the interviews also revealed what could be one 
of the major differences among the three performance levels, namely the awareness of 
how to use test-taking strategies effectively in terms of what strategies to use, when to 
use them, and how to use them. Such strategic awareness of effective strategy use 
increases with proficiency level and so augments test performance, as pointed out earlier 
in other studies (e.g., N. Anderson, 1991).  
Similarly, Nikolov (2006) found that the low scorers among her ESL respondents 
were more disposed than were high scorers to choose words they were not certain about 
to complete multiple-matching tasks. This was found through an exploratory study in 
which Nikolov looked into test-taking strategy use among 12- and 13-year-old EFL 
learners. A total of 52 participants were randomly sampled so as to represent three levels 
of proficiency. The data were collected using think-aloud protocols on an individual basis 
while the respondent was taking a language test comprised of reading and writing tasks. 
Four case studies were carried out with two top scorers and two bottom scorers, selected 
on the basis of their scores on the language test. The findings suggested that the two low 
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scorers processed the text at the word level, where the high scorers showed more 
tendency to process the text at the sentence level and also benefited, more than did t e 
low scorers, from relating to self metacognitive strategy by linking the information in the 
question item to their real-life experiences in order to check their answers. Overall, 
although the high performers did not show the use of quite as many test-taking strategies, 
they made more effective use of the strategies they used, when compared to those wi h 
low scores.  
In the Cohen and Upton (2006) study reviewed earlier, a major strategy trend 
among the respondents, whom were rated as highly-proficient, was the use of more test-
management as opposed to test-wiseness strategies. Among the most frequently used 
strategies across the three reading tasks were read the question then read the 
passage/portion to look for clues to the answer, either before or while considering 
options; consider the options and postpone consideration of the option; and discard 
option(s) based on vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, or passage overall meaning as well 
as discourse structure (pp. 46-102). For the most part, these strategies exhibited clear 
item-type dependency across the three reading tasks.  
To put it briefly, the choice and use of test-taking strategies on reading 
comprehension tests can either facilitate or debilitate test performance depending on 
whether or not strategies themselves are compatible with the test format, test takers’ level 
of knowledge and awareness of when and how to use a given strategy, and their level of 
skillfulness in using a given strategy in isolation or in conjunction with other strategies. 
Awareness of how to use test-taking strategies effectively in terms of what strategies to 
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use, when and how to use them can set apart levels of performance and scoring on tests of 
reading comprehension.  
Summary  
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, in light of the research goals and 
questions stated in the Introduction chapter, the Review of Literature chapter mainly aims 
to present a coherent body of the theory and research on factors pertinent to the sudy of 
test-taking strategies on reading comprehension tests. The discussion throughout this 
chapter has demonstrated that the TOEFL iBT, specifically the reading section of the test, 
remains open to and worth more exploration considering the small number of studies that 
have targeted certain aspects of this section of the test. The mere fact that the test is 
evolving makes thoughts about pursuing paralleled lines of research both worthwhile and 
promising.  
There is a convincing body of research that has indicated that the use of test-
taking strategies on reading tests far exceeds the use of reading strategies in terms of 
frequency. Consequently, test takers’ care to tackle the question items on a given test 
surpasses their care to comprehend the text on the test, especially under such constraints 
as allotted time and low reading proficiency. In view of that, the current studyadopted 
the views that count test-taking strategies to be more associated with the question it ms 
than the text (Farr et al., 1990) whereas reading strategies are only those applied to the 
text (Singhal, 2001). This is postulated to help both avoid any kind of overlap between 
the two sets of strategies and give a precise account of test-taking strate y use in answer 
to the three research questions.      
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This review has indicated that task types and formats on reading tests can largely 
determine the choice and use of test-taking strategies. The TOEFL-iBT reading section 
has three different task types, each with distinct item types, in addition to format aspects 
such as the use of relatively long texts (600-700 words) and three different text types (i.e., 
argumentative, expository, and historical narrative). This makes it interesting to find out, 
in answer to the first research question, what test-taking strategies are typically used in 
response to this section of the test and determine whether or not these strategies diff r 
across task and item types. Cohen and Upton (2006) was the only study that looked for 
answers to these inquiries, and since the researchers worked with four cultural gro ps of 
examinees, they called for attempts to address such research inquiries with more specific 
populations of examinees. Although the members of the population of this study cannot 
be said to belong to the same culture, they share the same L1 (Arabic), which suffices to 
consider dealing with them as a specific population. Another consideration supporting 
such an attempt, though it was not pursued in this study, is that L1 can exercise an effect 
on the choice and use of strategies on L2 tests through, for example, positive transfer (cf., 
Nevo, 1989).  
The previous studies of how test-taking strategies relate to L2 proficiency ( .g., C. 
Gordon , 1987; Mangubhai, 1990, 1991; Yamashita, 2003; Yoshizawa, 2002 ) have 
revealed that high- and low- proficient test takers approach reading tests in different ways 
and exhibit varied response behaviors reflective of their language competency. So far, it 
has not been clear how these observations apply to performance on the reading sectio  of 
the TOEFL iBT. In view of the fact that the TOEFL iBT is a measure of langu ge 
proficiency, test takers at varied levels of proficiency would be expected to perform 
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differently on the test. Thus, in answer to the second research question, discrete levels of 
performance are likely to manifest themselves in varying degrees of t t-taking strategy 
choice and use. Notably, this position is in keeping with Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) 
view of strategic competence, which suggests that strategy use plays a mediating role 
between competence and performance.  
The current study did not employ a measure of language proficiency with the 
participants; therefore, the decision to define the two discrete groups did not derive from 
their language competence, but from their performance as measured by their scores on 
the two TOEFL-iBT reading sets. Accordingly, instead of referring to the two discrete 
groups as high- and low-proficiency test takers, such attributes as high- and low-scorers 
were deemed more applicable and appropriate. Therefore, through its second research 
question, this study sought to find out if there are any differences between the high- and 
low-scoring groups with respect to test-taking strategy choice and use. Sinc  test takers’ 
scores on the reading sets are likely to correlate with their scores in an actu l test-taking 
endeavor, this attempt may tentatively address the question of the role of proficiency 
level in shaping test takers’ decisions about what strategies to use and how to use them.  
Previous research (e.g., N. Anderson, 1991; Cohen, 1994b; Nikolov, 2006; Tian, 
2000) has also shown that the choice and use of test-taking strategies on reading 
comprehension tests can either facilitate or debilitate test performance depending on 
whether or not strategies themselves are compatible with the test format, the level of 
knowledge and awareness of when and how to use a given strategy, and the level of 
skillfulness in using a given strategy in isolation or in conjunction with other strategies. 
Obviously, there are more factors that affect how test-taking strategy choice and use 
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relate to test performance than can be examined in one research study. Accordingly, in 
answer to the third research question, the current research limited its scope to as c s that 
characterize effective strategy use as determined by the success rate a sociated with 
individual question items. This applied to those strategies that were used in conju cti s 
with other strategies, or sequenced strategies. Such aspects as those that can determine 
efficacy of strategy use included compatibility of strategies with item format and with 
one another, and the manner in which strategies were used. In spite of the practical v lues 
of addressing these inquiries in the context of the reading section of the TOEFL iBT, 
attempts of the kind of this study are yet to be made. 
Chapter III describes the methodology of this research, which includes rationale 
for the research design, recruitment of participants, instrumentation, data collection 









This research explored test-taking strategy use among Arab ESL learners when 
responding to the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. More specifically, this research attempted to 
address the following research questions:  
1. What test-taking strategies do subjects use when responding to the reading tasks 
and items?  
2. Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers among subjects in their
use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks and items?  
3. What aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do subjects tend to employ with 
the reading tasks and items?  
This chapter presents the methodology followed to address the research questions. 
The chapter is organized into eight sections: (a) rationale for research design, (b) 
recruitment of participants, (c) instrumentation, (d) data collection procedures, (e) pilot 
study, (f) data transcription and coding, (g) procedures for data analysis, and (h)  




This study benefited from an extensive review of the literature on procedures 
typically used to collect strategy data, such as verbal reports, questionnaires, and 
checklists. The review pointed to both strengths and weaknesses associated with various 
procedures especially when one procedure is used by itself. Thus, the current study 
attempted to avoid major methodological concerns of self-reporting and -revelation 
procedures mentioned in previous strategy research. On one hand, self-reporting (e.g., 
questionnaires) provides an indirect way of exploring strategies, and so strategies 
revealed through this procedure do not accurately represent the actual straegies used in 
response to specific language tasks (Powers & Wilson Leung, 1995; Purpura, 1998; 
Wijgh, 1995). On the other hand, self-revelation (e.g., think-alouds) interfere with 
strategy use on the given cognitive task as well as task performance, which causes 
strategy reports to either fall short of capturing all strategies usd (Afflerbach & 
Johnston, 1984; Ellis, 2001; Jourdenais, 2001), or be confounded by affective, 
psychological, and social variables peculiar to the setting where the verbal reports are 
collected (Mann, 1982).  
Therefore, in an attempt to avoid the aforementioned methodological pitfalls, the 
researcher chose to follow an integrated-method approach through the use of a 
combination of three procedures (stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrospective 
interview) shown to be adequate in the collection of strategy data. The decision to use the
three procedures together was substantiated by the fact that all three procedures r present 
retrospective measures; that is, they are used following a cognitive task and they involve 
eliciting data about how the subject carried out the task. The integration of the three 
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procedures aimed to get the best of these procedures altogether or capitalize on their 
strengths, and consequently counterbalance their weak points.  
The choice of an integrated-method approach for the design of this study has 
support in the literature on qualitative research methodology. In this respect, many 
qualitative research specialists (e.g., Kelle, 2001; Konecki, 2008; Moran-Ellis et al., 
2006) have commended the use of a mixed-method approach in order to come to grips 
with a multi-faceted phenomenon. According to these experts, through the use of mixed 
methods, the researcher can gain insights into the nature and intricacy of the phenomenon 
under study, become well-informed about the inner workings of the various elements of a 
multi-dimensional phenomenon, and increase the likelihood of achieving credible results 
and findings. In a mixed-method approach, integration of methods can be made by 
merging these methods such that while each method keeps its own distinct design 
features, it complements the functions of the other methods and contributes perceptibly 
and meaningfully to the purpose of the whole procedure (Moran-Ellis et al., 2006). In L2 
testing, researchers have generally been encouraged to use a mixed-metho  approach to 
get deep understanding of the interaction among constructs reflecting ability nd 
performance, for example, strategy use, proficiency, and test performance (Phakiti, 2003, 
Yien, 2001). 
As stated above, this study combined three methods, namely, stimulated recall, 
self-observation, and retrospective interview. The three methods represent types of verbal 
protocols that can reveal “what information [subjects] are attending to while performing 
their tasks, and by revealing this information, can provide an orderly picture of the exact 
way in which the tasks are being performed: the strategies employed, the inferences 
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drawn from information …” (Ericsson & Simon, 1993, p. 220).  What follows is a 
description of these three methods: 
Stimulated recall. 
Stimulated recall is considered by scholars in the fields of language learning nd 
teaching (e.g., Mackey & Gass, 2005) to be an inner-directed measure in which the 
learner is provided with a stimulus and engaged in a reflection of the thought processes 
she had in mind while performing a language task. It is “an information processing 
approach whereby the use and access to memory structures is enhanced, if not 
guaranteed, by a prompt that aids the recall of information” (Gass & Mackey, 2000
p. 17). The prompt or stimulus can either be video or audio, or both, and serves to 
stimulate the learner’s recollection of her mental thoughts during the task performance. 
For instance, having just been in a conversation, learners are asked to listen to an audio-
recording of the conversation and use the recording to help them remember their mental 
processes during the conversation, and at the same time verbalize the kinds of thoughts 
and reactions they experienced while conversing. 
Stimulated recall is used in strategy research for its potential to help researchers 
“to determine when and if particular cognitive processes, such as search, retrieval or 
decision making are employed” (Gass & Mackey, 2000, p. 21). One advantage to the use 
of stimulated recall over think-alouds is that any method-related reactiv  effects on task 
performance are avoided (Sanz, 2005). Another advantage is that during a stimulated 
recall session, the subject is totally focused on recalling and reporting of his thoughts 
(Kelly, 2009), in contrast to think-alouds where the subject performs the cognitive task 
and verbalizes his thoughts both at the same time, which Ellis (2001) referred to as “dual 
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processing” (p. 37). Stimulated recalls help strategy researchers in particular to elicit 
“task-specific strategy descriptions with corroborating evidence of their us ” (Chamot, 
2005, p. 58).  
Self-observation. 
Self-observation can be defined as “the inspection of specific, not generalized, 
language behavior, either introspectively (i.e., within 20 seconds of the mental event) or 
retrospectively” (Cohen & Upton, 2006, p. 13). Accordingly, the learner verbalizes the 
line of thinking he went through while performing a given language task; for example, 
the leaner may say “[w]hat I just did was to skim through the reading passage for possible 
surface matches between information in the text and that same information appearing in 
one of the alternative choices” (Cohen & Upton, 2006, p. 13). Therefore, self-observation 
can be said to represent a midway solution between self-reporting and self-revelation. 
The use of self-observation in this study gains support from the work of Pressley and 
Afflerbach (1995) in which they argued that strategic processes can be verbalized by 
having respondents take their time attending to more specific bits and pieces of their 
thoughts and by researchers’ providing respondents with prompts to elicit more specific 
information and explanation (Desimone & Le Floch, 2004; Leighton, 2004).  
Similarly, Cohen (1996) noted that strategy researchers are advised to make the 
shift from using self-report questionnaires to self-observational procedures that enable 
them to tap into mental processes as close as possible from the moment these process 
have been generated. He added that the data collected through self-observation are more
likely to “reflect accurately what learners actually do than might the response to a 
questionnaire item calling for a description of generalized behavior” (p. 13). On the basis 
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of their research, MacLean and d'Anglejan (1986) argued that the use of self-observation 
as a retrospective technique furnishes a wealth of information about the kinds of 
resources learners draw on, be they cognitive or technical, during their performance of 
language tasks. These researchers also maintained that such information as that obtained 
through self-observation can serve as an exploratory tool to detect aspects of successful 
versus poor performance.  
Retrospective interview. 
Retrospective or post-task interview involves the use of verbal cues to have 
respondents recollect and report the kinds of mental processes or thoughts they had in 
their minds while performing a cognitive task, with some elaboration, description, or 
explanation. A number of scholars have championed the use of retrospective interviews 
following task performance to elicit descriptions and explanations of thought processes 
that could help address questions regarding strategy synchronization and compatibility, 
and the relationships between strategy use and test takers’ characteristics (Nikolov, 2006) 
and test performance (Desimone & Le Floch, 2004; Leighton, 2004 ; Phakiti, 2008; 
Upton, 1997). In studies where retrospective interviews were used after think-alouds 
(e.g., Cohen & Upton, 2006; Nikolov, 2006; Upton, 1997), the researchers seemed to 
agree about the usefulness of retrospective interviews in supplementing and checking 
data collected by means of think-alouds and facilitating discernment of the kinds of 
strategies the respondents used.  
Other researchers (e.g., Greene & Higgins, 1994; Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995; 
Yamashita, 2003) have highlighted the value of retrospective interviews, which make use 
of premeditated prompts, in tapping into processes not readily available for immed ate 
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recall or report. Retrospective interviews can also be useful in eliciting meta-linguistic 
information that may account for certain aspects of performance (Callies, 2009), steps of 
decision making during task performance (Robinson, 1992), and motives that spur 
language behaviors (Ross, 1997). Researchers can use retrospective interviews o check 
introspective reports for accuracy and to have respondents relate their meta-cognitive and 
-linguistic knowledge to their reports (K. Taylor & Dionne, 2000).  
Retrospective interviews allow the researcher to ask the kinds of questions she 
wants, paraphrase and elucidate her questions, and use the informant’s responses to 
formulate other questions (Chamot, 2005). A retrospective interview using a stimulu  has 
the capacity to “accurately reveal students’ actual learning strategies because it is 
conducted immediately after a learning task” (Chamot, 2005, p. 113). For example, this 
can be done by videotaping the learner’s performance, playing it back, and pausing 
wherever the researcher wishes to have the learner explicate his thought processes. 
Introspective interviews are conducted in a personal fashion. This characteristic of an 
interview helps the researcher provide the necessary guidance and coaching to t e 
interviewee, attend to so many cues that can provide more information about the 
interviewee and how he behaved in the research, and collect data that are better r flec ive 
of the phenomenon under study than other forms of data collection (Hawley, 2003).  
As mentioned above, the integration of the three procedures (henceforth, SRSORI 
technique where SR=stimulated recall; SO=self-observation; RI=retrospective interview) 
was an attempt to get the best of these procedures when they are used together, and so 
offset the weaknesses of each procedure if used by itself. Evidently, there are merits of 
the SRSORI technique. First, it can produce data comparable to data collected through a 
 
think-aloud procedure and without any interference with taskperformance. Second, it 
wards off the problem of boring the subject by having him first perform the cognitive 
task and think-aloud his mental thoughts, and then sit for a retrospective interview. Such 
a problem may have serious consequences upon the quality and quantity of the data 
reported. Third, it has the potential to reveal more information about individual 
differences in performance of problem
used to collect verbal reports. Gass and Mackey (2000) made the same last comment 
about combining stimulated recall and retrospective int rview. Figure 1 below depicts 
how the use of the three procedures followed a sequence and at the same time how they 
converged in the production of strategy data in the SRSORI technique. 
Figure 1. The sequence and convergence of procedures in the SRSORI technique and 
production of strategy data.
One concern linked with the use of 
the gradual decline of memory as time passes since the complet
(Cohen, 1986). However, when these procedures are combined with stimulated recall 
which uses a stimulus or stimuli to augment the informant’s recollection of his thoughts 
during task performance, the problem of memory declin  can be countered. Of course, 
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the time lapse between task performance and verbal protocols, on the other hand, 
correlates inversely with retention and recollection of mental processes accompanying the 
performance of the task. Nevertheless, in the case of stimulated recall, the stronger the 
stimulus is and the sooner the recall occurs after task performance, the greater ar  the 
accurateness and completeness of the subject’s recollections of the thoughts linked with 
task performance (Mackey & Gass, 2005; Sanz, 2005).  
Besides, researchers who used retrospective interviews (e.g., Polio, Gass, & 
Chapin, 2006) have called attention to the role stimuli can play in eliciting accurate and 
complete data. This obviously applies to the use of the SRSORI technique in this study 
since all procedures combined would be expected to benefit from both the strength of the 
stimulus and the immediacy of the retrospection process. When using such procedures as 
those that draw upon memory and retention, researchers are advised to bring into play as 
many stimuli available during task performance as they can in order to cause the 
informant “to relive an original situation with great vividness and accuracy” (Bloom, 
1954, p. 25).   
It was assumed that the use of the SRSORI technique in this study would also 
benefit from a feature that characterizes self-observation, to be exact, the kinds of 
reflection and description that the subject makes of thoughts she had during task 
performance. Another merit is that subjects may reflect on ways of learning a d problem-
solving specific to their individual cases (Cohen & Hosenfeld, 1981). The kind of 
stimulus used as part of the stimulated recall process can further the subject’  ability to 
elaborate on and account for her thoughts at every single point of task performance.  
Retrospective interviews using probes, on the other hand, can allow the researcher to 
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access the kinds of metacognitive strategies and processes that the informant relied on 
during task performance (K. Taylor & Dionne, 2000). And, if these interviews are 
conducted directly after task performance, they can reveal more complete and accurate 
information on problem-solving techniques and steps (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Pressely 
& Afflerbach; 1995).  
Towards the end of this section, it is hoped that the aforesaid merits of combining 
stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrospective interview have rationalized the 
choice of the SRSORI technique to collect the strategy data of the current study. It is 
worth noting here that drawing on previous research, precautions were taken against any 
pitfalls linked with the use of retrospective measures, and recommendations for optimum 
use of these measures were followed, as is shown below in the section on data collection 
procedures.  
Participants  
The sample for the study consisted of 25 Arab ESL learners who were attending 
undergraduate and graduate programs in the United States at a south-western university at 
the time the study was conducted. Considering that this study was qualitative in nature 
and in order to have an adequate number of subjects in high- and low-scoring groups 
among participants to address the second research question, 19 was assumed to be the 
minimum number of participants to work with, using normal distribution. Non-
probability, purposive sampling was used to recruit human subjects who met certain 
criteria. First, a subject must have had either the experience of taking the TOEFL iBT 
officially, or the preparation to take it. Second, the subject must have either taken the 
TOEFL iBT before 2009, or he or she assured the researcher that he or she had never 
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responded to or dealt with any of the two reading sets used in this study as express d by 
their topics. Taken respectively, the rationale for enforcing each one of these criteria is as 
follows. First, it was important to recruit participants who were already fmiliar with the 
TOEFL-iBT reading tasks to control for the effect of unfamiliarity with the format of the 
reading tasks, which may disadvantage certain participants. Another important 
consideration was to ensure that a participant had never responded to any of the two 
reading sets used in this research; otherwise, certain participants would have been 
disadvantaged.  
Table 2    
Participants as per Age Group, Nationality, Gender, Field and Level of Study, and Self-
rating of English Proficiency 
Age group Participants Nationality Participants Gender Participants 
(15-19)     4 Egyptian 2     Females 3 
(20-24)         12 Iraqi 4      Males 22 
(25-29)          6 Kuwaiti 4   
(30-34)          2 Omani 7   
(35-39)          1 Saudi 7   
  Emirati 1   
      
Field of 
study 




Arts 4 Undergraduate 18 Beginning  
Sciences 21  Graduate 7 Intermediate 9 
           Masters 6 High Intermediate 12 
  Doctoral 1 Advanced 4 
Total 25     
 
Table 2 above displays the participants in the study as per age group, nationality, 
gender, field and level of academic study, and self-rating of overall English proficiency. 
(See Appendix F for participant detailed characteristics, including their ages, genders, 
nationalities, academic levels and majors, self-rated levels of English overall proficiency 
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and reading proficiency; and Appendix G for participant TOEFL-iBT records an  scores 
on the reading sets used in the study). 
Potential participants among Arab ESL learners were offered participation in this 
research in Arabic, either in person or by phone. Potential participants were offered
participation in person in social gatherings that are often organized by the Arab student 
clubs at the university and the local Muslim community, or by phone after requesting 
their contact information from their acquaintances who attended these gatherings. Each 
one of the potential participants was provided with the participant recruitment 
information, including questions to ensure that the abovementioned criteria were met. 
Those who expressed their willingness to participate among the potential participants and 
met the criteria for eligibility to participate in this research were scheduled for interviews 
at the university library, in an area where the researcher ascertained a quiet nd private 
atmosphere. Overall, participants rated their motivation to perform the TOEFL-iBT 
reading tasks in this research as above average which is almost equivalent to 4 on a scale 
of 5. This was determined on the basis of participants’ response to the last item on the 
participant background questionnaire (See Appendix I). 
Instrumentation 
As mentioned in the Research Design section, the current study made use of a 
combination of three procedures for collecting qualitative data on strategy us: stimulated 
recall, self-observation, and retrospective interview. This combination was referred to as 
the SRSORI technique. In this study, the SRSORI was deemed to be a better alternative 
to any other procedure for collecting strategy data, including think-aloud prtocols. It was 
also shown earlier how the SRSORI technique combines the strengths of the three 
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componential procedures, and so counteracts the weaknesses associated with each 
procedure if used by itself. The use of this technique followed the participant’s respons  
to each of two computerized-reading sets in two sessions, one at a time. The participant 
was asked to make use of a stimulus, in the form of a playback of screen recording of his 
or her response to each reading set, to help him or her recall the kinds of thoughts he or 
she had in mind while responding to the reading set. He or she was instructed to describe 
and explain these thoughts as much as he or she could. At the same time, the researche 
provided necessary prompts and asked opportune q estions to elicit more details. The 
two SRSORI sessions for each participant were mainly in Arabic, and were both audio-
recorded in a digital format.  
Thus, before the respondent was engaged in the SRSORI procedure in each one of 
the two data collection sessions, he or she responded to a reading set. That is, there were 
two reading sets having the same tasks that appear on the actual TOEFL-iBT reading 
section. The two reading sets appear as part of one of two authentic tests in The Official 
Guide to the TOEFL Test (ETS, 2009). The guide has a companion CD that has the two 
tests administered in a computerized form and so it uses automated scoring with the 
objective sections of the tests, including the reading section. Both the administration and 
scoring of the reading sets on the CD are analogous to those of the actual TOEFL iBT. 
Each reading set consisted of a 600-700 word text followed by 12-13 question items. One 
reading set was chosen to be from a field that belongs to the arts, whereas the other was 
from a science field. This step aimed to balance out the effects of text content f the 
reading sets across two potential groups of participants according to their fields of study. 
The use of two reading sets with participants in this study was considered appropriate 
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since the reading tasks and items on the TOEFL were designed such that the whole 
reading section possesses a high discriminatory power among upper levels of English
reading proficiency (Enright et al., 2000). This is especially the case when one considers 
that 22 participants, almost 90%, rated their reading proficiency in English as either 
Intermediate or High Intermediate. 
Each reading set includes test items designed to evaluate reading for Basic 
Comprehension, Inferencing, and Reading to Learn skills. Basic Comprehension (BC) 
has five item types: Vocabulary (BC-v), factual information (BC-fi), negative fact (BC-
nf), pronoun reference (BC-pr), and sentence simplification (BC-ss). The Inferencing (I) 
three item types are basic inference (I-bi), insert text (I-it), and rhetorical purpose (I-rp). 
The Reading to Learn (R2L) tasks are prose summary (R2L-ps) and schematic table 
(R2L-st). Table 3 below outlines descriptive information about the reading sets used in 
this study, including the topic of each set, type of text genre, total number of question 
items, item types, and total score. Each item is worth one point except for the last it m on 
both reading sets, which receives partial credit (0-2 points for item 13 on reading set 1 
and 0-3 points for item 12 on reading set 2).    
As stated by the ETS (2009), the two tests in the TOEFL-iBT guide and on the 
CD companion are actual TOEFL-iBT tests used in previous administrations. The ETS 
(2009) argues that the two tests can provide the test taker with “an estimate of how [he or 
she] would perform on the actual exam” (p. 3). The TOEFL iBT has established validity 
and reliability (See also ETS, 2011a, 2008, 2011b), and uses unbiased objective scoring 
(ETS, 2009). As for authenticity and face validity (cf., Alderson, 2005), the kinds of 
testing tasks used on the TOEFL iBT mirror the tasks students are expected to perform in 
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academic settings (ETS, 2009). (The reader is referred to Chapter 2, Section 2 where
issues pertinent to validity and reliability of the TOEFL are spotlighted; an  Section 3 
where task formats and characteristics on the TOEFL reading section are desc ibed in 
detail).  
Table 3 
Descriptive Information about the Reading Sets   
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Accordingly, in order to elicit participants’ reports of the kinds of test-taking 
strategies they tend to use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks, each participant was first 
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asked to respond to reading sets in two sessions. Then, the participant was engaged in a 
SRSORI procedure to have him or her report the kinds of strategic thoughts and 
behaviors he or she made use of in response to the tasks and items on the reading sets. 
The scores the participants received on the reading sets were used to determine which 
participants fit in the high- and low-scoring groups. Further, based on score reports, 
participants’ successful answers to the question items on the reading sets were used to 
identify effective aspects of test-taking strategy use in relation to task and item types.  
Data Collection Procedures  
Data collection was started in mid May, 2010 and was completed by mid August 
of the same year. Before collecting data for the main study, a pilot study was conducted 
to check the adequacy of, and make any necessary refinements in, research procedures 
and materials to be used in the main study. Arabic was used as a medium of 
communication in all data collection procedures in order to ensure that all participan s 
understood what they were expected to do and to collect data not affected by any 
language deficiencies in using English. Nonetheless, a mix of Arabic and English was 
permitted so long as this did not interfere with providing accurate and complete reports of 
strategy use on the reading tasks. (The pilot phase of this research is describe  below in 
detail, after introducing data collection procedures followed in the main study).  
Before data collection. 
The materials that were crucial elements of the data collection process were made 
available and ready, including a laptop computer, the TOEFL-iBT guide CD companion, 
the screen recorder program, and a SONY digital recorder. The screen recorder program, 
named BB FlashBack Express (Blueberry Software, 2009), records any online activity, or 
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activity that appears on a computer screen, and produces a movie of the whole activity.
This program was used in this research as a stimulus, and proved to be a significant 
feature of the SRSORI technique, as will be shown in the section on the pilot study. Since 
this research called for participation of human subjects, it was mandatory to btain the 
approval of the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the university. The IRB approval 
implies commitment on the researcher’s part to give priority to the welfare of participants 
at all various stages of the research. After receiving the IRB approval, almost 90% of the 
potential participants were recruited to participate in the study, in accordane with the 
IRB guidelines for recruitment of human subjects. The remaining 10% of the potential 
participants seemed either unable or unwilling to participate. Interviews wre scheduled 
with participants to be conducted at a time convenient to them.  
The data collection setting was selected such that it provided an atmosphere as 
quiet and conducive to optimal test-taking and interviewing tasks as possible. The 
researcher’s first priority was to establish rapport with the participant through informal 
conversation in order to facilitate subsequent communication. The researcher used a 
prepared step-by-step guide as to what do from the start to the end of each data collection 
session. The participant and the researcher sat side-by-side at a table on which the laptop 
computer, the audio-recorder, and the other materials were placed. As mandated by th  
IRB, the participant was first requested to read the consent form and sign it upon agreei g 
to participate in the research.  
The IRB consent form described the purpose of the research, the procedures to be 
followed, how a participant’s data would be secured and kept private, the form of 
compensation, and contact information of the people concerned with the research. After 
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signing the consent form, the participant was requested to maintain as confidential any 
information about his or her participation in this research, including materials and 
procedures used in data collection, in order not to cue other potential participants in any 
aspect of the research. (Appendix H has the research approval letter from the IRB, and 
other approved documentation including the information used to recruit participants as 
well as the informed consent document both in English and Arabic).  
After completing the setup of the research materials, the participant was requested 
to complete a participant background questionnaire (See Appendix I). Next, the 
participant was oriented to the research procedures and steps. The participant was 
requested to deal with the reading sets in the same manner he or she would with actual 
reading sets on the TOEFL iBT. In order to motivate participants to respond to the 
reading sets to the best of their abilities, to try to achieve the highest score as they could, 
and to make this experience of consequential value to them, each participant was 
informed that he or she would be rewarded a sum of money from $10 to $20 depending 
on his or her total score on the reading sets.  
Then, the participant was introduced to verbal report, and given directions on how 
to verbalize his or her thoughts that accompanied the performance of a given task. The 
participant was directed that when producing his or her verbal reports, he or she should 
express any thoughts he or she had in mind while responding to the reading tasks. The 
participant was informed that he or she could use Arabic, or a mix of Arabic and English 
only if this did not interfere with his or her providing accurate and complete verbal 
reports. The participant was also informed that the researcher would provide sme 
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prompts or ask questions to elicit more information or clarification from him or her as 
part of the verbal report.  
Next, verbal report was modeled by the researcher using a grammar exercise 
instead of a reading task so as not to lead or influence the participant towards reporting 
certain reading-test-taking strategies, or to ward off the so-called hao effect. The 
participant was then asked to practice verbal report, using a reading mini-test composed 
of a short text followed by a multiple-choice question item. Before practice, the 
participant was reminded that he or she was expected to express any thoughts he or she 
had in mind while responding to the reading mini-test, using Arabic or a mix of Arabic 
and English as he or she wished, and that the researcher might provide some prompts or 
ask questions to elicit more information. The practice step was timed in order for the
participant to work under roughly the same conditions he or she would experience when 
responding to the reading sets. Once the participant signaled to the researcher th t  or 
she had decided on an answer to the question, he or she was requested to verbalize 
whatever he or she thought about to get to the answer to the question. The researcher 
provided the participant with prompts and questions whenever further clarification or 
explanation was needed.  
At the end of the practice session, the participant was provided with feedback on 
his or her verbal report, and offered recommendations as needed. The training was also 
aimed to familiarize the participant with the researcher and the setting. Assuming that the 
reading mini-test could serve as a stimulus, it can be noted that each participant was also 
trained in stimulated recall (Mackey & Gass, 2005). At the end of the training session, the 
participant was asked if he or she had any questions about verbal report, and his or her 
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questions, if any, were answered. Arabic was used during the training session at the three 
stages of giving instructions, modeling, and practice. (See Appendix J for procedures of 
verbal report training in English).  
Afterwards, the researcher ran a sample reading set (entitled The Expression of 
Emotions) to demonstrate for the participant how to go through the reading tasks, starting 
from the instructions to pressing the Finished Button to end the test-taking session. The 
tutorial involved going through the instructions; displaying how to use the interactive 
features of the interface, including a demonstration of how to move to the next question 
and how to go back to a previous one, how to go to the passage in a full view, and how to 
select answers to the question items; and demonstrating what to do after completing the 
reading set. It was brought to the respondent’s attention that he or she should try to 
complete the reading set before the time expires.  
Although participants were already familiar with the formats of the task and item 
types on the test, it was assumed that providing them with such a tutorial would help in 
two ways. First, it would refresh their memories of task and item formats. And second, it 
would minimize the effect of any differences among them that are due to time length 
since they last took the test. Using a short clip of the screen recording of the sampl
reading set, a demonstration was provided of how to use the arrow on the screen to 
express thoughts linked with certain movements of the cursor during the response 
activity. These thoughts were basically about technical matters (e.g., run the program, 
press Continue Button, choose an answer, etc.) in order not to cue the participant in 
certain test-taking strategies. The participant was informed that he or she would see a 
screen recording of his or her response to each reading set, and that he or she would use 
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this recording as a stimulus to help him or her recall the thoughts he or she had in mind 
during test-taking. At the end of the tutorial, the participant was asked if he or she had 
any questions and if he or she was ready to respond to the first reading set.  
During data collection. 
Once the participant expressed his or her readiness to respond to the first reading 
set, the researcher ran the screen recorder, and immediately the participant was instructed 
to start responding to Reading Set 1. The reading set was timed for 20 minutes and the 
time remaining showed on the window the participant was interacting with. The time 
allotted for the participant to complete a reading set was similar to that of the actual 
TOEFL iBT. Consequently, this presumably made the participants live the experience of 
actual test-taking, and so their strategy use in the research setting would be considerably 
similar to that in an actual TOEFL-iBT setting (N. Anderson et al., 1991). Next, the 
researcher checked to make sure that both the TOEFL-iBT program and the screen 
recorder were running well, and then he left the participant to work on his or her own and 
sat at another nearby table, yet not directly visible to the participant. Upon the 
participant’s completion of the reading set, the researcher stopped the screen re order and 
saved the recording as a video file, using a code composed of the participant’s ID number 
and either A for Reading Set 1 or B for Reading Set 2. 
A few participants were not able to complete one or the other of the given reading 
sets before the time expired; thus, these participants were permitted to complete the 
reading set even after the time expiration. Otherwise, ending the testing session by time 
expiration would have led to excluding the last item type, namely the R2L task item, 
from the collection and analysis of data from these participants. In all of these cases, the 
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participants were able to press the Finished button in just one to two minutes after time 
expiration. Because the TOEFL-iBT guide software is intended to serve practice 
purposes, it allows the user to work on reading sets even after the time expires.  
Upon the respondent’s completion of the reading set, the researcher informed him 
or her that the verbal report procedure would be started. The researcher operated th  
audio-recorder and played the screen recording. Then, the participant was engaged in 
stimulated recall combined with self-observation using the screen recording as a stimulus, 
while the researcher was listening attentively, providing the participant with specific and 
purposeful prompts and/or questions to elicit further clarification or explanation. Such 
prompts and questions made use of visual cues to enable the participant to remember 
many more details. To avoid interrupting the respondent’s recall and self-observation, 
prompts were generally provided whenever the respondent paused. Also, the questions 
were often posed when the respondent showed that he or she had made a complete 
verbalization of thoughts linked with the response to a given question item.  
Guidance was also offered when it was needed, for example, to have the 
participant verbalize his or her mental thoughts as they occurred during the test-taking 
activity when he or she, for example, started describing what he or she usually does in 
response to a given task or item. To control for the effect of individual differences among 
respondents in the manner in which they reported their strategy use, the research r 
offered prompts and questions to respondents in more of an informal, relaxed, and 
individualized manner in order to ensure more effective and complete reporting on the 
respondent’s part (Patton, 2004). Next, the respondent was offered a break in betwee 
two data collection sessions. Afterwards, the participant was asked if he or she was r ady 
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to respond to the second reading set. Upon the participant’s agreement, the researcher ran 
the screen recorder and immediately instructed the participant to start Reading Set 2. 
Then, the same procedures as those followed in the first data collection sessionwere 
followed exactly in this second session.  
After data collection. 
At the end of the whole data collection procedure, the participant was provided 
with his or her scores on the reading sets, using a feature in the TOEFL-iBT guide CD 
that shows scores and correct versus incorrect items. Besides, this feature furnishes the 
user with key answers along with explanations for these answers. Based on his or her 
total scores on the two reading sets, each participant was rewarded a sum of money from 
$10 to $20. The total score was 28. The subject who obtained a total score from 26 to 28 
received $20. A score from 21 to 25 received $17. A score from 16 to 20 received $15. A 
score from 11 to 15 received $12. A score from 0 to 10 received $10. The participant was 
then debriefed about his or her performance and thanked for participating in the research.  
Pilot Study  
In order to check the suitability of the SRSORI technique and the reading sets, as 
well as the procedural steps to be followed in the main study, a pilot study was conducted 
with five volunteers from the target population of the study. Based on the pilot study, the 
instructions and directions that were part of the orientation and training of participan s 
were made clearer and more elaborate. The modeling and the training steps of verbal 
report were improved in two ways. First, the modeling was made expressive of more 
details so as to make it clear to the participant that while producing verbal reports, he or 
she is expected to provide as much detailed reports as possible. Such reports should 
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include even mental and physical behaviors that participants may consider unworthy of 
mentioning, because these behaviors might still be valuable to the research. Second, the 
practice step was timed in order to simulate the experience of responding to the reading
sets under time allotment. Another reason was that practicing with no time limit might 
cause participants to use strategies they would not use in real-testing conditions.  
Table 4 below displays volunteers for the pilot study as per age group, nationality, 
gender, field and level of study, and self-rating of English proficiency. Data collected in 
the pilot study were not analyzed, nor used towards the attainment of the results and 
findings of the main study. 
Table 4    
Volunteers for Pilot Study 
Age group Participants Nationality Participants Gender Participants 
(20-24) 1 Egyptian 2 Females 2 
(25-29) 3 Iraqi 1 Males 3 
(30-34) 1 Libya 1   
  Saudi 1   
      
Field of study Participants Level of study Participants English proficiency Participants 
Arts         3 Undergraduate          1 Beginning  
Sciences         2  Graduate          4 Intermediate  
  Masters          2 High intermediate 2 
  Doctoral          2 Advanced 3 
Total         5     
 
The use of the screen recording feature as a stimulus in the SRSORI procedure 
gained support from all of the volunteers in the pilot study. (For illustration, Figure 2 
below shows a snapshot of the sample reading set in the display mode of the screen 
recording program). At the end of their interviews, the volunteers were requested to 
answer the following questions that were presented to them in Arabic: 1. How do you 
evaluate your recall of your thoughts during verbal report? (Circle a percent: 10% - 20% 
 
- 30%  - 40% - 50% - 60% 
screen recording to be in helping you recall your thoughts during verbal report? Please 
include examples of these thoughts. Please note: Your feedback will help the researcher
make a wise decision as to whether to use this featur  in his research or think of an 
alternative. 
Figure 2. This is a snapshot of the screen recording of the
shows all visual details in 
 
On average, the volunteers indicated that the playback of the screen recording 
during the SRSORI procedure helped them recall at least 80% of the thoughts they had in 
mind while responding to the reading sets. Here are 
volunteers made about the screen recording. The comments are preceded by the academic 
degree the volunteer was seeking and the percentage he or she assigned to the usefulness 
of screen recording:  
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- 70% - 80% - 90% - 100%),  2. How useful did you find the 
 sample reading set. It clearly 
the actual online activity. The cursor also appears highlighted.





 MS (90%) “The screen recording feature helped me in a few cases when I did not
recall my choice or how I reached that answer. Following the cursor was agood 
clue.” 
 
 BS (80%) “I would not have been able to remember so many details without the 
recorded clip.”  
 
 PhD (80%) “It was very helpful in that I could track my thoughts back and see 
how I was able to make decisions regarding the choice of the most appropriate 
answers.”  
 PhD (70%) “The program helped me remember my ways of thinking, including 
what I was doing with certain question items and distracters during the stop time 
and at moments of hesitation.” 
 MS (80%) “The program helped me recall my thoughts through the use of the 
computer interface and the cursor motion between the questions and the passage. I 
could recall points of hesitation through the cursor motion and what I was 
thinking about during stop moments.”  
Other improvements made on the basis of the pilot study included providing 
participants with a tutorial on how to respond to the reading set using a sample set having 
the same format as those sets used in the actual data collection sessions. The tutorial was 
necessary because some of the volunteers in the pilot phase of this research expressed 
their forgetfulness of what some of the task items looked and how to select the answer to 
certain task items. It was also seen necessary to provide a demonstration of how t  use 
the cursor in the sample clip to express thoughts linked with its movements during the 
response activity. In addition, the pilot phase helped the researcher develop the habit of 
providing selective prompts during the SRSORI procedure. These improvements can be 
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said to have enhanced both validity and reliability of data collection materials and 
procedures.  
Procedures for Data Transcription and Coding  
 Once data collection was completed, the procedures for data analysis were start d.
Because the data collected in this study were basically verbal reports, the esearcher 
followed both quantitative and qualitative approaches to data analysis. In order to make 
the data ready for analysis, the data had to be transcribed and coded. And because most of 
the data were collected in Arabic, they had to be translated into English first. This process 
was made easier by the fact that some respondents produced most of their verbalizations, 
or at least some of them, in English, either by producing whole expressions or using key 
terms and phrases. What follows is a description of the transcription and coding 
procedures that were followed in this study.    
Using a vocabulary item as an example, here is an explanation of the terminology 
used in data analysis and description: 
 Example: 





The first part of the item that presents the question is called the “stem”. The list of the 
four words that follow the stem are called the “options”.  Thus, the stem and the options 
make up the item. Because Option 3 is the correct answer, it is called the “key”, while the 
other options are referred to as “distractors”. Another term to be used very often is 
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“critical information”, which is the portion of the passage or paragraph where 
information pertinent to the answer to the item can be located. (Refer to Appendix C for 
descriptions of the TOEFL-iBT reading task and item types as well as their respective 
terminology).  
 Task analysis. 
 Test takers responding to the reading tasks on the TOEFL iBT may choose to 
follow certain routes, among many alternatives, to provide the answer. For exampl , they 
may follow an idealistic way of tackling a given task item. That is, they read the question 
first and then the given paragraph, read all of the options or answer choices available, nd 
decide which one can best fit as an answer to the item. Or, they may choose to read the 
question first and then the options, read the paragraph, and reread the options to choose 
one of them. Indeed, these two response behaviors are the most common ones, but this 
certainly does not preclude the fact that other response behaviors are still possibilitie .  
Transcription.  
Bearing on task analysis and relevant literature (e.g., A. Green, 1998; Gass & 
Mackey, 2000; Mackey & Gass, 2005), it was assumed that the best approach to 
transcribing and coding the verbal data would mainly be made in relation to the research 
goals and questions. Another consideration that influenced how the verbal reports in this 
study were transcribed was the fact that verbal reports themselves were trategy data. In 
this study, strategies represent problem-solving tactics used by the test taker to help 
answer a given test item to the best of the test taker’s ability and use of available 
resources. Therefore, strategy data were transcribed in the form of sequences of strategic 
moves (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Gass & Mackey, 2000) — each represented a unit for 
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analysis in subsequent stages. The strategic moves used with each task item were 
aggregated into episodes, and each episode was marked by a timestamp indicating the 
time at which the verbalization of the response behavior was recorded (A. Green, 1998; 
Ericsson & Simon, 1993). In this kind of analysis, segment names a unit constituent of 
the episode, and so it can be used to signal a strategic move. 
All verbal data that expressed strategic moves were transcribed. Nonverbal forms 
of language and pause time were not considered in the transcription process as there was 
more than enough data without them. Screen recordings were consulted to resolve a 
couple of cases of ambiguous or incomplete verbalizations. Transcripts were concurrently 
checked for both accuracy and completeness by playing back their respective audio-
recordings (A. Green, 1998). The researcher’s questions were not transcribed for th y
were all intended to elicit further description from participants of their response behaviors 
or clarification of their verbalizations. (See Appendix K for a sample transcript).  
Item sampling for coding.  
After verbal data were transcribed, they were prepared to be coded. Since there 
are more vocabulary and factual information items in the reading sets than the other item 
types in total, and because of the huge amount of the verbal data collected in this study 
(an average of 50 minutes of recording time per participant), it was felt necessary to 
select for coding the verbal reports of responses to only certain items. The decisions 
about which verbal reports to code and consider in subsequent procedures of data 
analysis were made based on item analyses. Therefore, responses to test items which 
were to be coded and analyzed were sampled from each reading set on the basis of two 
criteria. First, these items adequately represent the various task and item types that appear 
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on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT, as expressed earlier in the design and format 
aspects of the TOEFL reading section n Chapter 2. Second, the items have acceptable, or 
nearest acceptable, values on item difficulty (p) and discriminability indices (rpbi).  
Item difficulty indicates the proportion of test takers who responded to the item 
correctly (range: 0<=p<=1), whereas item discriminability refers to the difference 
between the proportion of the upper scorers who got the item right and the proportion of 
the lower scorers who got the item right (range: -1<= rpbi<=1). The higher the p value for 
an item, the easier the item is. And, the higher the rpbi value for an item, the more 
discriminable this item is. With this in mind, items were selected such that they are of 
average difficulty (0.33<=p<=0.66) and reasonable discriminability (rpbi>0.25). This step 
was expected to serve data analysis in two ways. First, responses to items within these 
ranges of p and rpbi would be those that had more strategic content compared to other 
items that fell outside these ranges. And second, responses to items in these acceptable 
ranges would involve distinct aspects of strategy use between scoring levels among 
participants.  
Drawing on scoring and performance data of participants, Cronbach’s Alpha 
(α) for the two reading sets as a whole was found to equal 0.87 which is considered very 
good in educational measurement and research. Cronbach’s Alpha is a measure of the 
internal consistency or reliability of items on psychometric tests. Internal consistency 
reflects the strength of the correlations among the test items and their coll ctive ability to 
assess a given construct. A coefficient alpha of 0.87 suggests that the two reading s ts are 
considerably consistent in measuring reading proficiency across their items. The 
estimates of Cronbach’s Alpha, item difficulty, and item discriminability were arrived at 
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through the use of Iteman 4, a software program designed by Assessment Syst ms 
Corporation (2010).   
However, some items were selected though they had values either too high or low 
on the p index or too low on the rpbi index. These items were selected only when shown 
to have the closest values to those most desirable among the items of their types on both 
of p and rpbi indices, or on either index when the item was equal, or near equal, to another 
item on the other index. When there were two or more instances of the item on both of 
the reading sets (inc., BC-v and BC-fi items), two instances of the item were selected 
such that each instance of the item appears on either reading set. This was done in 
keeping with the desirable values on p and rpbi indices as mentioned above.  
The reason why instances of certain item types were selected across the two
reading sets was because participants were expected to perform differently on these 
items, depending on their field of study (arts vs. sciences) (cf., Xi, 2010). There were yet 
sole item types, or item types with single appearance on the reading sets (incl., BC-nf, 
BC-pr, R2L-ps and R2L-st), which demanded that a single instance of each one of these 
item types be selected. (See Appendix L for item difficulty and discriminability values, 
Cronbach’s Alpha (α) if the item is deleted, and the decision about whether or not to 
include the item and the verbal report associated with it in data analysis).  
Another reason that called for the use of item analyses to decide which verbal 
reports to code and analyze was motivated by research on problem-solving tasks, which 
suggests that tasks that are reasonably difficult can call for more strategy use than do 
tasks that are either easy or difficult (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). Also, one interesting 
feature of using tasks that would engage more strategy use is that these stratgie  can be 
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brought to a level of consciousness enough to allow for adequate verbalization or 
description of these strategies (Mangubhai, 1990). In the case of the current study, he use 
of the reading sets served these two purposes well in that all participants engaged in 
strategy use regardless of their levels of self-rated proficiency or scoring. Second, all 
participants had no noticeable problem reporting their strategy use during the SRSORI 
sessions, which indicates that they reached a desirable degree of consciousnes f 
strategy use. Furthermore, items with high values on the item discriminability index 
specifically were expected to require distinct aspects of strategy choice and use by the 
higher versus lower scorers. Table 5 below shows the distribution of item types whose
verbal reports were coded and analyzed for each participant.  
Table 5    
Distribution of Items whose Verbal Reports were Coded and Analyzed per Participant 
Item type Item # on Reading Set 1 Item # on Reading Set 2 Total items per item type 
BC-v    1 4 2 
BC-fi 7 5 2 
BC-nf 10  1 
BC-pr  8 1 
BC-ss 11 9 2 
I-bi 9 3 2 
I-it 12 11 2 
I-rp 3 6 2 
R2L-ps 13  1 
R2L-st  12 1 
Total items     8 8 16 
Note. There are single items for item types BC-nf, BC-pr, R2L-ps, and R2L-st across the 
two reading sets. 
 
Coding. 
Once the verbal reports to be coded were decided upon based on the results of the 
item analyses, the data for the first ten participants (40% of the total number of 
participants) were coded and preliminary coding schemes were constructed, one coding 
scheme for each item type. The purpose of this step was to identify categories and 
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patterns of strategy use in relation to item types, and then use these categories and 
patterns in the form of coding schemes to code the rest of the data. Segments of a given 
verbal report were not coded as strategies unless they denoted strategic moves. As the 
coding process was proceeding, existing strategy categories were modified as necessary 
and new categories were added to the coding schemes.  
The coding process was inductive, and so was data-driven in order to reveal 
strategies that are more specific and so more reflective of how participants in this study 
dealt with the reading tasks and items. This is to say that no strategies from previous 
research were imposed on data coding in this study. Throughout the coding process, the 
coding schemes were subjected to meticulous modifications in order to fine-tune the 
strategies that emerged during the initial coding and to fit emerging strategies into the 
schemes. Certain codes were rephrased so that they could describe strategie  as precisely 
as possible. Other codes were combined when shown to share the same strategic theme or
behavior with given item types.  
During data collection and preparation for analysis, it was apparent that all 
participants dealt with the reading sets as if they had been part of an actual test-t king 
endeavor so any strategies they used were geared towards the provision of the right 
answer. In other words, participants can be said to have used far more test-taking 
strategies than reading strategies. Indeed, in all instances of strategy use where 
participants reported that they used certain reading strategies, such strategies were 
expressed as components of test-taking strategic moves. Codes were strategic mov s that 
were either made explicit or implicit by the manner in which they or other srategies were 
verbalized. For example, one respondent reported his response to a BC-v item saying “I 
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could not understand the sentence, so I read the sentence before it and the one after it”, 
suggesting that he read the sentence that had the vocabulary item first. Strategies were 
each assigned a tag or label for ease of reference in the quantitative and qualitative 
analyses. Each strategy tag or code identifies the task type to which the item belongs, the 
item type, and a serial number for the strategy to distinguish it from others used with the 
same item. For example, BC-v6 designates strategy number 6 as being among the 
strategies that participants used when answering the vocabulary items (v) that belong to 
the basic comprehension (BC) task type. (See Appendix M for abbreviations of task and 
item types used in strategy codes).  
Owing to a high level of lucidity of strategic moves in the verbal data, assessment 
of intra-coder reliability was assumed to be more reasonable and accurate than inter-
coder reliability. Another reason was that this research was conducted by a sole 
researcher, and so hiring an independent rater to estimate inter-coder reliability would 
have involved a rater who was either inexperienced with the coding of strategy daa or 
unfamiliar with the nature of the data collected in this study, or both. Intra-coder 
reliability refers to the extent to which a single coder is consistent in codi g qualitative 
data over the period of time or the number of times he has coded the data (A. Green, 
1998).  
In order to estimate intra-coder reliability in this study, a sample of episodes, 
constituting 40% of the total transcribed data, was randomly selected one month after all 
the verbal data were coded. The random selection made use of RAND function in 
Microsoft Excel. The reason for this step was to ensure that the selected episodes were 
representative of the transcribed data and that an estimate of coding reliability of the 
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sample data could be extrapolated to the rest of the data. The sample data that were 
recoded included a total of 160 episodes that had 460 segments. To reiterate, a segment 
represents a strategic move.  
The statistic used to assess intra-coder reliability is Pearson’s Product-Moment 
Correlation, which can be defined as a measure of the extent to which two variables are 
correlated or associated. Pearson r ranges from −1 to +1, with −1 indicating strongly 
negative relationship and +1 strongly positive relationship. The reason behind the choice 
of this statistic was its suitability for categorical data (Ark, Croon, & Sijtsma, 2005) and 
usefulness in assessment of inter-coder reliability (Bordens & Abbott, 2005). According 
to A. Green (1998), intra-coder reliability can be assessed using roughly the same 
measures as inter-coder reliability, including Pearson . This calculation yielded an intra-
coder reliability: r (459) = 0.854, p<.01, which points out a strongly positive, linear 
relationship between the first coding and the second coding of the sampled data. This, in
turn, indicates a highly acceptable level of coding reliability. Codes that did not agree 
across the two codings were examined to ensure that each was accurately assigned to its 
respective segment; and as a result, these codes were either merged or discarded. The 
coding schemes were modified accordingly to reflect these decisions, with the aim being 
to augment coding reliability. 
Procedures for Data Analysis 
In data analysis, combining both quantitative figures and qualitative accounts of 
the data was deemed ideal to address the three research questions of this study. On the 
one hand, quantitative figures in terms of frequencies would indicate patterns of strategy 
use; on the other, qualitative accounts would describe in more detail how strategies relate 
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to such factors as item type, scoring level, and the choice of the right answer (cf., 
Creswell, 2009).  
Quantitative analysis.  
Data coding led to the development of a strategy list for each item type. 
Occurrences of strategies in the transcripts were tallied in order to calculate how 
frequently strategies were used with the given item types. The reason why occurrences of 
strategies were quantified was three-fold: First, to find out tendencies among participants 
with respect to what strategies they used frequently with which item types; second, to 
detect potential differences between top and low scorers regarding which group tended to 
use which strategies more frequently with the given item types than the other; and third, 
to explore aspects of effective strategy use through examination of clusters of fr quent 
strategies that seemed to have resulted in the provision of the right answers to item types. 
Calculating frequencies of strategy use for each item type proved usefula  each item 
called for the use of a set of strategies specific to its type.  
Because the selected item types had among them pairs of BC-v, B -fi, BC-ss, I-
bi, I-rp, and I-it item types and single items representing the other item types, the former 
set of item types would presumably show higher strategy frequencies than the latter. To 
deal with this issue, raw totals of strategies were converted into type/token ratios by 
dividing the number of occurrences of the strategy by the number of items of a type 
selected for data analysis. For example, on both of BC-v items across the two reading 
sets, 18 participants reported that they read the sentence containing the target word and 
the surrounding context (or strategy BC-v4), so the type/token ratio for this strategy 
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equals the result of dividing 18 by 2, which is 9. Certain strategies were grouped together 
since they tended to occur together with a given item type.  
Qualitative analysis.  
This part of data analysis focused on offering qualitative accounts of strategy use 
by participants across item types, potential differences between high- and low-scoring 
participants in their strategy use, and aspects of strategy use that could be related to the 
choice of the right answer. That is, there were three goals of this analysis: First, to 
describe strategy use among participants as they were trying to answer each item type on 
the reading sets; second, to explain potential differences between high- and low-scoring 
participants in their strategy use; and third, to inductively identify and categoriz  themes 
that seemed to characterize effective strategy use. It was assumed that these qualitative 
accounts would reflect a clear and accurate picture of the nature of strategies that 
participants tended to use with the item types, potential discrepancies between the high 
and low scorers among participants in their strategy use, and aspects of effective strategy 
use that seemed to have helped test takers perform well in response to the task and item
types.  
At this stage, the data in both their current form and format seemed to speak to the 
three research questions in a straightforward fashion. For research question one, the kinds 
of strategies participants reported use of on the reading sets were each rlated to task and 
item types to determine what strategies were used with which task and item types. The 
scores the participants had on the reading sets were used to decide about those 
participants who could fit in the high- versus low-scoring groups to address the second 
research question. Strategy frequencies among the two scoring groups were used to 
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determine any potential differences between the two groups in strategy use. As for the 
third question, participants’ successful answers to the question items on the reading sets 
were used to determine effective aspects of test-taking strategy use. 
Summary 
Chapter 3 described the research methodology used in this study, which involved 
the rationale for the research design and method, the selection of participants, materials, 
and procedures of data collection and analysis.  
A combination of stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrospective interview 
procedures were used to collect the data of this study. This was the case in orderto ensure 
the collection of data that are both all-inclusive and highly typical of what partici nts 
would do when they respond to the reading tasks of the actual TOEFL iBT. Appropriate 
measures in view of previous thought and research were taken to make the most of this 
procedural integration. Working with 25 participants in this study was expected to 
increase the chance of detecting potential patterns as well as discrepancies among test 
takers from the target population in regard to strategy use and performance on the 
TOEFL-iBT reading section. Each participant was asked to respond to two reading sets 
that were used as part of an actual TOEFL-iBT test administered previously by the ETS. 
Certainly, there would be concerns about the validity and reliability of the results of this 
study had the reading sets been selected from test preparation materials not published by 
the test makers.  
Data collection procedures were carried out over three stages. First, the 
participant was oriented to the procedures and steps of data collection and trained in how 
to produce verbal reports. Second, the participant was engaged in the SRSORI procedure 
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in two sessions separated by a break. And third, the participant was debriefed about his or 
her performance and scoring, and rewarded for participating in the research. Before data 
collection, a pilot study was conducted in order to check research materials and 
procedures and apply to them any necessary adjustments on the basis of the outcomes of 
the pilot study. After all collected data were transcribed, based on the results of item 
analyses, verbal reports associated with certain items were selected for coding. A coding 
scheme was constructed for each item type by means of inductive coding of transcribed 
data. In data analysis, a combination of quantitative figures and qualitative accounts of 
the data was implemented in order to furnish inclusive and converging answers to the 
research questions.  
Among the strengths of the methodological approach followed in this study are 
the following. The study employed a mixed-method procedure, which can be said to have 
augmented trustworthiness of the data collected (Flick, 2009). All procedures were used 
such that they called for minimal exertion on the respondents’ part in order to keep them 
more focused on the tasks they were asked to perform. To ensure credibility, the 
researcher made every effort possible to ensure that participants would respond to the 
reading sets in almost the same manner they would on the actual TOEFL iBT (cf., Wallen
& Fraenkel, 2006). To capitalize on both the quality and quantity of data collected in this 
study, the participants’ interpretations and comments about their response behaviors were 
taken into consideration in data analysis and description, as is to be shown in Chapter IV. 
It is the researcher’s hope that the detailed description of the methodology 
followed in this study would enable readers to evaluate the procedures of data collection 
and analysis and future researchers to replicate this research (cf., Afflerbach, 2002). 
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Chapter IV presents the results and findings of this study according to research 
questions, in terms of test-taking strategy use across task and item types, test-taking 
strategy use among high- and low-scoring groups of test takers across task items, and 








With the focus on how a sample of 25 Arab ESL learners behave in response to 
the reading section of the TOEFL iBT, this study attempted to answer three research 
questions: (a) What test-taking strategies do subjects use when responding to the reading 
tasks and items?, (b) Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers among 
subjects in their use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks and items?, and (c) What 
aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do subjects tend to employ with the reading 
tasks and items? Strategy data used to address the three research questions wre collected 
using a procedural integration of stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrosp ctive 
interview.  
This chapter presents the results and findings of the study in a manner arranged by 
the three research questions. The chapter is organized into four sections: (a) an overview 
of procedures for data analysis, (b) testing the research questions, (c) addition l analysis, 




An Overview of Data Analysis 
Frequencies of strategy occurrence in verbal reports were used to answerthe three 
research questions: First, to find out tendencies among participants with respect to what 
strategies they used frequently with which item types; second, to detect potential 
differences between top and bottom scorers in regard to which group tended to use which 
strategies more frequently with item types than the other; and third, to explor  aspects of 
effective strategy use through examination of clusters of frequent strategies hat seemed 
to have resulted in the provision of the right answers to item types.  
On the other hand, qualitative accounts of strategy use among participants are 
offered in three ways. First, strategies are explicated in relation to task and item types 
with which they were associated in verbal reports and exemplified with excerpts from the 
verbal data. Second, potential discrepancies between the high and low scorers in their 
strategy use are examined by focusing on the manner in which the two groups used 
strategies differentially in response to task and item types. And third, aspects of ffective 
strategy use that seemed to have helped test takers answer item types correctly are 
described along with illustrations from verbal data.  
Certain text styles and abbreviations are used in strategy descriptions and 
illustrations for the sake of clarity and brevity: 
 italic text: Excerpts from verbal reports. The segment of an excerpt expressing the 
use of a given strategy is marked with <strategy#> (e.g., <v1>).  
 Single quotation marks (‘’): Enclose an edited version of a participant’s own 
words in English. 
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 Double quotation marks (“ ”): Enclose content from the passages or the question 
items on the reading sets. 
 Ellipsis mark (…): Used in excerpts to indicate the omission of a thought or 
expression unclear or irrelevant to the strategy instance being illustrated, a portion 
of the text unimportant to understanding the excerpt, or a researcher’s prompt or 
question. 
 Abbreviations of task and item types as they appear in Appendix M. 
 Strategy abbreviation (applicable throughout): Uses the abbreviation of the item 
type plus the strategy serial number (e.g., v3 denotes strategy 3 among strategies 
used with the vocabulary item type or BC-v items).   
Testing the Research Questions 
 Research question one. 
 What test-taking strategies do subjects use when responding to the reading tasks 
and items? In order to address the first research question, an analytical approach similar 
to that of Cohen and Upton (2006) was followed, with the hope that this would ease 
comparison of findings across similar studies. Strategies that were used by participants 
across item types are sorted within their coding schemes in a descending order by their 
frequency of occurrence. Type/token ratios for strategies were used to categ rize 
strategies into four levels of frequency rate in order to group strategies that were used 
with proximate rates of frequency. Ratios that resulted in values with decimals— all 
decimals that were 0.5 or higher—were rounded up to a whole integer. The reason for 
this step was to avoid reporting decimals, since such values did not show to have a 
significant effect on strategy distributions into the four levels of frequency rate. Taken 
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together, these steps helped discern notable trends and patterns of strategy use. The four 
levels of frequency rate are as follows: 
 very high frequency (VH) ≥ 10 
 high frequency (H) ≥ 5 
 moderate frequency (M) ≥ 3 
 low frequency (L) < 3 
Strategies with frequency rates below 3 were not considered in the results and findings of 
the study. Besides their low values, such strategies did not show to reflect notable trends 
of strategy use or discrepancies between high- and low-scoring groups.  
The presentation of the results for research question one appears in a format 
borrowed from Cohen and Upton (2006). Strategy trends and patterns are described in 
relation to item types, and illustrated with representative excerpts from verbal data. 
Strategy abbreviation(s) specific to this section: 
 (ID#RS#I#): Participant ID No., serial number of reading set (1 for Reading Set 1, 
and 2 for Reading Set 2), item number, respectively. 
Strategy use by task and item type. 
Basic comprehension-vocabulary (BC-v). BC-v is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to comprehend the meanings of individual words and phrases as used
in the context of the passage” (ETS, 2003, p. 4). A test taker needs to choose the option 
that represents the best synonym of the given word in its given context. (See Appendix C 
for an example of a BC-v item, as well as all the item types that are to be described). 
Table 6 below describes the most frequently used test-taking strategies with this item 
type.   
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Table 6  









v1 Read the sentence containing the target word (either to 
figure out the word meaning from the context or confirm 




Read the sentence containing the word and the 




v6 Eliminate certain options (either as incorrect, unknown, 
irrelevant, or unlikely).   
9 
v5 Replace the word with each option to see which one best 
fits in the context. 
6 
v2 Use clues to choose an option.  6 
M 
v9 Consult background knowledge (either to think of the 
word meaning or to choose an option). 
4 
v7 Use guessing to choose an option.  4 
v8 Confirm the answer (either by trying the chosen option in 
place of the target word, checking other options, or 
rereading the context of the target word). 
4 
v3 Read the options first (either to familiarize oneself with 
them or to choose a preliminary option).  
4 
v10 Decide on an option (either by trying it in place of the 
target word, using a semantic clue, or guessing the 
meaning of the option).  
4 
 
A review of strategies in Table 6 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Most test takers started response to BC-v items by reading the sentence containing the 
target word (v1), for instance, to confirm the meaning of the word that they knew 
from background knowledge: I made a quick look at the word and the surrounding 
words to confirm my choice by verifying the meaning of the word in the context of 
geology <v1> (ID12RS2I4). Some test takers felt they had to read the surrounding 
context besides the sentence containing the target word in order to figure out the 
meaning of the word (v4): I read the sentence and the sentences before and after it 
<v4>  (ID4RS1I1). The surrounding context here refers to the sentence before the 
sentence containing the target word, or the sentence after it, or both. 
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2. There were three strategies that occurred with high frequency, including test tak r ’ 
use of elimination of certain options (v6), for instance, when they found them to be 
incorrect in the light of the contextual meaning of the target word: I eliminated 
Options 1 and 4 because the author is trying to praise President Andrew Jackson, but 
these two options do not mean praise <v6> (ID18RS1I1). Another strategy that 
occurred at this level of frequency was the replacement of the target word with each 
option to determine which option best fitted in the context of the target word (v5): I
tried each one of the options <v5>, and tried Option 3 “remains” <v5>, but none fits 
in the context (ID6RS2I4). The third strategy was the use of clues to choose an option 
(v2): I paid attention to the period of time that extends from 1829 to 1837, it was not 
quite a short or long period. I connected this period <v2>to the meaning of the 
context. Therefore, I chose Option 3 “rapidly” (ID16RS1I1).  
3. The rest of the ten strategies included the use of background knowledge (v9), for 
instance, to think of the meaning of the target word: I know ‘measurably’ from 'to 
measure' <v9>, and so “immeasurably” ‘means something big’ (ID11RS1I1). Some 
test takers resorted to guessing to choose an option (v7): I did not know Options 1and 
4, but I guessed that the answer could be one of these two <v7>. So, I chose Option 1 
because I know what Options 2 and 3 mean, but not Options 1 and 4 (ID25RS2I4). 
Also, some test takers confirmed their answers (v8), for instance, by replacing 
the target word with the answer to see how it sounded in context: I found Option 3 
“remains” to be the only one that gives the same meaning as "relics."  I tried it and it 
fitted in the context <v8> (ID22RS2I4). Test takers read the options first (v3), for 
instance, to familiarize themselves with them: I read the options first to become 
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familiar with them <v3>before I tried to find out the answer (ID9RS1I1). At 
moments of hesitation as to which option to choose from two or more options, test 
takers decided on an option (v10), for instance, by replacing the target word with each 
one of the options: I was hesitant between Options 2 “greatly” and 3 “rapidly,” but 
decided on Option 3 later based on the context of the sentence.  I tried replacing the 
[target] word with this option and it sounded OK to me <v10>  (ID21RS1I1). 
Basic comprehension-factual information (BC-fi). BC-fi is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to identify responses to questions about factual information that is
explicitly stated in a text” (ETS, 2003, p. 10). A test taker needs to choose the option that 
has the information content shared by the option and the text and sought by the item 
stem. (See Appendix C for an example of a BC-fi item). Table 7 below describes the most 
frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
Table 7  









fi1 Read the paragraph or the relevant portion of it in order 
to locate critical information.  
19 
fi6 Eliminate certain options (either as incorrect, irrelevant, 
incomplete, or unmentioned).  
10 
H 
fi5 Read the options first (either to familiarize oneself with 
the options or to use them to locate critical information in 
the paragraph). 
6 
fi2 Confirm the answer (either by rereading the paragraph or 
the relevant portion of it, or checking other options). 
5 
M 
fi7 Match key word(s) or phrase(s) in the item stem or 
options and the paragraph. 
4 
fi8 Consult background knowledge (either to consider an 
option, to choose a preliminary option, or to understand 
the item content).  
4 
fi4 Use clues or guessing to choose an option. 4 
fi3 Reread the paragraph or a portion of it (either to locate 





A review of strategies in Table 7 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Test takers made frequent use of strategy (fi1) which involved reading the paragraph 
referred to by the item or the relevant portion of it:  
I read the paragraph < fi1>. I used understanding of the paragraph and 
background knowledge in geography like when plates collide, mounts are formed. 
In the paragraph, it says "plates crashing into each other," and Option 3 is 
almost the same idea (ID1RS2I5).  
 
Some test takers chose to read a portion of the paragraph that is relevant to the intent 
of the question, because they had already read it while answering the previous item: I 
skimmed the paragraph fast starting from the point where I stopped when I read it for 
the previous item, which was "Government's role …" <fi1>, trying to understand 
(ID16RS1I7).  Test takers also used the strategy of eliminating certain options (fi6), 
for instance, when they found these options to be irrelevant to the intent of the 
question: When I started, I read the paragraph to find the answer. I eliminated Option 
1 because it has no connection [with the intent of the question] <fi6> (ID7RS1I7). 
2. Two strategies were used at high frequency among test takers. First, test taker  started 
their response to the BC-fi items by reading the options (fi5), for instance, to use them 
to locate the source of critical information in the paragraph: Since the question asks 
"… which of the following areas?", I skimmed the options and read the paragraph 
while using the options to find the answer <fi5> (ID6RS1I7). The other strategy at 
this level of frequency was confirmation of the chosen answer (fi2), for instance, by 
rereading the paragraph: I read the options first and chose Option 3. Then, I reread 
the paragraph to confirm my answer <fi2> (ID12RS1I7).  
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3. There were four strategies that occurred at a moderate level of frequency. The first 
strategy involved matching key words or phrases in the item stem or options, and the 
paragraph (fi7): I matched a key word "religion" in the paragraph and an option 
<fi 7>… I chose Option 1 because the word "religion" appears in the paragraph and 
the option (ID16RS1I7). The second strategy in this category was (fi8) by means of 
which test takers used background knowledge, for instance, to choose a preliminary 
option: I have background about this topic, geography and the like, and so I expected 
Option 2 to be the right answer <fi8>  (ID24RS2I5).  
Strategy three at the moderate level of frequency was strategy (fi4) which 
involved the use of clues or guessing to choose an option, for instance, by using the 
meaning of a key word:  
I read in the paragraph "Whigs and Democrats differed not only in their attitudes 
toward the market but also about how active …." This combines the two ideas 
that suggest "moral beliefs" [Option 4], so I chose Option 4 using "attitudes" as 
‘a key word’ <fi4>. (ID5RS2I5) 
 
The fourth strategy at this level was rereading the paragraph referred to by the item or 
a portion of it (fi3), for instance, to decide on an option in case of hesitation: I know 
the topic. I know that ‘tectonic plates move,’ but I had to reread the paragraph 
because I got dizzy with the way the options are phrased <fi3> (ID10RS2I5). 
Basic comprehension-negative fact (BC-nf). BC-nf is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to verify what information is true and what information is NOT true or 
not included in the passage based on information that is explicitly stated in the passage” 
(ETS, 2003, p. 12). A test taker needs to choose the option that is not supported by the 
information given in the paragraph referred to by the BC-nf item. (See Appendix C for an 
example of a BC-nf item). Test takers responded to only one BC-nf item which is Item 10 
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on Reading Set 1. Table 8 below describes the most frequently used test-taking strategies 
with this item type.   
Table 8 









nf1 Attempt to locate each option in the paragraph while 
eliminating certain options. 
10 
nf4 Read or skim the paragraph while eliminating certain 
options (either as incorrect, irrelevant, or mentioned in 
the paragraph).  
10 
H 
nf5 Read the options first (either to familiarize oneself with 
them or to choose a preliminary option). 
9 
nf2 Read the paragraph to figure out the exception. 8 
M nf3 Confirm the answer (either by rereading the paragraph 




A review of strategies in Table 8 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. The most frequently used strategies with the BC-nf item were considerably specific to 
this item type. Strategy (nf1) was aimed to locate each option in the paragraph and 
eliminate it if it exists. It called for the test taker’s switching between the options and 
the paragraph: I read the options first … I switched between the paragraph and the 
options, trying to determine if an option is mentioned in the paragraph or not <nf1>  
(ID6RS1I10). Test takers who used strategy (nf4) read or skimmed the paragraph 
while eliminating certain options, for instance, when such options sounded irrelevant 
to the intent of the question: 
The paragraph talks about two categories of people and the question asks about 
the first category or the Democrats, so each option of these four can either be 
about the Democrats or the public. I eliminated those options that talk about the 




2. At the high level of frequency, test takers used two strategies with BC-nf. The first 
strategy involved reading the options first (nf5), for instance, in order to have 
familiarity with options that could guide their determination of the exception when 
they read the paragraph. Thus, this strategy was often followed by the strategy of 
reading the paragraph: I read the options <nf5>. I read the paragraph, trying to 
locate information on Democrats and focus on this information, because that is what 
the question is asking about (ID21RS1I10). The second strategy was reading the 
paragraph to determine the exception among the options (nf2): I preferred to read the 
whole paragraph because it [the item] is a negative fact. I focused on the given 
groups and whether a given group supports or opposes <nf2> (ID4RS1I10).  
3. Only one strategy was used at the moderate level of frequency. In their use of strategy 
(nf3), test takers confirmed their answers to the BC-nf item, for instance, by checking 
the options to make sure that all wrong options were eliminated: Option 3 "rising 
entrepreneurs" is the only option that is not clearly stated in the paragraph. I reread 
the options to ensure that I cancelled out the wrong options <nf3>  (ID17RS1I10).  
Basic comprehension-pronoun reference (BC-pr). BC-pr is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to identify relationships between pronouns and other anaphoric 
devices and their antecedents/postcedents within the passage” (ETS, 2003, p. 6). A test 
taker needs to choose the option that represents the referent of the pronoun. (See 
Appendix C for an example of a BC-pr item). Test takers responded to only one BC-pr 
item which is Item 8 on Reading Set 2. Table 9 below describes the most frequently used 














pr1 Read the sentence containing the target pronoun to 
identify the referent. 
12 
H pr2 Confirm the answer (either by rereading the sentence 
containing the pronoun or the relevant portion of the 
paragraph, or checking other options). 
8 
M 
pr4 Read the sentence containing the pronoun more than 
once to identify the referent. 
4 
pr5 Use clues to choose an option. 3 
pr3 Eliminate certain options as incorrect. 3 
 
A review of strategies in Table 9 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Test takers used only one strategy at the very high level of frequency. Using strate y 
(pr1), test takers read the sentence that contains the pronoun in order to identify the 
referent of the pronoun: I read the line: “…, and these slowly moving masses of ice 
cut out valleys, carrying with them” <pr1>; “with them” means “masses of ice.” I 
understood “them” to mean “masses of ice” or Option 2 (ID11RS2I8).   
2. There was also a sole strategy at the high level of frequency. Test takers h d a 
noticeable preference to confirm their answers to this item (pr2), for instance, by 
rereading the relevant portion of the paragraph:  
I read the sentence that has the pronoun, and the answer was clear from "and 
these slowly moving masses of ice cut out valleys, carrying with them."  This item 
is more of ‘a grammar item.’ I chose Option 2 "masses of ice." I continued 
reading and reread the surrounding context to confirm my answer <pr2>. 
(ID24RS2I8) 
 
3. Test takers used three strategies at the moderate level of frequency. The first strategy 
involved reading the sentence that contains the target pronoun more than one time in 
order to identify the referent (pr4): I read the paragraph from the beginning and 
noticed that the author starts talking about "glaciers." I reread starting from the 
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sentence that has the pronoun <pr4>, and found "glaciers" to be the referent 
(ID10RS2I8). When using the second strategy at this level, test takers used clues to 
choose an option (pr5): I do not know "glaciers." I used the comma before "carrying 
with them" <pr5>, which indicates that “them” refers to the last word before the 
comma [i.e., “valleys” or Option 3] (ID8RS2I8). In another instance of strategy use at 
this level, test takers eliminated the options that they found to be incorrect based on 
their reading of the sentence that has the target pronoun (pr3): I read the whole 
sentence to understand the full context and pronoun references. Through my first 
reading, I felt that the answer must be one of the first three options. I eliminated 
Option 1 “cold areas”… because you need to base your choice on a previous word, 
and the last word [phrase] “rock debris” <pr 3> (ID4RS2I8). 
Basic comprehension-sentence simplification (BC-ss). BC-ss is intended to 
“measure examinees’ ability to identify essential information as they process complex 
sentences in extended texts without getting lost in less important details and elaborations” 
(ETS, 2003, p. 8). A test taker needs to choose the option that represents a simplified 
form of the target, highlighted sentence, which maintains the central idea of the sen ence. 
(See Appendix C for an example of a BC-ss item). Table 10 below describes the most 
frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
A review of strategies in Table 10 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Only one strategy was used with BC-ss at the very high level of frequency. Strategy 
(ss1) was one of the most frequent strategies across all item types. Using thi strategy, 
test takers read the highlighted sentence (ss1): I read the highlighted sentence <ss1> 
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twice trying to comprehend or grasp as many pieces of information as I could 
(ID2RS1I11). 
Table 10 








VH ss1 Read the highlighted sentence. 25 
H 
ss4 Eliminate certain options (either as incorrect, 
irrelevant, ambiguous, or narrow). 
9 
ss3 Match the content of the highlighted sentence and 
the options. 
5 
ss8 Read the highlighted sentence while focusing on 
its main points. 
5 
ss2 Use clues to choose an option. 5 
M 
ss5 Decide on an option using a semantic clue. 4 
ss9 Confirm the answer (either by rereading the 
highlighted sentence or checking other options). 
4 
ss7 Use understanding of the general meaning of the 
highlighted sentence to choose an option. 
4 
ss6 Read the highlighted sentence more than once to 
further understanding. 
3 
ss10 Use guessing to choose an option. 3 
 
2. Test takers used four strategies that can be considered highly frequent. The most 
frequent one of the four strategies was elimination of options (ss4), for instance, when 
such options sounded incorrect in the light of the information content of the 
highlighted sentence: I eliminated Option 2 because 'the areas here were not 
naturally split, because if the Democrats had been able to go to the cities and towns, 
they would have gone. I do not think that this option is right’ <ss4> (ID7RS1I11). 
The second among the highly frequent strategies was matching the content of the 
highlighted sentence and the options to identify what would potentially be the right 
option (ss3): I read the highlighted sentence, and matched words in the highlighted 
sentence and the options … I preferred Option 3 because it has "more isolated" 
similar to "increasingly isolated" in the highlighted sentence (ID11RS1I11). 
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At the same rate of frequency as strategy (ss3), was strategy (ss8) which 
involved test takers’ reading of the highlighted sentence with the intention of focusing 
on its main points: I read the highlighted sentence. I focused on two main ideas: ‘how 
they resist forces of destruction and how they have a relatively short life’ <ss8>  
(ID24RS2I9). The fourth strategy at this level was the use of clues to choose an 
option (ss2): I read the options, and chose Option 2 using "although" as a key word 
which implies a sense of contradiction as does "but" in the paragraph <ss2> 
(ID25RS2I9). 
3. At the moderate level of frequency, five strategies were used by test tak rs. The most 
frequent strategy at this level was deciding on an option (ss5) by means of semantic 
clues: I hesitated between Options 2 and 3 because both suggest a short period of 
time. I favored Option 3 which has “but only for a short time,” because in the 
paragraph, it says “relatively short-lived in geological terms” <ss5> (ID18RS2I9). 
The second most frequent strategy at this level was confirming the answer (s 9), for 
instance, by checking the other options to ensure that none of them was better than 
the chosen one: Option 2 is very close to the highlighted sentence, and because of 
this, I chose it directly. I read Options 3 and 4 but they are not as close to the answer 
as Option 2 <ss9> (ID12RS2I9).  
Strategy (ss7) comes third at this level, which called for test takers’ use of 
their understanding of the general meaning of the highlighted sentence to choose an 
option: I chose Option 4 because it was the closest of all options based on the general 
meaning of the highlighted sentence <ss7> (ID19RS2I9). Some test takers felt they 
had to read the highlighted sentence more than one time to further their understanding 
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of it (ss6): I read the highlighted sentence more than once <ss6> because I did not 
read the passage or the paragraph ‘to understand everything’ (ID10RS2I9). Strategy 
five at this level involved the use of guessing to choose an option (ss10): No much 
time was left, so I chose [an option] quickly and randomly <ss10> (ID8RS1I11).   
Inferencing-basic inference (I-bi). I-bi is intended to “measure examinees’ ability 
to comprehend an argument or an idea that is strongly implied but not explicitly stated in 
the text” (ETS, 2003, p. 25). A test taker needs to choose the option that best reflects 
what can be inferred from given information in the paragraph referred to by the I-bi it m. 
(See Appendix C for an example of an I-bi item). Table 11 below describes the most 
frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
Table 11 









bi2 Read the paragraph to locate critical information.  23 
bi4 
 
Eliminate certain options (either as incorrect, 
irrelevant, unclear, or nonmeaningful).  
11 
H 
bi1 Read the options first (either to familiarize oneself 
with them, to choose a preliminary option, or to 




Reread the paragraph or a portion of it (either to 
further understanding, to check an option, or to 
decide on an option). 
5 
bi6 Attempt to locate the critical information using a 
key word/phrase. 
5 
bi5 Use clues or guessing to choose an option. 5 
bi8 Confirm the answer (either by rereading the 
paragraph or the relevant portion of it, or checking 
other options). 
5 
M bi7 Match the content of the paragraph and the options. 4 
 
A review of strategies in Table 11 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
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1. Test takers used two strategies at the very high level of frequency. First, they read the 
paragraph referred to by the I-bi item while trying to locate the critical information 
(bi2) that they could use to make the required inference: I read the paragraph … I 
preferred Option 1 because of the second sentence in the paragraph <bi2> 
(ID2RS1I9). Second, test takers used elimination of options (bi4), for instance, when 
they found such options incorrect based on what they understood from reading the 
paragraph: I skimmed the paragraph … I eliminated some options … Option 3 is not 
correct because it changes the number mentioned in the paragraph to “400 million 
years ago” when it is supposed to be “50 million years” <bi4> (ID21RS2I3).   
2. Out of the eight common strategies used with the I-bi items, five strategies were used 
at the high level of frequency. There were test takers who preferred to read the 
options first (bi1), for instance, in order to use them to locate the critical information 
in the paragraph: I read the options to know what I have to find in the paragraph and 
where I can find it <bi1> (ID21RS2I3). Second, there was a noticeable tendency 
among test takers to reread the paragraph referred to by the I-bi it m or a portion of it 
(bi3), for instance, in order to further understanding of the information presented in 
the paragraph: I read the paragraph more than once, trying to understand it <bi3> 
(ID10RS1I9).  
When using strategy number three at this level, test takers attempted to locate 
the critical information in the paragraph using a key word or phrase in an option 
(bi6): I read the options first. Then, I scanned the paragraph for the word 
“Himalayas” <bi 6> (ID6RS2I3). Test takers made their choice of options using clues 
or guessing (bi5): The last sentence has “favor social-reform legislation and aid to 
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education,” and that is why it encouraged me to choose Option 4 because it has 
“interests” meaning attraction or benefit <bi5>  (ID1RS1I9). Strategy number five at 
this level involved confirmation of the answer (bi8), for instance, by rereading the 
relevant portion of the paragraph:  
I felt I guessed the answer, so I scrolled up to make sure I got the right answer. I 
skimmed this part of the paragraph and found it to be about “public liberty” 
<bi8>, so I confirmed my answer and felt comfortable. (ID17RS1I9) 
 
3. At the moderate level of frequency, test takers used only one strategy. Using strate y 
(bi7), test takers matched the content of the paragraph and the options so as to 
identify the option that would possibly be the right answer:  
I read the paragraph, trying to find the options. I found “They believed that it 
should be used to protect individual rights and public liberty” in the paragraph 
… and found Option 1 saying “They were focused on issues of public liberty” 
<bi7>. Therefore, this [Option 4] was my answer to the question. (ID18RS1I9) 
 
Inferencing-insert text (I-it). I-it is intended to “measure examinees’ ability to 
understand the lexical, grammatical, and logical links between successive sentences” 
(ETS, 2003, p. 31). A test taker needs to insert a sentence into one slot out of four slots 
marked with (■), where the sentence would best fit—each slot representing an option for 
the I-it item. (See Appendix C for an example of an I-it item). Table 12 below describes 
the most frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
A review of strategies in Table 12 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Test takers used only one strategy at the very high level of frequency. All test tak rs 
started response to the I-it items by reading the sentence which they should insert into 
a slot in the provided paragraph (it1), henceforth, the given sentence: I tried to read 












VH it1 Read the given sentence. 25 
H 
it2 Read the paragraph to determine where the given 




Use a logical connection between the given sentence and 





Try the given sentence in one or more of the slots in the 




Eliminate certain options (if the surrounding context is 
either distant from the context of the given sentence, 
irrelevant to the theme of the given sentence, or 
composed of sentences that are logically connected). 
6 
it8 Use clues or guessing to choose an option. 6 
it6 
 
Confirm the answer (either by rereading the relevant 
portion of the paragraph, or checking other options). 
5 
M it7 Decide on an option (either by rereading the paragraph or 




2. At the high level of frequency, six out of the eight strategies in Table 12 were us d by 
test takers. First, test takers using strategy (it2) read the paragraph referred to by the I-
it item in order to determine where the given sentence best fitted: I r ad the 
paragraph while thinking where I could insert the sentence <it2> (ID4RS1I12). 
Second, test takers tried to figure out a logical connection between the given sentence 
and the sentence(s) before and/or after a given slot in order to choose an option (it3): I 
found the best slot to be Option 1 because [th first sentence in the paragraph says] 
“during Jackson's second term, the Whig party was formed” and the given sentence 
states “This new party.” It defines the Whig party <it3> (ID6RS1I12). There were test 
takers who preferred to try the given sentence in one or more of the slots in the 
paragraph to see where it would best fit (it4): I tried the given sentence in all of the 
four places [slots] <it4> (ID17RS2I11).  
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Test takers eliminated certain options (it5) on I-it, for instance, if the context 
of the slot comprises sentences that are logically connected without the given 
sentence: I eliminated Option 2 because it says “It carries …,” which means that the 
sentence here refers to something that is mentioned before <it5> (ID23RS2I11). 
Another strategy used at the high level of frequency was the choice of an optio  by 
means of clues or guessing (it8):  
I read the paragraph while focusing on the places [slots]. I got puzzled with it 
[this item], as I was paying attention to the time. Therefore, I was making more of 
scanning than reading. At the end, I guessed the answer <it8>. (ID24RS1I12)  
 
There were cases among test takers who tended to use a strategy of confirming their 
answers on the I-it items (it6), for instance, by checking the other options because of 
the possibility that one of them would prove better than the selected option: I tried the 
other options to see if the [given] sentence could fit in another place <it6>. I saw that 
the given sentence fits only in slot 4 [Option 4] (ID16RS2I11).  
3. Only one strategy was used at the moderate level of frequency. Upon hesitation as to 
which option to choose, test takers had to decide on an option (it7), for instance, by 
rereading a portion of the paragraph: I esitated between Options 2 and 3. Then, I 
tried to reread these sentences [pointing to the bottom portion of the paragraph] to 
decide on one of these two options <bi7> (ID18RS2I11). 
Inferencing-rhetorical purpose (I-rp). I-rp is intended to “measure examinees’ 
ability to identify the author’s underlying rhetorical purpose in employing particular 
expository features in the passage and in ordering the exposition in a particular way. 
Correct responses require proficiency at inferring the nature of the link between sp cific 
features of exposition and the author’s rhetorical purpose” (ETS, 2003, p. 27). A test 
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taker needs to choose the option that best expresses the author’s purpose of discussing an 
idea or using an example. This idea or example is marked in the text with a highlight. 
(See Appendix C for an example of an I-rp item). Table 13 below describes the most 
frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
Table 13 









rp6 Read the paragraph to figure out required information. 14 
rp2 
 
Read the sentence containing the highlighted phrase, and 






Eliminate certain options (either as incorrect, irrelevant, 





Read the options first (either to familiarize oneself with 
them, to use them to locate critical information, to figure 
out required information, or to choose a preliminary 
option). 
7 
rp3 Read the paragraph or a portion of it more than once. 5 
M 
rp8 Match the content of the sentence containing the 
highlighted phrase and the options. 
4 
rp9 Decide on an option by rereading the paragraph. 3 
rp4 
 
Confirm the answer (either by rereading the paragraph or 
the relevant portion of it, or checking other options). 
3 
rp7 Use clues or guessing to choose an option. 3 
 
A review of strategies in Table 13 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Two strategies were used at the very high level of frequency with the I-rp items. The 
most frequent strategy in this category was reading the paragraph to figure out th  
required information (rp6): I read the paragraph and figured out that "bankers and 
investors" is an example on a previous sentence in the paragraph that talks about 
how some people controlled the economy of the country <rp6> (ID23RS1I3). The 
second most frequent strategy was reading the sentence containing the highlighted 
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phrase, and the surrounding context if needed, to figure out the required information 
(rp2): I read from the beginning of the sentence <rp2>, but it was not enough, so I 
read one sentence back, trying to understand the subject and deduce what the author 
means by the highlighted phrase <rp2> (ID6RS1I3).  
2. There were three strategies that occurred with high frequency, including test tak r ’ 
use of elimination of certain options (rp5), for instance, when they found these 
options to be distant from the context of the highlighted phrase: All options are 
available in the paragraph, so I used how each one is distant from “Carbon dioxide” 
[the highlighted phrase] to decide which options to eliminate <rp5> and which ones 
to keep (ID9RS2I6). Another strategy at this level of frequency was reading the 
options first (rp1), for instance, in order to use them to locate the critical information 
in the paragraph: I read the options <rp1>…  I read the sentence that has the 
highlighted phrase while trying to find information that matches one of the options 
(ID24RS1I3). Some test takers had to read the paragraph, or a portion of it more than 
once (rp3): I read this part of the paragraph [the sentence containing the highlighted 
phrase and the surrounding context] once and twice <rp3> (ID21RS2I6). 
3. At the moderate level of frequency, four out of the nine strategies in Table 13 wre 
used by test takers. These strategies include matching the content of the sentence with 
the highlighted phrase and the options (rp8):  
I tried to find information that links between the paragraph and one of the 
options. I found that “rich” is the key word that has to do with money and 
banking, and it is the word that links between “bankers and investors” [the 
highlighted phrase] and “becoming rich” [in Option 2] <rp8>. (ID18RS1I3)  
 
At moments of hesitation as to which option to choose from two or more options, test 
takers decided on an option (rp9), for instance, by rereading the paragraph: I hesitated 
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between Options 1 and 3. After reading the paragraph one more time, I chose Option 
1 <rp9> (ID17RS2I6).  
There were test takers who confirmed their answers (rp4), for instance, by 
checking the other options:  
I understood the meaning. “carbon dioxide” is the result of a process, which 
makes it clear that the author tries “to explain the origin of a chemical that can 
erode rocks” [Option 1]. I checked all of the other options <rp4>, but none seems 
to fit in the context except Option 1. (ID24RS2I6)  
 
Some test takers resorted to the use of clues or guessing to choose an option (rp7): I 
tried to link between information in the paragraph and the options, but did not 
understand because of unknown vocabs in the options, for example, “erode rocks” 
[Option 1], so I chose an option randomly <rp7>  (ID6RS2I6).  
Reading to learn-prose summary (R2L-ps). R2L-ps is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to understand the major ideas and relative importance of information 
in a text … An introductory sentence is provided, and examinees select 3 additional 
sentences from 6 options … [The three correct options] represent the major ideas in the 
text that, taken together, form a high-level summary of the text” (ETS, 2003, p. 15). A
test taker needs to select three answer choices that best summarize the passag , which 
demands that a test taker develop understanding by reading through the whole passag .
(See Appendix C for an example of a R2L-ps item). Table 14 below describes the most 
frequently used test-taking strategies with this item type.   
A review of strategies in Table 14 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Three strategies were used with the R2L-ps item at the very high level of frequency. 
The first strategy was the selection of answer choices that test takers considered as 
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important points of the passage or points that offered a summary of the passage (p 6): 
I read the answer choices. I used understanding from working through the previous 
items and skimming of the passage to select the best three answer choices that are the 
most important [points] in the passage <ps6> (ID6RS1I13). Some test takers used the 
understanding they had developed as a result of going through the previous items and 
reading their respective paragraphs to select answer choices (ps2): I read the answer 
choices while trying to remember if any of the ideas I understood from answering 
previous items <ps2> are repeated here (ID1RS1I13). There were test takers who 
employed an elimination strategy (ps3) with certain answer choices, for instance, 
when such answer choices sounded irrelevant to the subject matter of the passage:  
I read the answer choices one by one … I eliminated Choice 2 [“During Andrew 
Jackson’s two terms as President …”], because the passage does not mainly talk 
about this, but rather how the two parties dealt with people and economy, and 
how they collected wealth <ps3>. (ID7RS1I13)  
 
Table 14 











Select answer choices that represent important or 




Use understanding from going through the previous items 




Eliminate certain answer choices (either as incorrect, 




ps4 Use random guessing to select answer choices. 7 
ps5 








ps7 Confirm selection of answer choices (either by rereading 
the selected answer choices or checking the unselected 
answer choices). 
4 




2. Three strategies occurred at the high level of frequency for this item type. First, test 
takers made their selection of answer choices by means of random guessing (p 4): I 
suspected that both Options 1 and 2 are correct, so I chose Option 2, taking a risk 
because I was not sure <ps4>  (ID11RS1I13). The second strategy in this category 
involved the use of the introductory sentence to determine which answer choices 
would represent the required information (ps5): I read the given [introductory] 
sentence to see what the author wants in general <ps5>  (ID2RS1I13). Strategy 
number three at this level called for test takers’ use of the understanding they had 
developed as a result of their reading or skimming of the passage (ps1):  
I thought I had to read the passage in such a way that is open [i.e., unrestrained 
by care to understand specific details] or general enough to help answer this item 
because this item asks about the main points <ps1>. So, I skimmed the passage in 
order to keep the main points in the back of my mind till I get to this item <ps1>. 
(ID17RS1I13) 
 
3. The two remaining strategies with the I-ps item were used at a moderate level of 
frequency. The first strategy involved test takers’ confirmation of their selections 
(ps7), for instance, by rereading the selected answer choices: I noticed the time 
warning, so I decided to select any answer choices at random.  But then, I felt I could 
read the answer choices to check my selections <ps7>, and they appeared OK to me 
(ID10RS1I13).  Test takers using the second strategy at this level selected answer 
choices using rational guessing (ps8): I felt comfortable about Choice 5 'the 
fundamental difference' because it is oft-repeated in the passage, especially in the last 
paragraph <ps8> (ID24RS1I13). 
Reading to learn-schematic table (R2L-st). R2L-st is intended to “measure 
examinees’ ability to conceptualize and organize major ideas and other important 
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information from across the text … Correctly completed formats of these types reflect an 
able reader’s mental framework of the text” (ETS, 2003, p. 18). A test taker needs to 
select answer choices from a list of statements, and fit these choices in a table of two 
distinct, major themes discussed in the passage. The R2L-st demands that a test taker be 
acquainted with defining elements that typify each theme. (S e Appendix C for an 
example of a R2L-st item). Table 15 below describes the most frequently used test-taking 
strategies with this item type.   
Table 15 











Use understanding from going through the previous items 
and reading their respective paragraphs. 
10 
H 
st2 Refer to the passage to determine which processes are 




Confirm the selected answer choices (either by referring 





Eliminate certain answer choices (either as incorrect, 
irrelevant, or unmentioned in the passage).   
6 
st1 Use random guessing to select answer choices. 6 
M 





Use judgment to decide whether a single process is 
“constructive” or “destructive”. 
4 
st8 Select answer choices that are certain or direct, or share 
certain thematic feature(s).  
4 
 
A review of strategies in Table 15 reveals the following trends of strategy use for 
this item type: 
1. Only one strategy was used with the R2L-st item at the very high level of frequency. 
Test takers who used this strategy used the understanding they had developed as a 
result of going through the previous items and reading their respective paragrahs to 
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select answer choices (t3): Through my answers to the previous items <st3>, I knew 
that Choice 5 is a destructive process (ID6RS2I12). 
2. Four strategies were used at the high level of frequency for this item type. First, test 
takers preferred to consult the passage to check certain answer choices when they f lt
uncertain about whether a given answer choice represents a “constructive” or 
“destructive” process (st2): I read all the answer choices, trying to keep them in my 
mind. I referred to the passage to make sure as to which choices are “constructive” 
and which are “destructive” <st2>  (ID24RS2I12). Second, test takers who used 
strategy (st4) confirmed the selections they had made, for instance, by referring to the 
passage: From my answers to the first or the second item about how mounts are 
formed, I mean “constructive processes” … The 2nd constructive process here is 
Choice 6. I went to the passage to confirm Choice 6 <st4>  (ID1RS2I12).  
Strategy number three at this level of frequency was elimination of answer 
choices (st6), for instance, when such answer choices sounded incorrect based on 
what test takers understood: Choice 2 is mentioned when the author discusses the 
“Caledonian mountains,” but the author does not treat it as one of the factors <st6> 
(ID11RS2I12). Test takers using strategy (st1) resorted to random guessing to select 
an answer choice: Under the pressure of time, I had to pick anything <st1>… I made 
a quick selection of answer choices (ID7RS2I12).  
3. At the moderate level of frequency, three strategies were used with R2L-st. The first 
of these strategies was the use of the understanding that test takers had develope  
from skimming or reading the passage to select answer choices (st7): I used my 
knowledge from reading the passage <st7>… to determine which processes are 
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“constructive” and which are “destructive” (ID17RS2I12). When test takers felt 
hesitant about whether a single process was “constructive” or “destructive”, they used 
their judgment by imagining how a given process would affect Earth's landsc pe 
(st5):  
I tried to find examples of these processes [in the passage], but did not find any 
examples and there is a lot of information, so I thought I should rely on myself 
<st5>. I figured out that "uplifts" are like Choices 1, 2, 5, and 6, and for the 
weather conditions, I selected 7 and 3. (ID10RS2I12) 
 
Test takers used strategy (st8) at this level to select answer choices, using the 
extent to which answer choices are certain or direct:  
I remembered that there are three causes of mountain formation: The movement 
of the Earth's crustal plates… "Earthquakes" [Choice 5] is mentioned in a direct 
way <st8>; it is listed as one of the reasons for mountain formation … "Wind-
driven sand" [Choice 3] is sure <st8> . (ID23RS2I12) 
 
Test takers also selected answer choices that seem to share a certain th m tic feature 
(st8):  
I did not know the meaning of “constructive,” so I selected the three choices that 
are linked together; they are all phenomena th t are naturally related <st8>, I 
mean  Choice 1 "Collision of Earth's crustal plates," Choice 6 "Volcanic 
activity," and Choice 5 "Earthquakes." (ID25RS2I12)  
 
Discussion. 
Research question one (What test-taking strategies do subjects use when 
responding to the reading tasks and items?) explores test-taking strategies that 
participants in this study tend to use when responding to the reading tasks and items on 
the TOEFL-iBT reading section. The answer to the first research question takes the form 
of strategy trends and patterns as indicated through the use of three levels of frequency.  
The test-taking strategies used by test takers with each item type were fitted into 
three groups. The first group of strategies represented the most frequently us d strategies. 
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The use of these strategies was generally not unexpected considering the formats of the 
item types. The formats of the test items were different across the item types, which 
called for test takers to use strategies that conformed to the demands of given item types. 
This finding is consistent with those of previous studies (e.g., N. Anderson et al., 1991; 
Rupp et al., 2006; Storey, 1997; Tsagari, 1994) which indicated that formats of test items 
determined the kinds of strategies test takers tended to use in these studies. The use of 
strategy (bi2) with the I-bi items at a rate of frequency of 23 attests to this fact. Almost 
92% of test takers started their response to the I-bi items by reading the paragraph 
referred to by the item in order to locate the critical information that could help t m 
figure out the answer. Consideration of the I-bi item format would show that this item 
type cannot be answered correctly without reading the paragraph the item r fers to.  
What the most frequent strategies also seem to point out is that most test takers 
were familiar with the formats of the task and item types on the reading section of the 
TOEFL iBT. According to participant background information, each respondent had 
taken the official test three times on average. This apparently helped test taker  choose 
strategies selectively depending on the formats of the item types. Besides respondents’ 
skill with the formats of the reading items, another possible explanation for the use of the 
most frequent strategies was that respondents were by and large highly proficient ESL 
learners. On average, test takers’ self-reported ratings are High Intermediate for overall 
L2 proficiency and Intermediate for L2 reading proficiency. Therefore, it is plausible that 
test takers benefited from their relatively high level of proficiency in their choice of test-
taking strategies that were mostly attuned to the requirements of the question it ms. This 
may also explain why most of the strategies that were used at the very high level of 
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frequency were test-management strategies (or construct-relevant r sponse behaviors). 
This observation is in line with that of Cohen and Upton (2006) who had highly 
proficient ESL learners respond to reading tasks and items similar to those employ d in 
this study. Cohen and Upton (2006) found that a major strategy trend among their 
respondents was the use of test-management strategies.  
The second level of strategies comprised strategies that combined features of he 
highly and moderately frequent strategies. Thus, a portion of the middle-ranked strat gies 
can be described as test-management and the other portion as test-wiseness. In other 
words, some of the strategies that were used at the high level of frequency involved the 
use of construct-relevant response behaviors, whereas others employed textual and/or 
technical aspects of the reading sets that were not construct-relevant. To illustrate with 
two strategies, some test takers used the strategy of option elimination with the BC-ss 
items while other test takers matched the content of the highlighted sentence and the 
options. While the former strategy required the test taker to check each option for its 
appropriateness as a replacement of the highlighted sentence, the latter was only limited 
to finding certain textual elements that are shared by the highlighted sentenc  and one of 
the options. However, for the above-mentioned reasons of test takers’ skill and 
proficiency, the use of test management strategies at this level of frequency far exceeded 
that of the test-wiseness strategies.  
The above description of highly frequent strategies is not to be taken to imply that 
all moderate-level strategies were test-wiseness. In fact, strategies with moderate levels 
of frequency also combined both test- management and test-wiseness strategie , but a 
look at strategies at this level across the item types would reveal that most of these 
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strategies were test-wiseness. The fact that test-wiseness characterized moderate-level 
strategies suggests that test takers managed well to answer the question items through the 
use of the first two levels of strategies that are mostly test-management. It also suggests 
that moderate-level strategies generally made up final steps of solving item types that test 
takers found to be challenging. This points out that test takers were able to make use of 
test-wiseness strategies in answering the various item types. Also, the natur  of these 
strategies shows that test takers tended to follow systematic ways in using a variety of 
technical and textual elements of the test. Similar findings were reported by P. Yang 
(2000) who examined the impact of test-wiseness on performance on the TOEFL-CBT.  
Strategies used by test takers in this study can be classified into two groups. The 
first group represents strategies that test takers used across several it m types, and so 
these strategies possessed a high level of compatibility with a variety of tem formats. 
Such strategies included eliminating certain options, deciding on an option upon 
hesitation among two or more options, confirming the selected answer, and reading the 
given paragraph either to locate the source of critical information or to determine the 
required information. These strategies occurred across the three task types; that is, the use 
of such strategies did not depend on whether a given item was basic comprehension, 
inference, or reading-to-learn. This does not preclude the fact that these strategies were 
used with some variation across item types, as is to be explained below. Noticeably, the 
strategy of option elimination was used with all of the item types. The use of this strategy 
was intended by test takers to limit the number of options they had to work with in their 
attempts to determine which option was the right one.  
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The strategy of confirming the selected answer is associated with nine item types 
including BC-v, BC-fi, BC-nf, BC-pr, BC-ss, I-bi, I-it, and I-rp. In other words, the 
strategy of answer confirmation was used with all items on the basic comprehension and 
inference tasks, which can be attributed to the fact that answers to the items that are part 
of these tasks can be confirmed more easily and directly compared with reading-to-learn 
task items. The strategy of paragraph reading for the purpose of locating the critical 
information or determining the required information occurred with five item types that 
include BC-fi, BC-nf, I-bi, I-it, and I-rp. Therefore, test takers had to read the given 
paragraph with two basic comprehension items and all of the three inference items. 
Obviously, test takers were able to distinguish the inference items from other task items 
and knew that they should read the paragraph with the inference items. The answers to 
such items require that test takers read between the lines, as mentioned by Participant 
(13).   
The second group of strategies comprises those that were unique or specific to the 
item types with which they were used. This group of strategies covers virtually most of 
the strategies that occurred with very high frequency and some of the other strategies that 
appeared at the second and third levels of frequency. Examples of such strategies includ  
reading the sentence containing the target word (BC-v1), attempting to locate each option 
in the paragraph while eliminating certain options (BC-nf1), reading the sentence 
containing the target pronoun (BC-pr1), reading the highlighted sentence while focusing 
on the main points (BC-ss8), trying the given sentence in one or more of the slots in the 
paragraph to see where it best fits (I-it4), selecting answer choices that represent 
important or summary points of the passage (R2L-ps6), and referring to the passage to 
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determine if a given geological process is “constructive” or “destructive” (R2L-st2). One 
notable difference between the common and the specific groups of strategies is that the
specific strategies were more in harmony with the item format compared with the 
common strategies. The two strategy groups accord with what Rupp and his colleagues 
(2006) labeled as general strategies that can be applied to any test format, and item-
related strategies that test takers use with question items. 
Strategy use among test takers was purposeful, multi-form, and resourceful. 
Strategy use was purposeful in that test takers applied certain strategies for different 
goals. Such goals reflected distinct levels of language proficiency and test performance. 
For example, the strategy of reading the options first was used with five different item 
types (incl., BC-v, BC-fi, BC-nf, I-bi, and I-rp) in order to fulfill one or the other of three 
purposes: First, starting with the options first helped test takers become acquainted with 
the options. Second, when test takers thought they knew the answer from their 
background knowledge, they started with the options first in order to choose a 
preliminary option. And third, reading the options first was intended to help locate the 
critical information or determine the required information in the text.  
The multi-form feature of strategy use manifests itself in the multiple variants a 
single strategy could take. Certain strategies were used by test taker  with noticeable 
variation across several item types. A strategy like paragraph reading was used by test 
takers in different ways across five item types (incl., BC-fi, BC-nf, I-bi, I-it, and I-rp). 
With BC-fi, test takers read the paragraph or a relevant portion of it in order to locate the 
critical information, whereas with BC-nf, test takers read the whole paragraph or a 
portion of it to figure out the exception. Yet, with I-bi, test takers read the paragraph until 
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they could locate the critical information. Using variants of the same strat gy cross 
several item types suggests that these strategies can be tailored to fit vari us formats and 
demands of item types. Such strategies were applied with different frequency rates, 
presumably depending on how critical a given strategy was in answering a given item 
type. Thus, in order for test takers to infer the answer to an I-bi item, they had no choice 
but to read the paragraph. And, to determine the exception in response to BC-nf, test 
takers had to read either the whole paragraph or a portion of it since three out of the four 
options are scattered across the paragraph.    
Strategy use among test takers was resourceful in that strategies were often 
applied using different means. Such means were largely determined by formats and 
demands of item types in addition to test takers’ reading ability and test-taking skill. 
Hence, there were strategies that allowed test takers to experiment with a variety of ways 
to apply these strategies. Test takers made use of text-based information as well as certain 
technical elements when they wanted to confirm the answers they had chosen or decide 
on an option upon hesitation between two or more options. Thus, to decide on an option, 
test takers reread the given paragraph or a portion of it or looked for textual clues that 
would hint at the potential option. Similarly, confirming the selected answer involved 
rereading of the given paragraph or a portion of it, or checking options other than the 
chosen one. It is interesting to see that the two strategies of deciding on an option and 
confirming the selected answer shared the use of one aid, namely rereading the given 
paragraph or a portion of it. It seems that test takers trusted paragraph readingas the key 
resource of the information they needed to end up with the right option.  
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Taken together, the three features of strategy use in this study point out that test 
takers enjoyed a high ability to, first, choose test-taking strategies to serve various goals 
of answering different item types; second, use distinct forms of strategies to d al with the 
diverse item formats; and third, employ strategies using several means.  
Research question two. 
Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers among subjects in their 
use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks and items? In order to address the 
second research question, high- and low-scorers among test takers were identifi d o  the 
basis of their total scores on the reading sets. High scorers had the top five scores (≥ + 
0.95 standard deviation), whereas low scorers had the bottom five scores (≤ − 0.79 
standard deviation). The decision as to who among test takers would fit in which group 
was endorsed by the results of item analyses which helped assign ranks to test takers 
according to their performance on the question items. In order to maintain the secrecy of 
the real names of participants in the high- and low- scoring groups, an anonym is 
assigned to each participant for the purpose of data analysis and reporting.  
Intercorrelations of participants’ total and reading scores on their last TOEFL iBT 
and their total scores on the reading sets in this study were calculated. Substantial 
positive correlations were shown between participants’ TOEFL-iBT total score  and 
scores on the reading sets: r (23) = 0.651, p<.01, and participants’ TOEFL-iBT reading 
scores and scores on the reading sets: r (23) = 0.548, p<.01. These correlation 
coefficients support the researcher’s earlier predictions that particints’ levels of overall 
proficiency and reading proficiency would correlate with their scoring levels in this study 
as determined by the reading sets. They also provide us with a rough indication th t 
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participants responded to the reading sets to the best of their overall proficiency and 
reading ability in English. Table 16 below displays high- and low-scorers’ raw and 
standard or z-scores, anonyms, and ranks in the main group as indicated by the results of 
item analyses.  
Table 16  
High- and Low-scorers’ Raw and Standard or Z-scores, Anonyms, and Ranks 
 High Scorers   Low Scorers  
Raw Score Z- Score Anonym Rank Raw Score Z- Score Anonym          Rank 
25 +1.72 Ahmad 1   12 −0.79 Saja  21 
24 +1.52 Badrah 2   10 −1.17 Tariq  22 
22 +1.14 Deeb 3   10 −1.17 Waleed 23 
22 +1.14 Emad 4   8 −1.56 Yasser  24 
21 +0.95 Fahdah 5   4 −2.33 Ziyad  25 
Note. Standard deviation of test takers’ total scores is 5.20.  
Comparisons between high- and low-scoring groups made use of frequency 
counts. Differences in frequency counts of strategy use can point to discrepancies 
between high- and low-level writers or readers (Kasper, 1998). In addition, as Kasper 
(1998) recommended, frequency counts in this analysis were supplemented with details 
about the manner in which strategies were used differentially by the two discrete lev ls of 
scoring and performance among participants. It was assumed that strategies with 
differences of two or more frequency counts would prove noteworthy to report in answer 
to the second research question. For item types that have two instances across the reading 
sets, there were a few strategies whose frequency counts exceeded fiv for a given 
scoring-group. Comparisons of strategy use by the two groups are presented here by task 
and item type, and bar charts are used to display differences in strategy frequenci s 
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Clearly, low scorers surpassed their high counterparts in their use of four out of 
the five strategies in Figure 3. To begin with, low scorers tended to read the context 
surrounding the sentence that contains the target word besides reading the sentence itself 
(v4). 
I knew two or three options out of the four options … I had to read the sentence 
before the one containing the word, the sentence itself, and the next sentence to 
understand what the author says <v4> . (Waleed, RS2I4) 
 
Here Waleed used strategy (v4) because he needed to understand what the author meant 
by the target word. Therefore, reading the sentence with the target word by itself did not 
seem to have helped him figure out the meaning of the target word.    
Another strategy used more frequently by low scorers was replacing the target 
word with each one of the options to see which option would be the best fit in context 
(v5).  
First, I read the options to familiarize myself with them. Then, I read the 
sentences before and after the sentence containing the word, besides the sentence 
itself, in order to understand the context of the word <v4>. I also tried the four 
options in place of the [target] word <v5>. (Ziyad, RS1I1) 
 
Ziyad made use of strategy (v5) after using strategy (v4). This indicates that Ziyad could 
not figure out the meaning of the target word by applying strategy (v4), so he resorted to 
strategy (v5).  
Low scorers made more frequent use of the strategy of option elimination (v6). 
This mirrors the purpose of using this strategy among test takers in general; that is, low 
scorers aimed to reduce the number of alternatives they had to deal with on the BC-v 
items: I did not know "relics." I knew only Options 2 "regions" and 3 "remains." … I 
eliminated the other two options [1 and 4] from the beginning <v6> (Yasser, RS2I4). The 
reason why Yasser eliminated two options on the given item was because these options 
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had words that were not familiar to him. Consequently, he kept for consideration the 
options with the vocabulary known to him.  
Low scorers showed more reliance on guessing (v7). More often, guessing for low 
scorers was the last step in the process of determining which option was the righ  answer.  
Here, this word puzzled me, ‘honestly.’  I chose Option 2 "regions" based on the 
idea of the paragraph, which is a discussion of mountains and locations and 
heights like “the Himalayas” and “the Caledonians;” so I guessed the answer 
<v7>. (Tariq, RS2I4)   
 
Tariq had to guess the answer rationally here because he was puzzled by the target word. 
He based his guessing on the central idea of the paragraph, namely geographical 
manifestations such as mountains and heights. Thus, in Tariq’s view, “regions” is the 
closest among all options to this idea.    
In contrast to the low-scoring group, high scorers made more use of background 
knowledge on BC-v in order to think of the word meaning (v9): I knew that ‘measurably’ 
means something that ‘can be measured’ <v9>, and so "immeasurably" means 
something you cannot measure (Badrah, RS1I1). Badrah retrieved the meaning of the 
antonym of the target word from her background knowledge so that she could assign the 
right meaning to the target word. High scorers also used background knowledge to 
choose an option (v9): I chose Option 3 "remains." I used my ‘background knowledge’ 
for the meaning of the word <v9>  (Fahdah, RS2I4). Fahdah made a straight choice of 
Option 3 using her background knowledge.  
Basic comprehension-factual information (BC-fi). As can be seen in Figure 4 
below, the high- and low-scoring groups were different in their use of three strat gies. 
Among all strategies used with the two BC-fi items as shown in Table 7, the strategies 
 
that appear in Figure 4 were the ones associated with more notable differences between 
the two groups. 
Figure 4. Strategy frequencies of high scorers versus low scorers on BC
According to Figure 4, low scorers used two strategies more frequently than did 
high scorers. First, low scorers chose to reread the paragraph referred to by the BC
or a portion of it (fi3): I reread the part of the paragraph around the 
last item [Item 6: BC-v] <fi
government (Ziyad, RS1I7). 
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With this item, he thought that he could just reread this portion of the parag
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On the other hand, high scorers made more use of the strategy of confirming the 
selected answer (fi2).  
I read the paragraph carefully, pa
possible to know 'the things that they used to support the government with or their 
role or effect.' I read the options and chose Option 3, and reread the paragraph to 
confirm my answer <fi
 
Although Fahdah read the paragraph carefully at firs , she chose to reread it in order to 
confirm the answer she had chosen. 
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Among all strategies used with the BC-nf item as shown in Table 8, the strategies 
that appear in Figure 5 were the ones associated with more notable differences b tw en 
the two groups. According to Figure 5, low scorers used strategy (nf5) more frequently 
than did high scorers. When using strategy (nf5), low scorers preferred to read the options 
before the paragraph: I read the options <nf5>. I scanned the paragraph for the options 
one by one, and used elimination of options to determine the answer (Ziyad, RS1I10). 
Ziyad read the options before the paragraph in order to have familiarity with them so that 
it would be easier for him to locate such options in the paragraph.  
Low scorers preferred to locate each option in the paragraph and eliminate it if it 
existed (nf1).  
I love EXCEPT items though they take time. I scanned the paragraph trying to 
locate each one of the options. I found "workers …" [Option 1], "planters …" 
[Option 2] <nf1> … The only option that I did not find was Option 3. (Saja, 
RS1I10) 
 
Saja enjoyed working with the BC-nf item because all she needed to do was to identify 
which options were mentioned. By doing so, she chose the option that was left as her 
answer.   
On the other hand, high scorers used strategy (nf4) more frequently than did low 
scorers. Using strategy (nf4), high scorers read or skimmed the paragraph while 
eliminating certain options. 
I read the paragraph fast and found that "Democrats attracted farmers isolated 
from the market … or uncomfortable with it," so thought that this is something 
[Option 2] I cannot chose <nf4>. Also, Option 3 is mentioned <nf4>. Also, 
Option 4 is mentioned <nf4>. That is why I chose the option that remained 
[Option 1]. (Badrah, RS1I10) 
 
Badrah started her response to this item by reading the paragraph and at the same time 
she was trying to determine which options she should eliminate. Therefore, she 
 
eliminated three out of the four options because she found them in the paragraph, and 
chose the one that was not mentioned. 
Basic comprehension
below, the high- and low-
Among all strategies used with the BC
appear in Figure 6 were the ones associated with more notable differences between the 
two groups.  
Figure 6. Strategy frequencies 
According to Figure 6, low scorers used two strategies more frequently than did 
high scorers. First, low scorers assigned more preference to reading the sentence that ha
the pronoun to identify the referent 
I stopped because there are unknown vocabs. So, I had to read the sentence more than 
once. I do not know "valleys" 
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use of strategy (pr1) among low scorers indicates that they generally found BC-pr 
challenging, as is clear from Waleed’s use of a rereading strategy.  
Low scorers were inclined to take advantage of clues in their choice of an option 
(pr5). This serves as an indication that low scorers not only attempted to read and reread 
the sentence containing the pronoun, but also made use of clues that could help them get 
the BC-pr item right: I saw “carrying” and “valleys,” and thought that ‘nothing can 
carry huge quantities of eroded rock debris except valleys.’ Therefore, I chose Option 3 
"valleys" <pr5> (Yasser, RS2I8). Yasser did not manage to understand the sentence 
containing the pronoun to the extent that would enable him to determine an option to 
choose. Therefore, he thought about relating elements of the content (e.g., “carrying”, 
“valleys”, “huge quantities of eroded rock debris”) to one another semantically. As a 
result, he chose Option 3 “valleys”. 
High scorers, on the other hand, had a preference for confirming their answers 
(pr2) before moving on to the next item. 
Most likely, it [the pronoun] refers to "masses of ice" [Option 2]. I chose Option 2 
using the context. It is impossible that the answer is one of the other options. I 
reread [the sentence] to confirm my answer <pr2>. (Ahmad, RS2I8) 
 
Ahmad was almost certain that Option 2 was the best option available to stand for the 
referent. Even so, he preferred to reread the sentence containing the pronoun to confirm 
that he picked the right choice. 
Basic comprehension-sentence simplification (BC-ss). As can be seen in Figure 7 
below, the high- and low-scoring groups were different in their use of five strategies. 
Among all strategies used with the two BC-ss items as shown in Table 10, the strategies 
 
that appear in Figure 7 were the ones associated with more notable differences between 
the two groups.  
Figure 7. Strategy frequencies o
According to Figure 7, high scorers used three strategies more frequently than did 
low scorers. First, high scorers were more disposed to use clues to choose an option (
especially when they were not
highlighted sentence.  
I read the options, they were close. I considered Option 2 which contains 
"although" because of “but" in the highlighted sentce; "although" is a synonym 
of "but" <ss2>.  So, 
Option 2 are very close … so chose Option 2 “Although they seem permanent 
….”  (Deeb, RS2I9)
 
Deeb chose Option 2 on the basis of a discoursal element the option shares with the 
highlighted sentence, specifically the meaning of the conjunctions 
The second strategy that was more frequent among high scorers was elimination 
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general meaning with those of the options. Option 1 was not correct <ss4>. Option 2 was 
closer to the highlighted sentence, so I chose it directly (Fahdah, RS2I9). Fahdah used 
her global understanding of the highlighted sentence to determine which options to 
eliminate and which one to choose as her answer. Accordingly, she eliminated the 
options that did not conform with the highlighted sentence in meaning.  
Strategy (ss9) was among the strategies that high scorers used more frequently. 
Using strategy (ss9), high scorers made more use of confirmation of their answers to BC-
ss.  
"Although" in Option 2 is close to "but" in the paragraph [highlighted sentence], 
so I chose Option 2 on this basis …  I read the other options and found none of 
them to give the same meaning as that of the highlighted sentence; none is as 
close to the highlighted sentence in meaning as Option 2 <ss9>. (Emad, RS2I9) 
 
Emad confirmed his answer by reading the other options to see if any of them would be 
better than the option he had chosen on the basis of the meaning of the highlighted 
sentence.  
On the other hand, low scorers made more frequent use of two strategies than did 
high scores. Low scorers experienced more hesitation as to which option to choose; 
therefore, they had to decide on an option (ss5).  
The difference among the options is slim. I eliminated Options 3 and 4 because 
they say something the author does not talk about. Option 1 gives a specific time 
<ss5>, Option 2 does not give a specific time. I expected it [Op ion 1] to be 
wrong, I do not know. (Ziyad, RS2I9) 
 
Ziyad found barely any difference among the options. He tried the elimination strategy, 
and he could eliminate two options because these options sounded to him irrelevant to 
what the author said. He felt hesitant between the two other options, but decided on one 
of them because it mentioned a definite time as did the highlighted sentence.  
 
Also, low scorers had to read the highlighted sentence more than one time to get 
as much grasp of its meaning as possible (
one time, trying to understand it <ss
vocabulary (e.g., “epitome of permanence”) 
highlighted sentence in the given item more than one time 
Inferencing-basic inference (I
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Figure 8. Strategy frequencies of high scorers versus low scorers on I
According to Figure 8, low scorers used three strategies more frequently than did 
high scorers. First, low scorers were more inclined to confirm their answers to the I
items (bi8).  
Option 1 was the only one that makes sense. I read here 
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Therefore, the height of the mountain is not a yardstick to determine its age. I 
checked the other options to confirm my answer <bi8>. (Tariq, RS2I3) 
 
Tariq used his understanding of the critical information in the paragraph to choose the 
option he thought would most likely be the right one. Then, he checked the other options 
to make certain that none of these options would rival the option he had chosen. 
Low scorers benefited from the use of clues or guessing in their choice of an 
option (bi5), especially when it was difficult to determine the answer on the basis of 
understanding of the paragraph.  
I just felt desperate to answer it [this item]. I read "individual" in the paragraph 
and on the basis of which I chose Option 2 "… members to leave the Whig party" 
<bi5>; it suggests some division among the Whigs. (Saja, RS1I9) 
 
Saja chose her answer to this item using a semantic clue, that is, by relating a key word 
(i.e., “individual”) in the paragraph and the content of Option 2. 
Low scorers made more frequent use of key words or phrases in their attempts to 
locate the critical information in the paragraph (bi6). 
I took a quick look at the options, trying to find any clue that can help me with the 
answer. Then, I skimmed the whole paragraph. I read carefully when I saw the 
word "Himalayas" <bi6>. I chose Option 1 because I deduced this information 
[in Option 1] from the general meaning of the paragraph. (Waleed, RS2I3) 
 
Waleed used his reading of the options to note key words that could help him find the 
answer in the paragraph. The key word he used for this purpose was “Himalayas”. 
On the other hand, high scorers used one strategy more frequently than did low 
scorers. Using strategy (bi3), high scorers reread the paragraph or a portion of it. 
I chose Option 1, I thought about Option 4 " ... regional interests," but thought 
that these would follow certain geographic locations or places and I referred to 
the paragraph to check [Option 4] <bi3>, but did not find information that 
supports this option. (Badrah, RS1I9) 
 
 
Badrah chose Option 1, but then she thought tha
Therefore, she reread the portion of the paragraph that ha
Option 4 in order to check its adequacy. Eventually, she decided to keep Option 1 as her 
choice.  
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Ahmad read the paragraph referred to by the given I-it item from the beginning. He found 
that the first sentence in the paragraph introduced the Whig party, so he thought that the 
given sentence could be inserted just following the first sentence. Thus, the given 
sentence would give more information or a supporting detail about “the Whig party”. 
High scorers chose the option representing the slot where appeared to be a logical 
connection between the given sentence and the sentence(s) before and/or after the giv n 
slot (it3).  
First, I read the given sentence. I could tell how the previous sentence would 
sound like through the first three words "This new party" in the given sentence. I 
tried to find a sentence with relevant information [about “This new party”] before 
each slot. I chose Option 1 [Slot 1] because the sentence before it ends with "to 
form the Whig party," and then the author would be expected to start the next 
sentence with "This new party" which refers to the party that was formed [the 
“Whig party”] <it3>. (Deeb, RS1I12) 
 
Because the given sentence began with the phrase “This new party”, Deeb tried to locate 
a sentence that said something about that phrase. And, because the first sentence in th  
paragraph suggested that a new party was formed near the end of it, Deeb felt c rtain that 
the given sentence must follow the first sentence of the paragraph.  
High scorers also had a tendency to try the given sentence in one or more of the 
slots in the paragraph to determine in which slot it best fitted (i 4): I tried the given 
sentence in each one of the places [slots] to see where "Under different climatic 
conditions" [the given sentence] can best fit <it4>. I chose Option 1 (Emad, RS2I11). 
Emad used strategy (it4) which seemed to have helped him pick an answer by just 
reading the first few sentences of the paragraph. 
Confirmation of the selected option was another frequent strategy among high 
scorers (it6).  
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I found that the given sentence fits in Place 1 [Slot 1] because the first sentence 
says "… to form the Whig party" and the given sentence begins with "This new 
party …," so I chose Option 1. I checked the other options, but felt that Option 1 
is the best <it6>. (Badrah, RS1I12) 
 
Though I-it has its unique format, it lends itself to the strategy of confirming the selected 
answer. Badrah applied a confirmation strategy by checking the other slots or options.  
On the other hand, low scorers used strategies (it5, it8, and it7) more frequently 
than did their high-scoring counterparts. The strategy of eliminating certain options (it5) 
was used more frequently among low scorers.  
I eliminated Options 1 and 2, because if the given sentence is inserted in any of 
these places [slots], the meaning of the context will be messed up <it5>. This is 
because it says "another type" in the given sentence, so there must be a certain 
type in order for another type to be mentioned like “the wind” and “tree roots,” 
so it has to be either Option 3 or 4. (Tariq, RS2I11) 
 
Tariq eliminated two options because neither of them identified a context that had the 
first type of weather conditions under discussion. 
Low scorers made use of clues or guessing (it8) when they could not answer the I-
it item through understanding. 
"Even living things ….” The word "even" is related to something that is 
mentioned before. Then, the author talks about "Tree roots" in the next sentence, 
and the given sentence says "Under different climatic conditions, another type of 
destructive force contributes to erosion." I was certain that the answer is Option 4 
because the author here talks about ‘another type’ and starts talking about "Tree 
roots," so I chose Option 4 <it8>. (Yasser, RS2I11) 
 
Yasser guessed the answer rationally, seeing that the phrase “tree roots” represented the 
other type the author referred to in the given sentence. Yasser understood “even” in the 
sentence before the one starting with “Tree roots” to be related to the firs type of climatic 
conditions that cause erosion.  
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The third frequent strategy among low scorers was deciding on an option (it7) 
upon hesitation. 
I was going to choose Option 2 because it talks about a second point on 
"erosion," so I thought that the previous sentence must talk about "erosion." 
Therefore, the best potential place is Option 1, but Option 2 is also the same thing 
and it seemed to me that the second sentence is a completion of the first one, and 
so the given sentence cannot come in between the two. I chose Option 3 because 
"living things" also affect <it7>. (Saja, RS2I11) 
 
Saja hesitated as to which one among the three options she should choose. She decided 
on Option 3, thinking that “living things” play a role in erosion.  
Inferencing-rhetorical purpose (I-rp). As can be seen in Figure 10 below, the 
high- and low-scoring groups were different in their use of five strategies. Among all 
strategies used with the two I-rp items as shown in Table 13, the strategies that appear in 
Figure 10 were the ones associated with more notable differences between the two
groups.   
Figure 10. Strategy frequencies of high scorers versus low scorers on I-p items.   
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According to Figure 10, low scorers used strategies (rp2, rp3, and rp8) more 
frequently than did high scorers. First, low scorers had a tendency to read the sentence 
containing the highlighted phrase and the surrounding context in order to figure out the 
required information (rp2): Item 3 [I- rp #3 on Reading Set 1] talks about "bankers and 
investors" in Paragraph 2. I read the sentence that has the highlighted phrase and the 
sentence after it <rp2> to understand what the topic is about (Tariq, RS1I3). Tariq read 
the sentence with the highlighted phrase and the next sentence, thinking that this would 
help him infer the required information.  
Another frequent strategy among low scorers was reading the paragraph the I-rp
item referred to or a portion of it more than once (rp3).   
I read the paragraph from the beginning more than one time <rp3>, and 
understood “the main agent of erosion,” but ‘I do not know the meaning of 
erosion,’ but understood that "carbon dioxide" is 'one of the causes or results of 
erosion.' (Waleed, RS2I6) 
 
Waleed had to read the paragraph referred to by the given I-rp item more than once so 
that he could reach an adequate level of understanding that would enable him to infer the
required information.  
Low scorers resorted to matching the content of the sentence containing the 
highlighted phrase and the options (rp8). 
I read the sentence before the one with the highlighted phrase, the sentence with 
the highlighted phrase, and the one after it. I found key words, and tried to locate 
matching information in the options <rp8>… I chose Option 2 "unfairly 
becoming rich" because of "unearned wealth" in the paragraph. (Saja, RS1I3) 
 
Saja read the content of the highlighted sentence and its surrounding context. Then, she 
read the options while trying to locate information that matched the content of the por ion 
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of the paragraph she read. She identified Option 2 which had a phrase that almost meant 
the same thing as a phrase mentioned in the paragraph. 
On the other hand, high scorers used two strategies (rp1 and rp4) more frequently 
than did their low-scoring counterparts. High scorers were more disposed to read the 
options first (rp1): First, I skimmed the options to know what options are available 
<rp1>so that I could return to them later (Fahdah, RS1I3). Fahdah skimmed the options 
first so as to get herself acquainted with them before reading the text. Fahdah also 
mentioned that she would turn to the options either while or after reading the text.  
High scorers also tended to confirm their answers (rp4): I read the options first. 
Of course, I read the paragraph and found the answer to be this [Option 1]. And, I 
returned to the paragraph to make sure I chose the right answer <rp4> (Deeb, RS2I6). 
Deeb confirmed his answer to the given I-rp item by referring to the paragraph.  
Reading to learn-prose summary (R2L-ps). As can be seen in Figure 11 below, 
the high- and low-scoring groups were different in their use of four strategies. Among all 
strategies used with the R2L-ps item as shown in Table 14, the strategies that appear in 
Figure 11 were the ones associated with more notable differences between the two
groups.  
According to Figure 11, high scorers used strategies (ps6, ps3 and ps1) more 
frequently than did low scorers. Using strategy (ps6), high scorers selected answer 
choices that represented important or summary points of the passage. 
I read all the answer choices first fast. I tried to think about what choices are 
more prominent or more important <ps6>. I found that Choice 5 ‘talks about the 
difference between the Whigs and the Democrats parties,’ so I selected it … I 
selected Choice 6 … Then, I selected Choice 4 ‘because it also expresses another 
difference between the Democrats and the Whigs.’ (Badrah, RS1I13) 
 
 
Badrah read the answer choices one by one. Upon reading each answer choice, she asked 
herself if it was one of the
Accordingly, she selected all three answer choices required by R2L
Figure 11. Strategy frequencies of high scorers verus low scorers on R2L
High scorers also made more 
I had one minute with this item. I tried to read all the choices, but it was difficult. 
I selected Choice 1, then I read it, and it sounded OK to me. I read Choice 2, but 
it did not suit me <ps
they do not sound suitable <ps
 
Deeb managed to give due consideration to all answer choices on this item though he was 
under time pressure. Using strategy (
choices to select by reading them only one time. 
High scorers used the understanding they 
or reading the passage to select answer choices (
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‘during his presidency, a new party was formed’ <ps
on her reading of the passage to decide if she could pick Choice 2. 
On the other hand, low scorers used only one strategy more
high scorers. This strategy was the selection of answer choices by means of random 
guessing (ps4): 20 seconds left … I selected Choice 2 because I managed to read it and I 
understood that it can be a summary point. I selectd the two o
Choices 4 and 5] randomly <ps
pressure, which explains why he selected two out of three answer choices using random 
guessing.  
Reading to learn-schematic table (R2L
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Figure 12. Strategy frequencies of high scorers verus low scorers on R2L
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between the two groups. According to Figure 12, high scorers used strategies (st3, st2, st4 
and st7) more frequently than did low scorers. Using strategy (st3), high scorers used the 
understanding they had developed as a result of going through the previous items and 
reading their respective paragraphs to select answer choices.  
This item is better and easier than the one before [R2L-ps], because it has short 
phrases in contrast to complete sentences [in R2L-ps] … My selections here were 
based on my answers [to the previous items] <st3>. (Deeb, RS2I12) 
 
Deeb used the information he had learned from answering the previous items to help him 
select answer choices on this item.  
High scorers tended to consult the passage to check certain answer choices when 
they felt uncertain about whether such answer choices represented “construtive” or 
“destructive” processes (t2).  
I read the answer choices and the two tables [headings of the table], and started 
selecting choices. Because I still had some time, I went to the passage and read a 
little bit <st2>, and then returned to the items. I selected the other answer choices 
and made some replacements or changes when I felt not certain about the answer 
choices I had selected. (Fahdah, RS2I12) 
 
Fahdah referred to the passage to read some information pertinent to the answer choices. 
By doing so, she was able to check the answer choices she had not selected yet. 
High scorers also preferred to confirm their selections (st4).  
I selected Choice 1 as “constructive” because this is what forms landscapes … 
Then I selected Choice 5 as “destructive” though I was not sure if it is mentioned 
in the passage or not… Also, I was not sure if Choice 2 is mentioned or not … I 
selected Choice 6 as “destructive” because of “rock debris” and “hot springs.” I 
thought that this choice is mentioned in the passage either explicitly or implicitly 
… I returned to the passage to confirm my selections <st4>. (Emad, RS2I12) 
 
After Emad had selected most of the answer choices, he referred to the passageto m k  
sure that his selections were the right ones. 
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High scorers also used the understanding they had developed as a result of 
skimming or reading the passage to select answer choices (st7): I gained most of my 
understanding which helped me answer this item from my first reading of the passage 
<st7> (Fahdah, RS2I12). Fahdah provided this report in an answer to the researchers’ 
question about whether she used her reading of the passage or dealing with the previous
items and their paragraphs in her answer to R2L-st.  
On the other hand, low scorers surpassed their high-scoring counterparts in their 
use of strategy (st1). Using strategy (st1), low scorers resorted to random guessing in 
order to select answer choices on R2L-st. 
I did not have any choice with this item. I was reading the question [directions] … 
and then the answer choices … while keeping an eye on the time. I selected two 
answer choices quickly <st1>. (Waleed, RS2I12) 
 
Once Waleed started answering the R2L-st item, he noticed the time warning and felt 
worried about the time. Therefore, he selected two answer choices quickly and with no 
specific reason. 
Discussion. 
Research question two (Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers 
among subjects in their use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks and items?) 
investigates if there are differences between high- and low-scorer among respondents in 
their choice and use of test-taking strategies on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. The 
answer to the second research question takes the form of comparisons between high- and 
low-scoring groups that make use of frequency counts of strategy use. Differences in 
strategy use between top and bottom scorers were examined across the ten item types.  
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The high- and low-scoring groups differed in their use of test-taking strategies. 
High scorers utilized a set of strategies that distinguished them from low scorers across 
the item types. In general, high scorers benefited from the use of strategies that nabled 
them to manage their performance well on the reading tasks. Strategy use among high 
scorers varied depending on the item type; and thus, high scorers did not stick to a certain 
set of strategies they applied to all item types. This finding points to high scorer ’ 
awareness that different item types called for different sets of strategies. For example, 
Badrah suggested that she usually deals with the BC-nf item in a manner different from 
the other item types:  
With “except” [or BC-nf] items, I try to read the paragraph fast first and note 
mentally these entities that are mentioned, so that when I read the options I can 
determine which ones are not mentioned in the paragraph <nf4> .  
 
Besides strategy (BC-nf4), there are other examples of strategies that point out 
high scorers’ skill of responding to the test items while adopting comprehension and 
reasoning processes. Evidence that supports this finding comes from the manner in which
high scorers responded to item types that required them to read their respective 
paragraphs. Because the I-it items, for example, asked test takers to figure out where a 
given sentence could fit in a given paragraph in the passage, high scorers chose to read 
the paragraph and at the same time determine where the sentence could be inserted (I-
it2). Badrah used strategy (I-it2) with Item 11 on Reading Set 2:  
I chose Option 1 because here it says "Under very cold conditions …," and then 
"In dry areas, the wind …," so "In dry areas the wind …" is different from "Under 
very cold conditions …" <it2>. I felt that this way these three sentences connect 
with one another.   
 
Badrah was encouraged to pick the option for the slot just before the sentence starting 
with "In dry areas, the wind …" for two reasons: First, she understood the given sentence 
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as well as the first three sentences of the paragraph; and second, she noticed that if the 
given sentence were inserted in this slot, the first four sentences of the paragra h would 
read coherently.   
With the R2L task items (i.e., R2L-ps and -st) whose aim is to assess test takers’ 
ability to develop an overall understanding of the passage (ETS, 2009), high-scoring test 
takers used strategies that reflect their attainment of such a high level of understanding. 
High scorers were able to figure out the intent of the authors of the given passages, 
recognize rhetorical relationships among different components of the content, and cre te 
a mental schema of the major points and ideas presented about the given topics. High 
scorers’ selection of answer choices to R2L-ps and -st items relied mostly on the 
understanding they gained as a result of reading or skimming the passage (R2L-ps1and 
R2L-st7). Emad expressed this point clearly about his response to R2L-ps: My selection 
of the choices here was based on what I understood when I skimmed the passage <ps1>, 
because I still remember the main ideas. High scorers were also able to determine which 
among the answer choices represented important points or ideas in the passage (R2L-
ps6). Strategy (R2L-ps6) was the first attempt that Fahdah took in her response to R2L-
ps: I read the answer choices quickly, trying to determine what the main points are 
<ps6>.    
Top-scoring test takers exhibited highly frequent use of confirmation and check 
strategies. Top scorers exercised more precaution by confirming that they had picked the 
right answer, even when they were positive about the correctness of their answe s. About 
her answer to BC-pr, Fahdah said: I read the sentences before and after the sentence that 
has "them" [the pronoun] <pr2>. I was already convinced from my first reading of the 
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paragraph that the answer is "masses of ice". Fahdah’s use of confirmation strategy 
points to a common characteristic among top scorers, namely the use of means that relied 
on skills of reading comprehension. Instances of confirmation strategy among top 
scorers, including rereading the whole paragraph or a portion of it (BC-fi, I-it, and I-rp), 
reading or rereading the sentence with the target word (BC-v) or pronoun (BC-pr), 
rereading the highlighted sentence (BC-ss), or referring to the passage (R2L-st) were the 
first choices.  
High scorers were also observed to use check strategies when trying to determin  
which answer choices to select in response to R2L-st. Thus, they checked some or all of 
the answer choices on R2L-st by referring to the passage in order to find out if a given 
answer choice represented a “constructive” or “destructive” process (R2L-st2). Deeb 
benefited from strategy (R2L-st2): 
I was not sure about Choice 4, so I checked the passage <st2>and found it to be 
“constructive” from “In contrast, the roots of grasses … to hold loose soil 
fragments together, thereby helping to prevent erosion by the wind.”  
 
Top scorers’ use of confirmation and check strategies indicates their propensity to 
evaluate and regulate their strategy use on the reading tasks. This finding converges with 
those of previous research (N. Anderson, 1991; Nikolov, 2006; Phakiti, 2003; Tian, 
2000) in regard to the superior levels of strategic awareness and monitoring that hih 
scorers tend to exhibit on tests of reading comprehension.  
Top scorers treated background knowledge as a resource to draw on especially 
with BC-v. When working with BC-v, resorting to background knowledge served either 
one of two main goals for top scorers, that is, to think of or to retrieve the meaning of the 
target word or choose a preliminary option. The reason why top scorers employed such a 
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strategy mostly with the BC-v items was that in contrast to other item types, BC-v items 
were not totally dependent on the content of the passage. Although with low frequencies, 
top scorers reported the use of background knowledge with other item types (incl., BC-fi, 
BC-ss, and I-rp) especially when they wanted to relate the content of the item and/or the 
options to what they already knew. A possible explanation is that top scorers had a high 
level of understanding of what they read in the text, which allowed them to relate wh  
they understood to their background knowledge. In this regard, Emad reported: I rea  the 
paragraph, and because I am already familiar with the US political system, the 
Democrats do not want a state religion <BC-fi8> .  
On the other hand, test takers in the low-scoring group used strategies in a manner 
that spoke of their low levels of performance and scoring. Low-scoring test takers’ 
strategies were almost the same across different item types; and thus, low scorers adhered 
to a certain set of strategies regardless of the item type. This suggests that low scorers had 
either limited awareness of strategies that are applicable to various item types or deficient 
ability to use such strategies. Among the most frequent strategies that low scorers 
employed with several item types were the uses of clues and guessing to choose an 
option. Low scorers resorted to these strategies mainly when unable to use their r ading 
skills to figure out the right answer on such item types as BC-v, I-bi, and I-it. These item 
types were especially challenging for low scorers. Saja described her ncounter with I-bi: 
Inference items are never easy, and my time was getting closer to the end, so I chose the 
answer out of my free choice.  
Low-scoring test takers also made use of clues and guessing when they were in a 
state of hesitation about the answer and needed to decide on an option, as was evident 
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with BC-ss and I-it. Bottom scorers suggested that the main source of complexity with 
BC-ss was the similarity of the options (c.f., C. Taylor et al., 1998). Such a factor caused 
most bottom scorers to look for clues to determine which option could replace the 
highlighted sentence. In his answer to the BC-ss item on Reading Set 2, Ziyad used the 
fact that one of the options shared the mention of a definite time with the highlighted 
sentence as a clue that helped him decide on the option. When answering the I-it item on 
Reading Set 2, Tariq mentioned that he decided on Option 3 because the choice of Option 
4 would make the given sentence separate two consecutive sentences, the first of which
had “landscapes” which had to do with “tree roots” in the second sentence.  
Most low scorers selected answer choices on the R2L items using random 
guessing. Low scorers were motivated to make use of random guessing with the R2L 
items for the reason that by the time they reached these items, they had consumed most of 
the allotted time. About his response to R2L-ps, Yasser suggested that he selected answer 
choices in order (i.e., 2, 3, and 4) after skipping the first one, because when he got to this 
item, he had three seconds left of the allotted time. Tariq suggested that he guessed his 
selections of answer choices on R2L-st because he did not know how “constructive” and 
“destructive” processes differ from each other. Similarly, findings of previous studies 
(e.g., N. Anderson et al., 1991; Nevo, 1989; Tian, 2000; Upton & Lee-Thompson, 2001; 
Yamashita, 2003) have indicated that test takers with low levels of proficiency and/or test 
performance utilized clues and guessing on assigned reading tasks. 
Poor reading skills of low scorers encouraged the use of other strategies, some of 
which can be described as test-wiseness in nature. These strategies included rereading the 
given paragraph or a portion of it (BC-fi3, I-bi3, and I-rp3), or the highlighted sentence 
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(BC-ss6), and matching the content of the given paragraph or sentence, or elements of it 
(e.g., a key word/phrase), and the options (BC-fi7, BC-ss3, I-bi7, and I-rp8). Low 
scorers’ frequent use of strategies involving rereading and matching with BC-fi, ss, I-
bi, and I-rp item types suggests that these item types posed difficulty for this scoring 
group, especially I-bi which scored too low on the item difficulty index. One motive to 
use strategies of rereading and reading more than once was because of unfamiliar 
vocabulary in the text, as Waleed mentioned about his response to the BC-ss item on 
Reading Set 2: I read the highlighted sentence more than once, trying to understand it. I 
understood it though it has some unknown vocabulary <ss6>, for example, “epitome of 
permanence”. Tariq noted that the similarity of the options on the BC-ss item on Reading 
Set 2 caused him to read the highlighted sentence more than one time: Th s item requires 
you to find the closest statement in the options to the highlighted sentence, so the options 
are always close to one another … I read the highlighted sentence more than one time 
<ss6> .  
Saja reported using the matching strategy with the BC-fi item on Reading Set 2:  
I read the paragraph. Then, I read the options while trying to find out a key word 
for the question [item].  I read in the paragraph "… crashing into each other …" 
and I used this as key information to choose Option 3 <fi7>. Also, this sentence 
[the source of critical information] and Option 3 have the same meaning, because 
"crash" is like "hit" <fi7>.  
 
Low scorers employed another strategy, namely attempting to locate the critical
information using a key word or phrase (I-bi6), for the reason of item difficulty. The key 
word or phrase in the description of this strategy represents an element that is shared by 
the critical source of information in the paragraph and an option. Yasser described a 
desperate use of strategy (I-bi6) in his answer to the I-bi item on Reading Set 2:  
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I saw that the author focuses on “height” so much … I read the options, trying to 
fix them well in my mind. I read the paragraph, trying to locate information on 
“height” and link it to an option <bi6> .  
 
Bottom scorers were inclined to read the surrounding context besides reading the 
sentence that had either the target word on the BC-v items or the highlighted phrase on 
the I-rp items. For bottom scorers, reading the sentence containing the vocabulary item or 
the highlighted phrase by itself did not suffice to figure out the meaning of the 
vocabulary item or the reason why the author mentioned the phrase highlighted in the 
sentence. Most bottom scorers attempted to read the sentence with the target word or the 
highlighted phrase first, but then they had to read a wider context by reading the 
surrounding sentences. Saja reported that she followed the same strategic moves in her 
answer to the RS1BC-v item on Reading Set 1, and so did Waleed about his answer to the 
I-rp item on Reading Set 2.  
Another strategy that bottom scorers were motivated to use with BC-v was 
replacing the target word with each word among the options and judging the suitability of 
the replacement in the context of the target word (BC-v5). Ziyad used this strategy with 
the BC-v item on Reading Set 2: The meanings of all four options were not clear, so I 
used the way each option sounds in the context of the [target] word to decide if it is right 
or wrong. Bottom scorers followed a shortcut move when responding to BC-nf by 
attempting to locate each option in the paragraph and at the same time eliminating the 
options they found (nf1). It was because of the simplicity of this strategy that Yasser 
reported: This was an easy item. Three of these options are mentioned in the paragraph 
and one, for certain, is not mentioned < nf1> . Other researchers reported that their 
respondents, who were engaged in response to reading tasks, exhibited frequent use of 
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such strategies as rereading of textual information (Cohen & Upton, 2006), matching 
elements of the item content (Rupp et al., 2006), and word substitution with vocabulary 
items (Upton & Lee-Thompson, 2001).     
Although both high- and low-scoring groups used certain strategies almost 
equally, they differed in their intentions behind the use of such strategies. High scorers 
reported that they eliminated certain options (ss4) with the BC-ss items because these 
items were challenging, as Fahdah said about the BC-ss item on Reading Set 1:This is 
one of the items that gave me hard time. High scorers reported using the elimination 
strategy frequently with R2L-ps, since test takers need to differentiate between important 
ideas and less important or irrelevant ones (ETS, 2009). Ahmad, for example, suggested 
that he eliminated certain answer choices on R2L-ps (ps3) on the basis of his 
understanding of the passage. In contrast to high scorers, low scorers reported that they 
used the elimination strategy with options and answer choices when they did not know 
what they meant. For this reason, Tariq dropped Option 1 from his consideration when 
answering the BC-v item on Reading Set 2: I thought that Option 2 "regions" would more 
likely be the answer than Option 3 "remains." I did not know the meaning of Option 1 
"resemblances".   
 Another strategy the two scoring groups shared, but with different goals, was the 
strategy of reading the options first. High scorers started with the options on I-rp i  order 
to be familiar with the options or choose a preliminary option before they read the 
sentence with the highlighted phrase. Deeb suggested that he started with the options on 
the I-rp item on Reading Set 1 so as to see if he could find a suitable option to choose. On 
the contrary, low scorers read the options first on BC-nf because they wanted to scan the 
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paragraph for the options in an attempt to identify the exception (nf5), as Ziyad did in his 
answer to BC-nf on Reading Set 1: I read the options <nf5>. I scanned the paragraph for 
the options one by one, and eliminated some options to determine the answer.  
Both high- and low-scoring groups reported using clues in a manner that set them 
apart, specifically with two distinct item types. High scorers used clueswith BC-ss to 
choose an option because this item type was the most challenging for high scorers. Seven 
out of ten reports by the high-scoring group suggested using clues in response to BC-ss. 
Deeb described a problem he encountered with the BC-ss: When the author produces 
paraphrases [options], he uses synonyms and changes the voice, which made him choose 
an option using “although” which shared the same semantic relation with “but” in the 
highlighted sentence (ss2)—both “but” and “although” conveyed concession. Low scorers 
used clues copiously as mentioned earlier, and the reason for such extensive use becomes 
even clearer with BC-pr. Waleed had difficulty with BC-pr because most of the words in 
the sentence with the pronoun were not familiar to him, and so he felt urged to use a clue: 
I read the sentence from the beginning, but stopped because there are vocabs unknown to 
me… I used the comma before "carrying with them" because it indicates reference to the 
last word (i.e., valleys) <pr5>. Test takers in Tian’s (2000) study, who responded to the 
reading subtest of the TOEFL-PBT, demonstrated use of the same three strat gies shared 
by high- and low-scoring groups in this study, regardless of their levels of perf rmance 
and scoring.  
Research question three. 
 What aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do subjects tend to employ with 
the reading tasks and items? In order to answer research question three, strategy clusters 
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that were associated with the selection of the correct answers to item typ s were 
examined for aspects that would reflect efficacy of strategy use. A strategy cluster 
represents a group of strategies that are used in combination. As such, a strategy clus r 
can be linked to successful versus unsuccessful strategy use in language learning and 
testing (c.f., Cohen, 2005; N. Anderson, 2005; Oxford, 1996). Presumably, successful 
performance on each test item entails effective strategy clustering which intrinsically 
involves logical sequencing of strategies within each strategy cluster. It is this sense of 
having logically sequenced strategies that determines the extent to which strategy use can 
be effective, as suggested by experts in learner strategies (Cohen, 2005).  
The analysis for the third research question focused on patterns of strategy 
sequences across all item types. Since there were items with single appearance on the 
reading sets (incl., BC-nf, BC-pr, R2L-ps and R2L-st), strategy sequences used by 
individual test takers with these item types were considered in the analysis. Strategy 
clusters in this study were found to comprise strings or sequences of two to three 
strategies. Strategies in sequences cluster around one to three strategie. Strat gy clusters 
that test takers employed with each item type are graphed using flowcharts and discussed 
here, and verbal data are used to illustrate beneficial aspects of strategy sequences. 
Flowcharts were produced using yEd, designed by yWorks GmbH (2010). Strategy 
descriptions are included in the discussion.  
Strategy abbreviation(s) specific to this section: 
 (RS#TT-iI#): Serial number of reading set (1 for Reading Set 1, and 2 for Reading 
Set 2), task type, item type and number, respectively. (E.g., RS1BC-fiI7 denotes 
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Item 7 as a Basic Comprehension-factual information or BC-fi item on Reading 
Set 1). 
 (TT-i#→ i#): Sequence of two strategies with one item type. (E.g., I-bi1→bi2 
denotes a sequence of strategies (bi1 and bi2) among strategies used with 
Inferencing-basic inference or I-bi items). 
Effective strategy clusters by task and item type. 
Basic comprehension-vocabulary (BC-v). As shown in Figure 13 below, test 
takers made use of four strategy sequences with the two BC-v items.  
 
Figure 13. Strategy cluster with BC-v items. (Note. arrow = 2 strategies in 1 sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to BC-v were as follows. 
1. (v1→v6). Test takers making use of this sequence read the sentence containing the 
target word to figure out what the word meant in the context of the sentence (v1). 
Then, test takers eliminated certain options as incorrect (v6). For example, Participant 
(23) followed this sequence in his answer to RS1BC-vI1:  
I read the sentence that has the word <v1>. Then, I read the options. Option 1 
“frequently” is not the right meaning because it implies something occurs at 
intervals <v6>. For Option 3 “rapidly,” there is no connection between 
something fast and something that cannot be measured <v6>. For Option 4, I 
did not expect it to be right <v6>. I thought that "immeasurably" means 
‘something so huge.’  
 
2.  (v9→v1). This sequence typified response behaviors of test takers who first consulted 
their background knowledge to think of or retrieve an exact or close meaning of the 
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target word (v9). And then, they read the sentence with the target word in order to 
confirm the word meaning they knew (v1). About his answer to RS2BC-vI4, 
Participant (17) mentioned: I knew "relics" from my background knowledge to mean 
'history' <v9>. I read the sentence with the [target] word and understood from "eroded 
relics of much higher mountain …" that "relics" means Option 3 "remains" <v1> .  
3. (v1→v4). This sequence was typical of test takers who could not figure out the word 
meaning by just reading the sentence containing the target word (v1). Therefore, they 
had to read the sentence with the target word along with the surrounding context (v4). 
The surrounding context refers to the sentence before the sentence with the targe 
word, or the one after it, or both. For example, participant (19) said about RS2BC-vI4 
that: It was a difficult item. I could not understand the sentence [with the target word] 
<v1>, so I read the sentences before and after it <v4>. 
4. (v6→v10). When test takers used this sequence, they first eliminated those options that 
sounded incorrect or irrelevant (v6) based on the contextual meaning of the target 
word. Next, when test takers were left with two or more options, they decided on one 
option using semantic clues (v10). Participant (24) followed this sequence with 
RS2BC-vI4:  
I read the sentence that has the word and the sentences before and after it to 
figure out the meaning [of the target word] … I eliminated Options 1 and 4 
because they seemed to me irrelevant to the question <v6>. I hesitated between 
Options 2 and 3, but chose Option 3 using "eroded" as a clue linked more to 
"remains" [Option 3] than "regions" [Option 2] <v10> . 
 
Basic comprehension-factual information (BC-fi). As shown in Figure 14 below, 




Figure 14. Strategy cluster with BC-fi items. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 
sequence, and dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to BC-fi were as 
follows. 
1. (fi1→fi6). Test takers using this sequence first read the paragraph referred to by the 
BC-fi item (fi1). Then, test takers eliminated those options they found to be either 
incorrect or irrelevant (fi6) based on the information stated in the paragraph. For 
example, Participant (7) reported that his answer to RS1BC-fiI7 followed this 
sequence:  
First, I read the paragraph to find the answer <fi1>. Then, I eliminated Option 
1 because it is not related to the information content of this item <fi6>. I also 
eliminated Option 2 'because they try to limit the role of the government' and 
also Option 4 'because they are trying to use people to achieve their own profit' 
<fi 6> . 
 
2. (fi1→fi3). This sequence involved test takers’ reading of the paragraph referred to by 
the BC-fi item (fi1), and then, rereading of the paragraph or a portion of it so as to 
locate the source of critical information (fi3). About his answer to RS2BC-fiI5, 
Participant (19) reported: I read the paragraph and stopped at "Some mountains are 
formed as a result of …" <fi1>.  I read this [portion of the paragraph] more than one 
time <fi 3> .  
3. (fi1→fi8). When test takers used this sequence, they basically read the given paragraph 
(fi1). And then, they consulted background knowledge in relation to the information 
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presented in the paragraph (fi8). In his report about how he answered RS2BC-fiI5, 
participant (1) said: I read the [given] paragraph <fi1>. I used my understanding of 
the paragraph and my knowledge in geography ‘like when plates collide,’ mountains 
are formed <fi8> and in the paragraph it says "plates crashing into each other." 
4. (fi5→fi1→fi7). Test takers who used this sequence read the options first (fi5). Then, 
they read or skimmed the given paragraph (fi1) while using the content of the options 
to locate the source of the critical information. After that, test takers matched key 
words or phrases in the options and the source of critical information in the paragraph 
to determine the required information (fi7). Participant (2) followed this approach with 
RS1BC-fiI7, as he reported:  
First, I read the question and skimmed the options <fi5>. I read the part of the 
paragraph that is related to this item <fi1>, and I felt that the answer is given 
directly "destroying monopolies" <fi7>, so I chose Option C "destroying 
monopolies."  
 
Participant (2) in this instance read the upper half of the given paragraph while he was 
answering the item before; consequently, with the BC-fi item he chose to read the 
bottom half of the paragraph. 
Basic comprehension-negative fact (BC-nf). As shown in Figure 15 below, test 
takers made use of two strategy sequences with the BC-nf item.  
 
Figure 15. Strategy cluster with BC-nf item. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 
sequence, and dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence). 
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Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to BC-nf were as 
follows. 
1. (nf2→nf4). Test takers using this sequence first read the paragraph referred to by the 
BC-nf item in order to identify the exception (f2) through the elimination of options 
as either incorrect or mentioned in the paragraph (nf4). For example, Participant (22) 
said about his answer to RS1BC-nfI10:  
I read the paragraph, and read that "the Democrats… among farmers… and 
workers … planters…." <nf2>. Option 1 is not right <nf4>. For Option 2, …  
"rising entrepreneurs" is mentioned [in the paragraph] <nf4>. Option 4 is also 
mentioned <nf4> . 
 
2. (nf5→nf4→nf3). This sequence was used by test takers who chose to read the options 
first to have familiarity with them (nf5). Then, test takers read or skimmed the 
paragraph and at the same time eliminated certain options because such options were 
either incorrect or mentioned in the paragraph (nf4). Participant (7) confirmed his 
answer by rereading the relevant portion of the paragraph (nf3). Participant (7) 
followed this sequence with RS1BC-nfI10: 
I skimmed the options <nf5>, and I read the paragraph carefully … eliminated 
some of the options like “workers unhappy with …” [Option 1] because there 
is no need for it <nf4>, I considered “rising entrepreneurs” [Option 3] 
possible … I chose Option 4 'because Democrats tried to help individuals 
participate in the market, while the Whigs helped those people who already 
had the market.' I reread the bottom half of the paragraph <nf3>, and changed 
my answer to Option 2.  
 
Basic comprehension-pronoun reference (BC-pr). As shown in Figure 16 below, 




Figure 16. Strategy cluster with BC-pr item. (Note. arrow = 2 strategies in 1 sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to BC-pr were as 
follows. 
1. (pr1→pr3). This sequence was followed by test takers who first read the sentence 
containing the target pronoun (pr1). And then, they eliminated options that sounded to 
them incorrect based on the information content of the sentence (pr3). For example, 
about his answer to RS2BC-prI8, Participant (18) reported: I read the sentence that 
has the pronoun <pr1>. I found that the author talks about "glaciers" in "cold areas," 
so I eliminated Option 1 "cold areas" <pr3> . 
2. (pr1→pr5). When test takers used this sequence, they first read the sentence 
containing the pronoun (pr1), and then used clues to choose an option (pr5). 
Participant (25) followed this sequence with RS2BC-prI8: I read the sentence 
[containing the target pronoun] <pr1>. I suspected the answer to be "rock debris," but 
the sentence ends in a period, so the pronoun must have to do with the sentence 
[clause] before [Option 2] <pr5>.  
3.  (pr1→pr4). Test takers using this sequence first read the sentence with the target 
pronoun (pr1) more than once to identify the referent of the pronoun (pr4). About his 
answer to RS2BC-prI8, Participant (19) said:   
I read the sentence [with the target pronoun] <pr1> and the one before till I 
got to the word "debris." I read it [ he sentence with target pronoun] the first 
time and found the answer to be Option 3 "valleys," I read it a second time 
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and found the answer to be Option 2 "masses of ice" <pr4>, I read it a third 
time and found the answer to be Option 4 "rock debris” <pr4>… I chose 
Option 2 "masses of ice." 
 
Basic comprehension-sentence simplification (BC-ss). As shown in Figure 17 
below, test takers made use of four strategy sequences with the BC-ss items. 
 
Figure 17. Strategy cluster with BC-ss items. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 
sequence, dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence, dotted arrows = 3 strategies in 1 
sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to BC-ss were as 
follows. 
1. (ss1→ss2). Test takers who used this sequence read the highlighted sentence first (ss1) 
and then used clues to choose an option (ss2). Participant (5) reported that he followed 
this sequence in his answer to RS2BC-ssI9:  
I read the highlighted sentence <ss1>and it was easy. Then, I read the options; 
they were close. I thought about Option 2 which contains "although" because 
of "but" in the highlighted sentence; "although" is a synonym of "but" … 
Therefore, I chose Option 2 <ss2> . 
 
2. (ss1→ss4). This sequence was used by test takers who read the highlighted sentence 
first (ss1), and then used their understanding to eliminate certain options, considering 
these options either incorrect or irrelevant in the light of the information content of the 




When I read the highlighted sentence <ss1>, I encountered "epitome." I do not 
know what this word means; I guessed its meaning to be like 'an example of 
permanent things’ that do not change over time. The paragraph does not point 
to a certain stage in the mountain’s lifetime … as in Option 1 <ss4>. 
 
3. (ss1→ss6→ss7). Test takers using this sequence read the highlighted sentence (ss1) 
more than once (ss6) in order to grasp the general meaning of the highlighted sentence 
(ss7). About his answer to RS2BC-ssI9, Participant (10) reported:  
I read the highlighted sentence <ss1>more than once <ss6>…. I understood 
from the highlighted sentence that 'mountains may be affected by natural 
causes although they appear huge, but they age for a short period of time in 
geological terms' <ss7>. My answer was very close to this meaning, which is 
Option 2. 
 
4.  (ss1→ss7→ss4). This sequence typified response behaviors of test takers who read 
the highlighted sentence first (ss1) with the intention of understanding its general 
meaning (ss7). Then, test takers used their grasp of the general meaning of the 
highlighted sentence to eliminate options they found incorrect (ss4). The sequence of 
the three strategies was followed by Participant (13) in her response to RS1BC-ssI11:  
The highlighted sentence describes the case of both 'the Whigs and the 
Democrats' <ss1 & ss7>. When I read the options … I eliminated Option 3 
initially because it reverses the structure of the [ ighlighted] sentence <ss4>, 
which meant to me that the meaning is changed. I chose Option 1 first, but 
changed to Option 4 because Option 1 does not express the whole meaning or 
the right meaning of the highlighted sentence.  
 
Inferencing-basic inference (I-bi). As shown in Figure 18 below, test takers made 
use of three strategy sequences with the I-bi items. 
 
Figure 18. Strategy cluster with I-bi items. (Note. arrow = 2 strategies in 1 sequence). 
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Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to I-bi were as follows. 
1. (bi1→bi2). This sequence was followed by test takers who read the options first (bi1) 
so that they could locate the critical information when they read the paragraph referred 
to by the I-bi item (bi2). Participant (17) reported that he made use of this sequence in 
his response to RS2I-biI3:  
I read the options first <bi1>. I skimmed the paragraph here [pointing to the 
paragraph on the screen]. While skimming the paragraph, I had in mind the 
figures and names of mountains that I read in the options.  I used these as key 
words or information to find where the answer is in the paragraph <bi2>.  
 
2. (bi2→bi4). This sequence involved test takers’ reading of the paragraph referred to by 
the I-bi item first (bi2), and then, elimination of options that test takers considered 
either incorrect or irrelevant (bi4) in view of the information content in the paragraph. 
For example, Participant (22) said about his answer to RS1I-biI9:  
I read the paragraph, and read that "it should be used to protect individual 
rights and public liberty …" <bi2>.  I deduced that the Whig party was not 
focusing on “issues of public liberty” only (or Option 1) <bi4>. Option 2 is 
irrelevant <bi4>. Option 3 is also irrelevant <bi4>. 
 
3. (bi2→bi6). Test takers who employed this sequence read the given paragraph (bi2) 
while attempting to locate the source of critical information by means of a key word or 
phrase (bi6). Participant (24) followed the (bi2→bi6) sequence while responding to 
RS2I-biI3: I read the paragraph <bi2> and at the same time tried to find the answer 
using “the mountains of the Himalayas” [in the item stem or question] <bi6>.   
Inferencing-insert text (I-it). As shown in Figure 19 below, test takers made use of 




Figure 19. Strategy cluster with I-it items. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 sequence, 
and dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to I-it were as follows. 
1. (it2→it4). This sequence was used by test takers who first read the paragraph referred
to by the I-it item (it2) and at the same time tried the given sentence in one or more of 
the slots in the paragraph to determine where it best fitted (4). Participant (12) made 
use of this sequence in her response to RS1I-itI12: I read the paragraph <it2>. I 
noticed that the given sentence tells about something new, and so I tried it in the first 
position [Slot 1] <it 4> and checked its suitability in this position. 
2. (it2→it5). Test takers using this sequence read the paragraph referred to by the I-it 
item (it2) and at the same time eliminated the options for the slots where the context 
sounded irrelevant to the theme of the given sentence (it5). The (it2→it5) sequence 
was followed by Participant (1) in his response to RS2I-itI11: 
The second sentence [in the paragraph] talks about dry areas <it2>, and the 
given sentence should be placed before a sentence which talks about different 
climate, may be humid or dry. The next sentence [aft r the given sentence] 
would be an example like “In dry areas.” For Options 3 and 4, they do not fit 
because the sentence before [Slots 3 & 4] talks about ‘living things’ like 
"roots," which are totally different from the discussion of climate <it5>. 
 
3. (it4→it3). Test takers who used this sequence tried the given sentence in one or more 
of the slots in the given paragraph (it4). At the same time, test takers tried to identify a 
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logical connection between the given sentence and the sentence(s) before and/or after 
the given slot (it3). About his answer to RS1I-it 12, Participant (3) said: 
I tried [the given sentence] in each potential place [slot] <it4>. I chose Option 
1 [Slot 1] because the previous sentence introduces something new, I mean 
"the Whig party," and the next [given] sentence discusses the "Whig party" 
<it 3>. 
 
4.  (it4→it5). When test takers used this sequence, they first tried the given sentence in 
one or more of the slots in the given paragraph (it4). At the same time, test takers 
eliminated the options for the slots where the context seemed distant from the context 
of the given sentence or irrelevant to its theme (it5). For example, Participant (17) said 
that in his answer to RS1I-itI12:  
I tried to insert the given sentence into each potential place [slot] in the 
paragraph <it4>. I felt that Option 1 made sense to me, Option 2 did not fit 
<it 5>, and Option 3 sounded to me like the [given] sentence is placed further 
in the text than it should be <it5> . 
 
5. (it2→it3→it6). This sequence was followed by test takers who employed the strategy 
of confirming the selected answer. First, test takers read the paragraph referred to by 
the I-it item (it2). Then, they tried to find a logical connection between the given 
sentence and the sentence(s) before and/or after a given slot to choose an option (it3). 
After that, they confirmed their answer by checking the other options or slots to ensure
that none of them accepts the given sentence (it6). When reporting her answer to 
RS1I-it12, Participant (13) said:  
I found that the given sentence fits in Place 1 [Slot 1] because the first sentence 
says "… to form the Whig party" <it2> and the given sentence begins with 
"This party," so I chose Option 1 [Slot 1] <it3>. I checked the other options 
<it 6>, but felt that Option 1 is the best. 
 
Inferencing-rhetorical purpose (I-rp). As shown in Figure 20 below, test takers 




Figure 20. Strategy cluster with I-rp items. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 
sequence, dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence, dotted arrows = 3 strategies in 1 
sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to I-rp were as follows. 
1. (rp1→rp6). Test takers using this sequence read the options first in order to have 
familiarity with them (rp1) before reading the paragraph referred to by the I-rp item 
(rp6) to figure out the required information. For example, Participant (3) reported 
about his answer to RS2I-rpI6: I read the options <rp1>, but the options are a bit 
similar. Then, I read the paragraph for more specific information <rp6>, and I was 
able to deduce the meaning.  
2.  (rp1→rp2→rp4). When test takers used this sequence, they first read the options to 
familiarize themselves with them (rp1). Then, test takers read the sentence containing 
the highlighted phrase and the surrounding context to figure out the required 
information (rp2). After that, they confirmed their answer by rereading the paragraph 
or the relevant portion of it(rp4). For example, Participant (24) said about his answer 
to RS2I-rpI6: 
I read the options while contrasting them <rp1>. I read the sentence that has 
the highlighted phrase, and the sentence before, and the one after <rp2>… it 
mentions that “carbon dioxide reacts with the rain and forms a weak acid … 
this chemical attacks rocks.” And, I chose the answer directly. I chose Option 
1. I continued reading to check because there might be some other information 




3. (rp6→rp3→rp5). This sequence was followed by test takers who read the paragraph 
referred to by the I-rp item (rp6). Then, test takers read the relevant portion of the 
paragraph more than once (rp3) in order to figure out the required information. After 
that, test takers eliminated those options they found incorrect (p5) based on what they 
understood. Participant (19) followed this approach with RS2I-rpI6: The paragraph is 
short, so I had my time reading it <rp6>. I had to reread the sentence before the 
sentence containing the highlighted phrase <rp3>… the author does not intend to give 
an example [Option 3] <rp5>.  
Reading to learn-prose summary (R2L-ps). As shown in Figure 21 below, test 
takers made use of three strategy sequences with the R2L-ps item.  
 
Figure 21. Strategy cluster with R2L-ps item. (Note. solid arrow = 2 strategies in 1 
sequence, dashed arrows = 3 strategies in 1 sequence, dotted arrows = 3 strategies in 1 
sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to R2L-pswere as 
follows. 
1. (ps2→ps6). Test takers who used this sequence relied on the understanding they had 
developed as a result of going through the previous items and reading their respectiv  
paragraphs (ps2) in their selection of answer choices that represented important or 
summary points of the passage (ps6). For example, Participant (1) reported that he 
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followed the (ps2→ps6) sequence in his answer to RS1R2L-psI13: I read the answer 
choices, and tried to remember if any of the ideas I understood from answering 
previous items <ps2> are repeated here <ps6>. 
2.  (ps1→ps6→ps7). Other test takers used their understanding from skimming or 
reading the passage (ps1) at the outset of their dealing with Reading Set 1 to select 
answer choices that represented important or summary points of the passage (p 6). 
After following the (ps1→ps6) sequence, Participant (22) confirmed his selections by 
checking the unselected answer choices to see if any of them was better than any of 
the selected choices (ps7). About his response to RS1R2L-psI13, Participant (22) said: 
My selection of the choices here is based on my understanding from my 
skimming of the passage <ps1> because I still remember the main ideas 
<ps6> … I thought, for Option 1, that the two parties were formed because of 
the changes that existed at the time <ps6>. After I selected the other options, I 
remembered from my reading of the passage that other options could be 
among the main ideas of the passage <ps7>… At last, I decided about Choices 
1, 5, and 6 because they represent important points.  
 
3.  (ps5→ps6→ps3). This sequence was used by test takers who used the introductory 
sentence (ps5) to guide their selection of answer choices that represented important or 
summary points of the passage (ps6). Then, test takers eliminated those answer 
choices that they considered inappropriate to be summary points (ps3). Participant (10) 
reported that he followed this sequence in his answer to RS1R2L-psI13: 
I started with the sentence that represents the ‘topic sentence’ [i troductory 
sentence] in the paragraph <ps5>, so I started with ‘the President' in Choice 2 
"During Andrew Jackson's two terms …." I selected this choice because it has 
the main meaning of the passage <ps6> … I eliminated "The Democratic party 
primarily represented …" [Choice 3] because it does not represent a main 
point in the passage <ps3>. 
 
Reading to learn-schematic table (R2L-st). As shown in Figure 22 below, test 




Figure 22. Strategy cluster with R2L-st item. (Note. arrow = 2 strategies in 1 sequence). 
Strategy sequences associated with test takers’ responses to R2L-st were as 
follows. 
1. (st3→st2). Test takers making use of this sequence used the understanding they had 
developed as a result of going through the previous items and reading their respectiv  
paragraphs (st3) and supplemented it by referring to the passage to determine whether 
a given answer choice represented a “constructive” or “destructive” process (st2). 
Participant (24) followed this sequence in his answer to RS2R2L-stI12:  
I felt hesitant about Choice 3, and the first three choices in general, because 
"Wind-driven sand" can be “constructive” and “destructive” based on a 
previous item which mentions this <st3>. I read all answer choices while 
trying to keep them in mind. I referred to the passage to see which choices are 
“constructive” and which are “destructive” <st2>. 
 
2.  (st3→ st6). This sequence was followed by test takers who used the understanding 
they had developed as a result of going through the previous items and reading their 
respective paragraphs (t3)  to eliminate answer choices they thought were either 
unmentioned or unimportant in the passage (st6). For example, about his response to 
RS2R2L-stI12, Participant (11) mentioned: 
I used my understanding of the paragraphs I read in the previous items to 
answer this item <st3> … First, I started with “destructive processes” which 
are three … Choice 2 is not mentioned <st6> … Choice 5 is not mentioned by 





3. (st3→st8). This sequence was followed by test takers who used the understanding 
they had developed as a result of going through the previous items and reading their 
respective paragraphs (t3) to select answer choices that sounded certain or direct 
(st8). Participant (23) followed this sequence in his response to RS2R2L-stI1 : 
I went through the previous items, which increased my retention of information 
I read in the passage <st3>. I remembered that there are three causes of 
mountain formation: ‘The movement of the Earth's crustal plates,’…  
"Earthquakes" is mentioned in a direct way <st8>; it is listed as one of the 
reasons for mountain formation … "Wind-driven sand" is sure <st8>. 
 
Discussion. 
Research question three (What aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do 
subjects tend to employ with the reading tasks and items?) explores aspects of strategy 
use which aided test takers’ performance on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks and items. The 
answer to the third research question was attained through examination of strategy 
clusters that seemed to have led test takers to make the right choices in their a sw s to 
the test items. The findings of this study confirm previous theory and research th t have 
pointed out that strategy clusters determine the extent to which strategy use is effective 
(e.g., Cohen, 2005; N. Anderson, 2005; Oxford, 1996), which in turn accounts for high 
versus low test performance and scores in the field of language testing and assessment 
(e.g., N. Anderson, 1991; Nikolov, 2006; Yien, 2001; Yoshizawa, 2002). 
In general, strategy clusters that test takers made use of in this study had as their 
nuclei (or source strategies in strategy clusters) strategies that were used highly 
frequently among test takers, according to strategy coding schemes. In keepi g with the 
answer to the first research question, source strategies in strategy clusters were by and 
large compatible with the various item types on the reading tasks. Source strategies lso 
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possessed a high level of flexibility in strategy sequencing in that they almost accepted 
any other strategy in a sequence without a mediating strategy in between. Most test takers 
were able to combine with source strategies other strategies (or attached strategies) to 
form sequences of strategies that were logically connected.  
For example, test takers who read the paragraph or a relevant portion of it with 
BC-fi, or strategy (BC-fi1), for example, attached to it four strategies in four strategy 
sequences with BC-fi. Strategies sequenced with BC-fi1included elimination of options 
(fi6), rereading of paragraph (fi3), use of background knowledge (fi8), and matching of 
content (fi7). Among test takers who habitually benefit from sequences that start with 
BC-fi1 was Participant (8), who mentioned that with BC-fi: I read the paragraph and try 
to understand it first <fi1> before the options, because I know that the question will ask 
about the paragraph especially if the question says “According to the paragraph …”.  
Efficacy of strategy use among test takers was associated with the differ nt ways 
in which strategies were sequenced in strategy clusters. Such forms of strategy 
sequencing help us describe aspects of effective strategy use among test takers. First, 
strategy sequences involved strategies that were combined in such a manner that th  
attached strategy was a modified form of the source strategy. Examples of this type of 
sequencing include sequences of read and reread strategies (e.g., BC-ss1→ss6), and 
strategies of reading local context and those of reading global context (e.g., BC-v1→v4). 
Another interesting aspect linked to the first aspect of effective strategy use is that 
attached strategies served to endorse the functions of source strategies. Source strategies 
like reading the given paragraph and reading the given sentence were intended to achieve 
different goals that included figuring out the required information (I-rp6) and figuring out 
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the meaning of the target word (BC-v1), respectively. With I-rp, the strategy of reading 
the paragraph (rp6) accepted a reread strategy (rp3), which allowed test takers more 
opportunity to infer the required information. And with BC-v, the strategy of reading the 
sentence (v1) accepted a strategy which expanded the focus from the local context of the 
target word to its global context (v4). Consequently, test takers who could not figure out 
the meaning of the target word through the use of strategy (v1) were able to achieve this 
goal by means of strategy (v4). 
Within certain strategy sequences, source strategies facilitated the use of attached 
and subsequent strategies. The facilitative role of source strategies extended o make 
subsequent strategies perform their specific functions in strategy sequences. Test takers 
found it useful to start responding to certain items by reading the options before reading 
the paragraphs referred to by these items (e.g., BC-fi5→fi1, BC-nf5→nf4, I-bi1→bi2). 
With such items, reading the options first served one of two goals that contributed to 
achieving the purpose of reading the given paragraphs. As most test takers who used tis 
sequence suggested, reading the options first either helped them become familiar with the
answer possibilities or provided them with textual elements that hinted at the source of 
critical information in the paragraph. Participant (21) mentioned that it was his habit to 
read the options before the paragraph: I read the options first so that I get less troubled 
when reading the paragraph as a whole, and I can locate the main points needed for the 
question. Other examples of the facilitative role of source strategies in strategy clusters 
included elimination of options before decision on an option (BC-v6→v10), and reading 
of the highlighted sentence before elimination of options (BC-ss1→ss4). 
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  There were other strategies in strategy clusters that were sequencd in a manner 
that allowed synchronicity of their use, though as strategy sequencing implies, source 
strategies were applied first. In fact, all occurrences of synchronized strategies showed 
that source strategies conduced to the function of attached strategies. For example, when 
responding to I-it, there were test takers who read the paragraph referred to by the I-it
item (it2) and at the same time eliminated those slots where the context sounded 
irrelevant to the theme of the given sentence (it5). Test takers’ elimination of certain 
options (it5) was largely dependent on their reading of the paragraph (it2). Put 
differently, the source strategy (it2) enabled test takers to apply the attached strategy (it5) 
to the contexts of the slots where the given sentence could be inserted in the paragraph. 
Other examples of synchronized strategies in strategy clusters included trying the given 
sentence in one or more of the slots in the paragraph and using a logical connection 
between the given sentence and the sentence(s) before and/or after the given slot to 
choose an option (I-it4→it3), and using understanding of the paragraphs referred to in 
previous items and eliminating certain answer choices (R2L-st3→st6).  
The strategy of option elimination appeared as an attached strategy in numerous 
strategy sequences. In most of these sequences, test takers eliminated cert in options on 
the basis of the information they understood from the text. The elimination strategy was 
attached to source strategies which involved reading a given paragraph or sentence. 
Therefore, the use of elimination strategy benefited from the grasp of informati n that 
test takers had as a result of using the source strategies. This is to say that in almost all of 
the sequences involving option elimination, the use of this strategy was rational or test-
management. In one example, test takers read the paragraph referred to by the I-bi item 
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first (bi2), and then eliminated the options that they considered either incorrect or 
irrelevant (bi4) on the basis of the critical information in the paragraph.  
Other examples of binary-strategy sequences in which the elimination strategy 
was inspired by the source strategy include reading the paragraph referred to by the BC-fi 
item (fi1), and then eliminating those options that were either incorrect or irrelevant (fi6); 
reading the sentence containing the target pronoun (BC-pr1), and then, eliminating those 
options that were incorrect (pr3); reading the highlighted sentence (BC-ss1), and then, 
eliminating those options that were either incorrect or irrelevant in the light of t e 
information content of the highlighted sentence (ss4). There were sequences in which the 
elimination strategy was used almost simultaneously with the source strategy. This 
observation applies to the use of elimination strategy with I-it in two instances. Besides 
the (it2→it5) sequence which was illustrated earlier, another sequence involved test 
takers’ trying the given sentence in one or more of the slots in the given paragrah (it4) 
and simultaneously making use of elimination of those slots where the context seemed 
either distant from the context of the given sentence or irrelevant to its theme(it5). In 
both instances, the source strategy was the first one to be started just shortly before the 
elimination strategy.  
The elimination strategy also appeared in three-strategy sequences. In such
sequences, the elimination strategy was inspired by the preceding strategies including the 
source strategies. In certain sequences, the elimination strategy assumed the second 
position. One case in point was test takers’ use of elimination when responding to BC-nf. 
Test takers read the options first (nf5), read the paragraph while eliminating certain 
options because such options were either incorrect or mentioned in the paragraph (nf4), 
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and then, confirmed the selected answer by rereading the relevant portion of the 
paragraph (nf3). Clearly, test takers’ use of elimination in (nf5→nf4→nf3) sequence 
benefited from their being acquainted with the options and directed their attention to the 
portion of the paragraph to focus on for the purpose of answer confirmation.  
Also, the elimination strategy assumed the third position in three-strategy 
sequences. One example comes from test takers’ response to I-rp, in which case test 
takers read the given paragraph (rp6). Then, test takers read the relevant portion of the 
paragraph more than once (rp3) in order to figure out the required information. After that, 
test takers eliminated those options they found incorrect (p5) based on what they 
understood. In this sequence, certain options were eliminated on the basis of the 
information that test takers had learned from their reading the relevant portion of he 
paragraph more than once. Another example of using the elimination strategy in a three-
strategy sequence was test takers’ reading of the introductory sentence (ps5) on R2L-ps, 
which guided their selection of answer choices that represented important or summary 
points of the passage (ps6). Then, test takers eliminated those answer choices that they 
considered inappropriate to be summary points (ps3). Participant’s (4) view that 
elimination helps limit the options for consideration seemed to hold in all instances of 
using the elimination strategy among test takers. 
Among attached strategies in strategy sequences, which were shown to promote 
effective strategy use were confirmation strategies. As noted earlier, confirmation 
strategies were mainly used to ensure that the selected answer was the onlyor most 
potential option or choice among all available alternatives. In strategy sequences 
involving confirmation of the selected answer, confirmation strategies often tail d
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strategy sequences. Thus, in such instances of strategy sequencing, confirmati  
strategies functioned to endorse the choice of antecedent strategies and the way they were 
sequenced. Another facet to strategy sequencing that involved answer confirmation has to 
do with the manner in which strategies were chosen and used. In three-strategy 
sequences, the confirmation strategy was either derived from the source strategy or the 
attached strategy, depending on which strategy was critical to the item respons . To 
illustrate, test takers who confirmed their answers to I-rp did so by rereading the 
paragraph referred to by the I-rp item or the relevant portion of it that comprised the 
sentence containing the highlighted phrase and its surrounding context (rp4). In 
(rp1→rp2→rp4) sequence, strategy (rp4) drew on the antecedent strategy (rp2), by 
means of which test takers read the sentence containing the highlighted phrase and the 
surrounding context to figure out the required information. This is because the attached 
strategy (rp2) was more important to answering I-rp than was the source strategy (rp1)—
the latter being reading the options first.   
There were other instances of strategy sequences that ended with confirmation 
strategies. In the first instance, test takers read the paragraph referred to by the I-it item 
(it2), used a logical connection between the given sentence and the sentence(s) before 
and/or after a given slot to choose an option (t3), and confirmed the answer by checking 
other options or slots to see if any of them accepted the given sentence (i 6). BC-nf 
provides another example, in which test takers read the options first (n 5), read the given 
paragraph while eliminating certain options (f4), and confirmed the selected answer by 
rereading the relevant portion of the paragraph (nf3). 
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Another attached strategy shown to promote effective strategy use was deciding 
on an option. Similar to the strategies of answer confirmation, the strategies of d ciding 
on an option appeared last in their respective strategy sequences. A plausible reaon for 
why strategies of deciding on an option tailed their sequences is that such strategies ided 
test takers’ judgment about which option to pick from two or more options when none of 
them was certain. In other words, test takers used the strategies of deciding on a  option 
as the last choice to resolve a state of hesitation between two or more options.  
In contrast to confirmation strategies which mainly drew on test-management 
means (e.g., rereading the given paragraph or the relevant portion of it, trying the selected 
option, checking other options, etc.), strategies of deciding on an option utilized means 
some of which can be described as test-wise (e.g., semantic clues, guessing, key 
words/phrases, etc.). For instance, in their response to BC-v, test takers eliminated those 
options they found incorrect or irrelevant (v6) and then decided on an option among the 
ones left by means of semantic clues (v10). This illustrates an instance of sequences in 
which test takers benefited from applying the strategy of elimination before deciding on 
an option, especially when test takers were left with two or more options after applying 
the elimination strategy. It is obviously the case that whenever test takers picked an 
answer, they employed test-management means to confirm the selected answer. O  th  
contrary, whenever test takers were uncertain about which option to choose, they used 
their test-wiseness to decide on an option.  
Additional Analysis 
It was hypothesized that high-scoring test takers took full advantage of effective 
strategy sequencing in their responses to the item types. The assumption here holds that if 
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high scorers had not made effective strategy use, they would not have obtained high 
scores. It was postulated that by verifying this hypothesis, effective asp cts of strategy 
use as manifested in the answer to the third research question would gain supporting 
evidence. Towards this goal, the proportion of effective strategy sequences used by high 
scorers to the total strategy sequences across all item types was calculated, and found to 
be almost 75%. By the same token, the proportion of effective strategy sequences used by 
low scorers was found to equal 17%.  
When comparing the results of the two scoring groups, it becomes evident that 
high scorers surpassed their low counterparts in the use of effective strategy sequences, 
and consequently in the employment of effective aspects of strategy use. This finding 
explains high scorers’ superior levels of performance and scoring. It also indicates that 
top scorers enjoyed a high level of awareness of how to use strategies effectively in terms 
of what strategies to use, and when and how to sequence them. This confirms findings of 
N. Anderson (1991), Nikolov (2006), Phakiti (2003), and Tian (2000) who noted that the 
degree of strategic awareness was a major difference between levels of p rformance and 
scoring on the language tests used in their studies.   
Summary 
Chapter IV presented the findings of this research with respect to test-taking 
strategy use in relation to task and item types, test-taking strategy choiceand use in high- 
and low-scoring groups, and aspects of effective test-taking strategy use acro s task and 
item types. 
As regards test-taking strategy use in relation to task and item types, the test-
taking strategies that test takers used in response to various item types generally 
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conformed to the demands of item formats. Strategies used by test takers were classified 
into two groups: Common strategies which were used across a variety of item typ s, and 
specific strategies which exhibited a high level of item dependency. Both levels of 
familiarity with item formats and language proficiency determined the ext nt to which 
test takers made use of test-management versus test-wiseness strategie . While test takers 
used strategies most of which were test-management strategies, they resorted to test-
wiseness strategies with challenging items and followed systematic w ys in using a 
variety of technical and textual elements. Strategy use among test takers w s purposeful 
in that test takers applied certain strategies for different goals, multi-form because certain 
strategies were used by test takers with some variation across severalit m types, and 
resourceful since strategies were often applied using different means that were largely 
determined by item formats and demands in addition to test takers’ reading ability and 
test-taking skill. 
As for test-taking strategy choice and use in high- and low-scoring groups, 
strategies of high scorers were distinct across most of the item types, which points out 
high scorers’ awareness that different item types called for distinct rategies. High 
scorers made use of strategies that combined aspects of both a high level of 
understanding of textual information and a superior skill of test-management. They were 
capable of developing global understanding of the text up to a level that enabled them to
answer such item types as R2L-ps and -st in the same manner intended by the test 
makers. Top scorers were also disposed to use strategies involving confirmation of the 
selected answers and checking potential answers, which indicates high levels of strategic 
awareness and monitoring. They consulted background knowledge in such a manner that 
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helped them relate their understanding of item content to real-world facts and 
experiences. On the other hand, low scorers adhered to certain strategies regardless of 
item formats and demands, and most of these strategies involved the use of clues and 
guessing. They made use of certain strategies to compensate for deficient comprehension 
skills, such as rereading the text or part of it or reading the surrounding context, matching 
of textual elements, replacing vocabulary items with options, and attempting to loca e
each option in the paragraph with BC-nf. Although both high- and low-scoring groups 
used such strategies as elimination of options, reading of the options before the text, and 
use of clues, they differed in their intentions behind the use of these strategies.  
With regard to aspects of effective test-taking strategy use across item types, it 
was found that the manner in which test takers sequenced strategies determined the exten  
to which their strategy use was effective. Source strategies in strategy sequences 
possessed both a high level of compatibility with item formats and flexibility of accepting 
other strategies as attached strategies. As determined through strategy sequences, 
instances of effective strategy use among test takers can be summarized as follows: 
Certain attached strategies were modified forms of source strategies, certain attached 
strategies endorsed the functions of source strategies, source strategies f cilitated the 
functions of attached and subsequent strategies, and attached strategies were 
synchronized with source strategies. There were other aspects of effectiv  strategy use 
that were prompted by behaviors of specific strategies in strategy sequencs. First, the 
strategy of option elimination was either synchronized with or used after source strategies 
in order to reduce the options available for consideration. In three-strategy sequences, the 
strategy of option elimination assumed either the second position to support the function 
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of a subsequent strategy with BC-nf, or the third position to draw on an antecedent 
strategy with I-rp. Second, the strategy of answer confirmation tailed strategy sequences 
in which it was derived from either a source strategy or an attached strategy, depending 
on which strategy was critical to the item response. And third, the strategy of deciding on 
an option tailed strategy sequences in which it served to resolve a state of hesitation 
between two or more options, as determined by application of an antecedent strategy. I  
was also found, based on an additional analysis, that the ability to use effective straegy 
sequences made an important difference between high- and -low scoring groups in favor
of the former.  
Chapter V provides a summary of the study, conclusions, implications for 








In Chapter IV, the results of this study have been reported, and the findings 
discussed. This chapter presents conclusions drawn from findings, implications of 
findings for practice, and suggestions for further research. The chapter is organized into 
five sections: (a) a summary of the study, (b) conclusions based on findings, (c) 
implications for practice, (d) suggestions for further research, and (e) concluding 
remarks.  
A Summary of the Study 
This section briefly restates the theoretical framework, research questions, 
methodology, and findings of the study. 
Theoretical framework.  
Statement of the problem. Previous research has had little to say about how 
strategy use relates to testing tasks specific to the reading section of the TOEFL iBT. 
Scholars have called for more research on the relationship among strategy use, test 
format, and test performance (e.g., Cohen, 2006), with participants who have common 
backgrounds (e.g., Phakiti, 2008; Rupp et al., 2006). There is also an expressed need for
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research into aspects of effective strategy use on the task items on the TOEFL-iBT 
reading section (Cohen & Upton, 2006). In reply to these calls for further research, this 
study had as its main goal to explore strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading section in a 
specific population comprising Arab ESL learners.  
Purpose of the study. With the focus on how a sample of 25 Arab ESL learners 
behave in response to the reading tasks on the TOEFL iBT, this research intended to: 
first, find out what test-taking strategies respondents use when responding to the reading
tasks and items; second, investigate if there are differences between high- and low-
scorers among respondents in their choice and use of test-taking strategies on th  reading 
tasks and items; and third, determine what aspects of effective test-taking strategy use 
respondents employ on the reading tasks and items.    
Significance of the study. Exploring strategies specific to the TOEFL-iBT 
reading subtest informs us about how strategy use interacts with test format and 
performance (cf., Cohen, 2006). Through a study of strategy use among Arab ESL 
learners when they take the reading subtest of the TOEFL iBT, it is possible to know 
what strategies are typically used by respondents with the specific task and item types. 
Secondly, determining differences between high- and low-scoring respondents in strategy 
use enables us to learn what response behaviors and strategies characterize high test 
performance, and which act to the contrary. And thirdly, relating strategy use by 
respondents to their right answers to item types helps us ascertain aspects of effective 
strategy use on such item types. 
The study of respondents’ choice and use of test-taking strategies in response to 
the TOEFL-iBT reading section results in insights about how the population of Arab ESL 
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learners approaches and performs the reading tasks on the test. Such insights would 
enable us to propose practical implications for classroom practice, prospective t s  takers, 
and test preparation programs. A number of Arab ESL learners whom the researcher h s 
met over the years argued that the reading section of the TOEFL iBT is the most 
challenging of all four sections on the test. It is hoped that the practical implications of 
this study can help ease the tension and reduce the difficulty that this population of 
examinees experiences when taking the reading subtest of the TOEFL iBT.  
Research questions. 
With the intention to explore strategy use of a sample of 25 Arab ESL learners 
when they respond to the reading tasks on the TOEFL iBT, this study sought to answer 
the following questions:  
1. What test-taking strategies do subjects use when responding to reading tasks and 
items?  
2. Are there any differences between high- and low-scorers among subjects in their
use of test-taking strategies on reading tasks and items?  
3. What aspects of effective test-taking strategy use do subjects tend to employ with 
reading tasks and items?  
Methodology. 
Data of this study were collected through a procedural integration of stimulated 
recall, self-observation, and retrospective interview (or SRSORI procedure). Each 
participant was asked to respond to two reading sets that are part of an actual TOEFL-
iBT test administered previously by the ETS. Data collection was carried out over hree 
stages. First, each participant was oriented to the procedures and steps of data c llection 
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and trained in how to produce verbal reports. Second, the participant was engaged in the 
SRSORI procedure in two sessions separated by a break. And third, the participant was 
debriefed about his or her performance and scores, and rewarded for participating in the 
research. Before data collection, a pilot study was conducted in order to check the 
adequacy of research materials and procedures. On the basis of the outcomes of the pilot 
study, certain improvements and adjustments were applied to research materials nd 
procedures. For example, the instructions and directions that were part of the orientation 
and training of participants were made clearer and more elaborate. Also, participants 
were provided with both a tutorial on how to respond to the reading set and a 
demonstration of how to use the cursor to express thoughts linked with its movements. 
After all collected data were transcribed, verbal reports associated with certain 
items were selected for coding based on the results of item analyses. A coding sheme 
was constructed for each item type by means of inductive coding of transcribed data. In 
data analysis, combining quantitative figures and qualitative accounts of data was deemed 
ideal to address the three research questions of this study. On the one hand, quantitative 
figures in terms of frequencies would indicate patterns of strategy use; on the other, 
qualitative accounts would describe in more detail how strategies relate to such factors as 
item type, scoring level, and the choice of the right answer.  
Findings. 
The findings of this research are summarized here with reference to strategy use 
by task and item type, high- versus low-scorers’ strategy use across task item , and 
aspects of effective strategy use across item types.  
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Strategy use by task and item type. Strategies used by test takers were classified 
into two groups: Common strategies which were used across a variety of item typ s, and 
specific strategies which exhibited a high level of item dependency. Both levels of 
familiarity with item formats and language proficiency determined the ext nt to which 
test takers made use of test-management versus test-wiseness strategie . While test takers 
used strategies most of which were test-management strategies, they resorted to test-
wiseness strategies with items they found challenging. Test-wiseness strategies involved 
systematic use of a variety of technical and textual elements. Strategy use among test 
takers had three facets. First, it was purposeful in that test takers applied certain strategies 
for different goals. Second, it was multi-form because certain strategies wer  used by test 
takers with some variation across several item types. And third, it was resourc ful since 
strategies were often applied using different means that were largely det rmined by item 
formats in addition to test takers’ reading ability and test-taking skill.    
High- versus low-scorers’ strategy use across task items. Strategies of high 
scorers among test takers were dependent upon item format across most of the item ypes, 
which points out high scorers’ awareness that individual item types call for distinct 
strategies. High scorers made use of strategies that combined aspects of both a high level 
of understanding of textual information and a superior skill of test-management. Top 
scorers were also disposed to use strategies involving confirmation of the select d 
answers and check of potential answers, which indicates a high level of strategic 
monitoring. They consulted background knowledge in such a manner that helped them 
relate their understanding of item content to real-world facts and experiences. On the 
other hand, low scorers adhered to certain strategies regardless of item formats and 
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demands, and most of these strategies involved the use of clues and guessing. They made 
use of certain strategies to compensate for deficient comprehension skills, such as 
rereading the text or part of it. Although both high- and low-scoring groups used such 
strategies as elimination of options, reading of the options before the text, and use of 
clues, they differed in their intentions behind the use of these strategies.  
Aspects of effective strategy use across item types. The manner in which test 
takers sequenced strategies determined the extent to which their strategy use was 
effective. Source strategies in strategy sequences possessed both a high level of 
compatibility with item formats and flexibility of accepting other strategies as attached 
strategies. Aspects of effective strategy use among test takers can be summarized as 
follows: a) Certain attached strategies were modified forms of source strat gies, b) 
certain attached strategies endorsed the functions of source strategies, c) source strategies 
facilitated the functions of attached and subsequent strategies, and d) attached strategies 
were synchronized with source strategies. There were other aspects of effective strategy 
use that were prompted by behaviors of specific strategies in strategy sequenc s. First, 
the strategy of option elimination was either synchronized with or used after source
strategies in order to reduce the options available for consideration. In three-s rategy 
sequences, the strategy of option elimination assumed either the second position to 
support the function of a subsequent strategy with BC-nf, or the third position to draw on 
an antecedent strategy with I-rp. Second, the strategy of answer confirmation tailed 
strategy sequences in which it was derived from either a source strategy or an attached 
strategy, depending on which strategy was critical to the item response. And third, the 
strategy of deciding on an option tailed strategy sequences in which it served to resolve a 
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state of hesitation between two or more options, as determined by application of an 
antecedent strategy. It was also found, based on an additional analysis, that the ability to
use effective strategy sequences made an important difference between high- and -low 
scoring groups in favor of the former.  
Taken together, findings of the current study inform us about how strategy use 
among 25 Arab ESL learners interacted with item format and performance on th
TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. Thus, they address the research goals as expre s d in Chapter 
I. We can now say with certainty that, first, the strategies used by the respondents are 
typical of them, or are the kinds of strategies they tend to use, when they are eng ged in 
response to various item types on the reading tasks. Second, response behaviors and 
strategies of a given scoring level are the ones that typify test performance at this level, 
and vice versa. And third, aspects of effective strategy use among the respondents are 
those that increase their chance of getting items right on the reading tasks. As such, 
findings of this study break new ground for exploration of strategy use on the TOEFL-
iBT reading section, among respondents who considerably share linguistic and cultural
backgrounds.  
Findings contribute to the knowledge and research bases of language testing and 
assessment, specifically proficiency-oriented testing. This contribution pertains to three 
converging areas of strategy use among Arab ESL learners on the reading section of the 
TOEFL iBT. First, test takers use strategies depending on item format and difficulty in 
ways that allow them to achieve different goals, adapt certain strategies to various item 
types, and apply strategies using several textual and technical means. Second, high test 
performance and scoring are characterized by superior skills of both comprehension and 
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test-management as well as high levels of strategic awareness and monitoring. 
Conversely, low test performance and scoring are associated with poor skills of 
comprehension and excessive use of test-wiseness. Third, test takers sequence strategi s 
such that certain strategies derive from other strategies, endorse or facilitate the functions 
of other strategies, or act in sync with other strategies. Such strategy sequences w re 
linked with other aspects of effective strategy use that included reducing the options 
available for consideration, confirming the choice of the right answer, and deciding on an 
option among two or more options.  
Conclusions  
The conclusions from this study are addressed here such that they align with the 
research questions and findings.  
Strategy use by task and item type. 
The kinds of test-taking strategies that examinees use on the TOEFL-iBT reading 
tasks are determined by item formats. The fact that item types on the reading tasks differ 
in their formats demands that test takers use strategies that are tailored to item formats 
taken individually. N Anderson et al. (1991) arrived at the same conclusion in a study of 
strategy use on the reading section of the TOEFL-PBT. It goes without saying that the 
more familiar test takers are with item formats the more likely that they will use 
strategies that help them manage their response to item types, or the so-call d test-
management strategies. Therefore, we can say that test-management strat gies used with 
item types are necessarily compatible with the formats of these items.   
Besides task familiarity, another factor that influences test takers’ d cisions as to 
what strategies to use is the level of language proficiency. Language proficiency relates 
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closely to the distinction between test-management and -wisness strategies. It seems that 
high proficiency prompts use of test-management strategies through what Mangubh i 
(1991) referred to as resourcefulness which denotes efficient and automatic use of mental 
and textual resources on testing tasks. Test takers resort to test-wiseness strat gies when 
their levels of proficiency do not enable them to choose the right answer. On tests of
reading comprehension, the use of test-wiseness strategies can also be due to text 
complexity and task difficulty (Cohen & Upton, 2006). It follows that test takers whose 
proficiency levels are high intermediate and above, or similar to the levels of the high 
scorers’ in this study, use more test-management strategies than test-wiseness strategies. 
The use of test-wiseness strategies among high-proficiency test taker  is limited to their 
encounter with challenging test items.  
Both reading proficiency and test-taking skill determine the extent to which test 
takers can benefit from three facets of strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading t sks. In 
other words, test takers with high levels of reading proficiency and test-taking skill can 
use certain strategies with various item types to, first, achieve more than one goal. For 
example, reading the sentence containing the target word with BC-v can be aimed to 
either figure out the word meaning from the context or confirm the known meaning of the 
word. Second, test takers may use variant forms of certain strategies across several item 
types. For example, test takers can choose to read the paragraph referred to by a given 
item or a portion of it, or the context specified by the item to extract the answer. And 
third, test takers can use different means in their application of certain strategies. For 
example, the strategy of confirming the selected answer can be applied by rereading the 
given paragraph or a portion of it, or checking options other than the chosen one. 
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Strategies used by test takers on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks can be fitted into 
two groups. The first group comprises common strategies which can be used across a 
variety of item types. Thus, such strategies are highly compatible with, or adaptable to, 
several item formats. Also, these strategies are not dependent on the nature of the reading 
task; therefore, they are functional with the three task types on the reading subtest, 
namely basic comprehension, inferencing, and reading-to-learn. Examples of such 
strategies include eliminating certain options, confirming the selected answer, and 
deciding on an option among two or more options. The second group of strategies 
consists of strategies that are unique or specific to certain item types. These strategies are 
used more frequently compared to common strategies, which is due to the fact that mos 
item types on the reading tasks have their distinct formats and demands. Examples of 
such strategies include attempting to locate each option in the given paragraph while 
eliminating certain options with BC-nf, trying the given sentence in one or more of the 
slots in the given paragraph with I-it, and selecting answer choices that represent 
important or summary points of the passage with R2L-ps. Rupp et al. (2006) used similar 
labels to describe two groups of strategies that their respondents used on reading tests for 
academic purposes.  
High- versus low-scorers’ strategy use across task items. 
Responses and performances of the two discrete levels of scoring on the TOEFL-
iBT reading tasks are linked with the use of strategies that set these levels apart. High 
scorers are exceptionally aware that different item types on the reading tasks call for 
distinct strategies that match formats and demands of these items. As mentioned earlier, 
this trait characterizes strategy use of high-proficiency test takers, b cause scoring level 
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on the reading tasks correlates with reading proficiency. Such awareness of what 
strategies to use with which question items increases with proficiency level, and so 
augments test performance (N. Anderson, 1991; Nikolov, 2006; Tian, 2000). High 
performance and scoring on the reading tasks also require adequate grasp of textual 
information. The abilities to develop global understanding and create a mental schema of 
the main points of the text are characteristics of high scorers. Such abilities assist test 
takers in their response to R2L-ps and -st in a manner consistent with the test 
constructors’ intentions (ETS, 2009). Hence, high scores on reading tasks necessitat  that 
examinees be proficient comprehenders and skilled test takers. 
In addition to strategic awareness, high performance and scoring on the TOEFL-
iBT reading tasks profit from strategies that involve confirming the selected answers and 
checking potential answers. The extent to which test takers can make use of these
strategies relies on their abilities of reading comprehension. Also, the use of these 
strategies seems to correlate with the abilities to assess and monitor strategy use. Such 
abilities were shown to favor high scorers in previous studies (e.g., N. Anderson, 1991; 
Nikolov, 2006; Tian, 2000). High performance and scoring on reading tasks draw on 
background knowledge such that high scorers can relate their understanding of textual 
information to real-world facts and experiences. More specifically, high scorers are able 
to combine their understanding of the text with real-life knowledge and/or experienc  in 
response to such task items as BC-v, BC-fi, BC-ss, and I-rp. Consulting background 
knowledge and experience is considered a metacognitive strategy which allows test 
takers to confirm their answers (Nikolov, 2006).  
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In contrast to the aspects that feature high performance and scoring, low 
performance and scoring are typical of test takers who have insufficient strategic 
awareness of strategy-format compatibility. However, it is possible that these test takers 
are aware of what strategies to use with various item types, but they exhibit some 
deficiency when it comes to the manner in which strategies ought to be used. In other
words, test takers who are not aware of what strategies to use with what item formats or 
how to use these strategies are not likely to perform well on reading tasks and attain high 
scores. Indeed, low performance and scoring are associated with the use of certain 
strategies regardless of item formats and demands, or what Tian (2000) described as 
rigidity of strategy use.  
Besides, strategies that involve use of clues and guessing make up most of the 
strategies that low scorers tend to employ with reading tasks. Such strategies are test-wise 
because they utilize textual and/or technical aspects of the test that are no construct-
relevant, or follow ways that run counter to test constructors’ intentions (Allan, 1992; 
Cohen, 2006; Cohen & Upton, 2006, Phakiti, 2008). Therefore, the assumption made 
earlier that test takers who are at a low level of proficiency are disposed t  use more test-
wiseness strategies than test-management strategies is supported. Low scorers use 
strategies to compensate for deficient comprehension skills. For the most part, uch 
strategies call for reading at the local level of the text and may embrace test-wiseness, for 
example, matching the content of the text or elements of it and the options. However, 
when the need arises, low scorers may try to extend their reading focus beyond the 
context indicated by the item, especially with BC-v and -pr. Reading the surrounding 
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context with BC-v and -pr allows test takers to attend to more of the text, which can help 
them grapple with the choice of the answer.  
Last, high and low scorers may appear to be using the same strategies; however, 
their intentions of using such strategies may be totally different. As a general rule, this 
reflects aspects of test-management versus -wiseness strategy use. To be specific, high 
scorers use strategies in a manner that helps them arrive at the answer by following a 
meaningful and systematic route. Low scorers, on the other hand, may use the same 
strategies with their aim being to compensate for their deficient abiliy, or lack thereof, to 
get to the answer. For example, high scorers may choose to read the options before the 
text to have familiarity with the answer possibilities. Conversely, low scorers may use the 
same strategy in order to use the options to locate the source of critical information in the 
text. Other examples of strategies that can be used by the two discrete levels of scoring, 
yet for different reasons include eliminating certain options and using clues. It is 
interesting to note that these two strategies, as well as reading the options first, belong to 
the category of common strategies that can be applied to a variety of item typ s. 
Aspects of effective strategy use across item types.  
Aspects of effective strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks can be deduced 
from the manner in which test takers cluster strategies in response to various item types. 
The degree to which strategies are logically sequenced within strategy clusters makes a 
difference between high and low test performance. Logical sequences of strategies often 
stem from source strategies that are both highly compatible with item formats and 
acceptable of attached strategies. Source strategies in strategy sequences should be 
intrinsically relevant to the nature of the task being performed (N. Anderson, 2005). 
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Strategies in a sequence also need to be in harmony with one another (Nikolov, 2006). 
Test takers who make use of effective strategy sequencing are more likely to p rform 
exceptionally well and score high on reading tasks than those who do not.  
Forms of logical sequencing of strategies enable us to discern aspects of effective 
strategy use that reflect the role of individual strategies within strategy sequences. First, 
attached strategies can be modified forms of source strategies, in which case attached 
strategies endorse the functions of source strategies. Second, source strategi  may 
facilitate the use of attached and subsequent strategies, in which case the specific 
functions of strategy sequences cannot be attained without the facilitative role of source 
strategies. And third, source strategies are synchronized with attached strat gies such that 
both function almost simultaneously to help achieve the goal of the strategy sequence as a 
whole. Although certain strategies can be synchronized in strategy sequencs, source 
strategies are applied shortly before attached strategies with respect to time frame. The 
way synchronized strategies are sequenced suits the role of source strategie in that they 
act as conducive to, or they set the stage for, the function of attached strategies.     
Aspects of effective strategy use on reading tasks can be prompted by the specific 
functions that individual strategies perform in strategy sequences. Such strategies belong 
to the group of common strategies that are applicable across item types and can be used 
in two- and three-strategy sequences. These strategies are eliminating certain options, 
confirming the selected answer, and deciding on an option between two or more options. 
The strategy of eliminating certain options can either be synchronized with or used 
following the source strategy. In both cases, the strategy performs its function by helping 
test takers reduce the options available for consideration. The use of elimination strategy 
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is rational or test-management so long as it benefits from a grasp of textualinformation, 
or is inspired by an antecedent strategy which calls for reading of the tex.  
The strategy of confirming the selected answer tails strategy sequences. The 
confirmation strategy is intended to ensure that the selected answer is the only or the 
most potential option or choice among all available alternatives. In two-strategy 
sequences, the confirmation strategy is often a modified form of the source strategy. In 
three-strategy sequences, the confirmation strategy can be derived from the source 
strategy or an antecedent strategy, whichever is shown to be critical to the choice of the 
answer. The strategy of deciding on an option appears last in strategy sequences to help 
resolve a state of hesitation between two or more options. In contrast to confirmation 
strategies which mostly draw on test-management means, strategies of deciding on an 
option may use means some of which are test-wise. It is plausible to say that whenever 
test takers want to confirm their answer, they are likely to use test-management means 
(e.g., rereading the text). But, when test takers are not certain about which option or 
choice to select, they are likely to employ test-wiseness means (e.g., clues). 
Generally, as far as strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks is concerned, 
strategies are of two types: common strategies that can be used with several it m types, 
and specific strategies whose use is linked with specific item types. High performance 
and scoring on reading tasks draw on strategies that differ from those associated with low 
performance and scoring. Effective aspects of strategy use occur in tandem with logical 





Implications for Practice 
The implications of this study for practice are grounded in the findings and 
conclusions. In general, implications are tailored to the needs of prospective test takers of 
the TOEFL iBT. As mentioned in Chapter I, the implications here are related to 
classroom practice, test takers, and test preparation programs. Although the implications 
here are for ESL learners, they are also assumed to be practicable in contexts where 
English is taught or learned as a foreign language. 
Classroom practice. 
We are living in an era that is witnessing a change from the tradition that upheld 
the belief that testing and assessment are made for their own sake. This change is in the 
direction of making testing and assessment on the one hand, and teaching and learning on 
the other hand feed into each other. The expectations are high that the TOEFL iBT in 
general will have positive washback, or will influence teaching and learning practices in 
constructive ways. For example, Bejar, Douglas, Jamieson, Nissan, and Turner (2000) 
argued that the content offered in contexts of English for academic purposes will become 
increasingly communicative. Based on their studies of how the TOEFL iBT impacts 
English language teaching and learning in a number of countries in Europe, Wall and 
Horák (2006, 2008a, 2008b) concluded that teachers have started to incorporate more 
speaking and writing tasks into their lessons, following an integrated approach. Also, 
teachers are now focusing on skills of analytical and integrated reading more than ever 
before. 
Any research effort in the field of language testing and assessment hould have 
implications for classroom practice so that whatever is learned from research contributes 
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to the way we offer language classes. The implications for classroom practice im to get 
ESL learners to develop skills of reading comprehension that characterize high 
performance and scoring on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. Instructors are advised to 
guide their ESL students to develop reading skills in consideration of the interactiv  view 
of reading comprehension. According to this view, language teaching and learning should 
pursue a combination of both categories of bottom-up and top-down processes in the 
development of reading skills (Hudson, 1996). Learners need to be able to perform the 
two modes of bottom-up and top-down processing in order to respond properly to R2L 
task items on the TOEFL iBT.  
Learners should be instructed and trained in how to develop global understanding 
of the text and how to create a mental schema of its major points. An exemplary lesson 
with this aim has three components: First, learners are provided with instructions and 
guidance about what these skills involve. Second, instructors demonstrate to learnershow 
to apply these skills using an overhead or PowerPoint display. And third, learners are 
offered ample practice with reading texts to enable them to automatize and master the e 
skills. Readers ought to be encouraged to intertwine their background knowledge and 
experience with their understanding of textual information. This technique helps readers 
endorse and/or evaluate their understanding of the text.  
When learners are engaged in reading test-taking, they ought to be able to 
combine understanding of textual information and use of strategies that can help them 
regulate their test performance. Certainly, this would require instructors to p ovide 
learners with reading tasks that resemble those on the TOEFL-iBT reading section in 
terms of task and item formats. Instructors should also offer necessary training in the use 
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of test-taking strategies that are compatible with task and item formats. It is advisable that 
learners be trained in how to check potential answers and confirm the selected answers on 
the reading test-taking tasks. There are two potential outcomes of this strategy ining: 
First, learners can achieve a level of strategic awareness and monitoring that would 
enable them to perform well and achieve high scores on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. 
Second, learners can equip themselves with skills of academic reading. More 
implications for test preparation that pertain to classroom practice are discussed in the 
sections below. 
Test takers. 
Findings and conclusions of this study offer numerous insights for prospective 
test takers of the TOEFL iBT that pertain to the reading section of the test. Th  following 
implications are intended as recommendations for test takers who prepare on their wn, 
or get ready for the test through self-preparation. The first insight comes from the fact 
that item types on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks differ in their formats, which demands 
that test takers familiarize themselves with the formats of the various task items. It is by 
means of intensive practice with item formats that test takers will be able to develop 
strategies that would enable them to manage their response to item types, or test-
management strategies. In order for test takers to develop these strategies, they should 
first follow the instructions of the reading section and the specific directions of item 
types.  
It is recommended that test takers acquaint themselves with the instructions that 
appear on the first screen of the reading section, so that they can only skim through them 
on the test day (cf., Forster et al., 1997). Also, test takers should acquaint themselves with 
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the directions specific to each item type, so that they do not have to read them when they 
take the official test. It would save them much time if test takers can dispense with 
reading both the instructions and the directions on the test day, because once they start a 
reading set the allotted time runs. This is especially important because the last items on 
reading sets, or R2L task items, typically demand much more time than any other item 
type. Towards the goal of saving more time on the test day, test takers are advised to read 
the instructions and directions and apply them a number of times in their preparation for 
the test. It is also advisable that test takers practice using the allotted time in proportion to 
the number of items, so that no item takes more time than others.  
An important consideration in test preparation is that test takers should not feel 
limited to suggestions or tips about strategies to use in response to the TOEFL-iBT 
reading tasks. Publishers of test preparation materials recommend that test takers use 
certain strategies and not use others. Instead, test takers are advised to consider these 
recommendations as providing them with options from which they can choose certain 
strategies and experiment with these strategies to decide whether or not to ad p  them. 
Test takers should also allow themselves time to develop and adapt strategies to suit their 
cognitive and linguistic abilities. Once a test taker knows what strategies to use on 
various task items, he can be said to have achieved the level of strategic awareness that 
may boost his test performance and score.  
Prospective examinees should be aware that test-taking strategy use makes a 
difference in performance and scoring on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT. It
should also be clear that the ETS encourages the use of test-taking strategies ev n at the 
level of individual items on the test, lest examinees think that by using strategies hey are 
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breaking ethical codes or violating principles of academic integrity. In their pr paration 
for the reading section of the test, examinees should try to combine their understanding of 
textual information and use of test-taking strategies in a series of practice. This 
combination needs to be exercised over an extended period of time in order for it to be 
automatic. Intensive and sustained practice helps moderate test anxiety ad speed up the 
response process (Tian, 2000). The preparation for the test should be made using 
TOEFL-iBT practice tests that are available via the TOEFL websit or marketed by 
publishers of test preparation materials.  
Test takers ought to know that they can apply two sets of strategies on the 
TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. The first set comprises strategies that can be used across 
almost all item types, or common strategies. This group of strategies includes eliminating 
certain options, confirming the selected answer, and deciding on an option between two 
or more options. And the second set consists of strategies that are specific to individual 
item types. This set of strategies represents strategies whose use is link d to item format, 
for example, reading the sentence containing the target word with BC-v, trying the given 
sentence in one or more of the slots in the given paragraph to see where it best fits with I-
it, and selecting answer choices that represent important or summary points of the 
passage with R2L-ps. This knowledge should become part of the strategic awareness that 
test-takers should develop in their preparation for the test. 
Test takers should know that, first, strategies on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks can 
be used to achieve more than one goal. For example, the strategy of rereading the 
paragraph or a portion of it can be used to improve understanding of textual information, 
locate the source of critical information, or check the adequacy of an option. Second, 
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variant forms of strategies can be used across item types; for example, test takers can read 
the whole paragraph, read a portion of it, or skim the paragraph. And third, it is possible 
to use different means to apply various strategies; for example, test taker  c n confirm 
their selected answer by rereading the given paragraph or a portion of it, checking the 
other possible answers, or ensuring elimination of the incorrect options. It is assumed that 
getting oneself acquainted with these three facets of strategy use on reading tasks would 
enable the test taker to capitalize on her cognitive and linguistic abilities.  
  When test takers master strategies that are highly compatible with item formats, 
they can use these strategies as source strategies in sequences with other s rategies. 
Source strategies represent strategies from which strategy sequenc s stem, or the first 
strategies in strategy sequences. Logical sequencing of strategies would enable test takers 
to benefit from aspects of effective strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. 
Strategies in logical sequences can endorse or facilitate functions of one anoth r. They 
can also be synchronized with one another. Such roles within a given strategy sequence 
are essential for attaining the goal of the strategy sequence as a whole. Intensive and 
sustained practice has an important role in getting test takers to use logical sequences of 
strategies. Also, the manner in which certain strategies are sequenced determines the 
extent to which these strategies promote effective strategy use through their specific 
functions. For example, the strategy of eliminating certain options can be more effective 
when inspired by a preceding strategy which calls for reading. The strategy of confirming 
the selected answer should appear last in strategy sequences so that it can perform its 
function properly. The strategy of deciding on an option between two or more options 
performs its function best if used at the end of the strategy sequence.   
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Test preparation programs. 
Programs that aim to prepare ESL learners to take the TOEFL iBT are advised to 
base their test preparation practices on research that ETS and specialists in language 
testing have conducted. Our practices in test preparation programs should not be pursued 
on the basis of our hunches about strategies that may help test takers perform better and 
score higher on a given test. Approaches to test preparation not substantiated by research 
in the field of language testing and assessment suffer two obvious weaknesses: Fir t, they 
lack empirical evidence which explains why test takers should use certain stategies and 
not others. And second, they seem to imply that test takers are all equal in cognitive 
processing (e.g., working memory) and language abilities.  Thus, recommendations about 
strategy use on language tests should originate from empirical investigations nd should 
be flexible enough to accommodate individual differences in cognitive processing and 
language abilities. One way to cater for individual differences is to inform test takers 
about “the broad range of strategy options available to them” (Yien, 2001, p. 39), which 
would allow them to try among these options and be able to decide on whatever option 
suits their cognitive and linguistic abilities. 
As N. Anderson et al. (1991) recommended for the case of the TOEFL-PBT, 
instructors in programs of test preparation for the TOEFL iBT should set as their main 
goal training of prospective test takers in how to respond to item types to the best of their 
language proficiency. This suggests that test preparation be implemented in such a 
manner that minimizes the possibility of any intervening factors that may bias test takers’ 
scores on the actual test. Such a factor as lack of familiarity with item formats may 
exercise a construct-irrelevant effect on test performance and score. It should be 
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emphasized at the beginning of the test preparation course that effective use of strat gie  
depends on how strategies are combined with other strategies and how strategy 
combinations serve test performance. As the course proceeds, test preparation should 
incorporate instruction, demonstration, and practice in order that test takers master the 
skills that are linked with effective test-taking strategy use. 
Programs of test preparation for the TOEFL iBT may follow most of the 
implications for test takers who practice self-preparation as described above. These 
include, but are not limited to, the following. Test takers should be familiarized with 
formats of various item types on reading tasks. This would require the provision of 
TOEFL-iBT practice tests. Such materials are available for download via the official 
TOEFL website (at http://www.ets.org/toefl/) or through booksellers of test pr paration 
materials. Test takers should be encouraged to get used to the instructions of the reading 
section and the specific directions of item types. It is highly recommended that test takers 
be presented with various choices of what strategies to use and how to use these 
strategies, and be allowed to make the choice that would presumably suit their 
idiosyncratic characteristics. For example, test takers should be allowed t make their 
choice of whether to start with the text or the options while being informed about the 
usefulness of each strategy. To be specific, test takers may be told that the former 
strategy enables one to develop global understanding of the text, whereas the latter lps 
one become familiar with answer possibilities.  
Instructors are advised to inform test takers that two strategy sets can beused on 
the TOEFL-iBT reading section, which comprise common strategies and specific 
strategies as discussed above. Also, it is advisable that instructors get test takers to know 
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and practice the ways in which strategies can be used on reading tasks to achieve more 
than one goal with a single item type, modified so as to be usable across several it m 
types, or applied using various textual and/or technical means. Once more, combinati ns 
of instruction, demonstration, and practice are necessary to have examinees become
aware of these features of strategy use and be able to make use of them.  
When practicing with reading sets, examinees should be urged to use the allotted 
time in proportion to the number of items, and leave enough time to work with R2L task 
items. Examinees should be advised to do their best to combine their understanding of 
textual information and use of test-taking strategies. Getting examinees to routinize such 
response behaviors and strategies calls for intensive and sustained practice. Therefore, 
constant evaluation and provision of assistive feedback are of primary importance to 
ensure that the course objectives are met. Part of strategy training ought to be devoted to 
guiding examinees to make effective use of strategies, first, by using strategies that are 
compatible with item formats, and second, by following these strategies with strategies 
such that this sequence of strategies would be logical and beneficial. 
 Instructors are advised to present trainees with various possibilities of using 
strategies in logical sequences and impart to them when a certain sequence is favored 
over another. This form of training should include the effective uses and sequences of the 
three common strategies, namely eliminating certain options, confirming the selected 
answer, and deciding on an option between two or more options. Last but not least, care 
ought to be taken to combine instruction, demonstration, practice, evaluation, and 




Suggestions for Further Research 
Future research into test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading section is 
recommended to employ the research design of the current study with different language 
groups. This would serve to extend this research to other contexts and populations of ESL 
learners. It is likely that some, if not all, of the findings and conclusions reached in this 
study would prove to be generalizable to other populations of ESL learners. Through 
further studies with different populations, it would be possible to determine whether or 
not L1 has any effects on test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading t sks. 
Accordingly, this may open the door to another area of enquiry into how typological 
differences among different L1s affect test-taking strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT 
reading section.  
Future studies may attempt to improve this research by recruiting a larger s mple 
of Arab ESL learners and using random sampling in participant selection. This would 
permit the use of inferential statistics to determine generalizability of findings and 
conclusions to the entire population of Arab ESL learners. Future researchers are 
encouraged to make use of the procedural integration followed in this study to explore 
strategy use on the other sections of the TOEFL-iBT including listening and writing 
subtests. The integration of stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrospective 
interview (or SRSORI technique) in this study furnished rich and high quality data, which
suffices to encourage the use of this technique to study strategy use on testing tasks in 
general.  
Further research is needed to contribute to our knowledge base of whether 
strategy use on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks influences test performance and scores 
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through causality. In other words, it would be interesting to investigate if there exists a 
causal relationship between strategy use and test performance as determined by scores. 
Another avenue of research can be aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of test preparation 
programs. This can be done through the use of a pretest-posttest design according to 
which the researcher makes a comparison between test performance before and aft r test 
takers receive a course in test preparation. Future researchers may consider using 
analytical techniques with strategy data to answer numerous research questions. For 
example, regression analyses can be used to examine the causal relationship between 
using certain strategy sequences and getting the right answers to item types on reading 
tasks. 
Concluding Remarks 
“There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.”  
-EdithWharton 
In writing the last section of the final chapter of my dissertation, I hope to have 
contributed to the knowledge and research bases of the TOEFL iBT in specific, and the 
field of language testing and assessment in general. I hope to have lit, or added some light 
to, the way for prospective test takers and programs of test preparation towards 
accomplishing their goals pertaining to the reading section of the TOEFL iBT. This has 
been my goal as a researcher since the moment my research advisor and I agree about 
research that I could conduct in connection with Arab ESL learners’ dealing with the 
TOEFL iBT.  
It was of particular interest to me to see that my procedural integration of 
stimulated recall, self-observation, and retrospective interview was so fruitful. I was able 
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to collect data that were as rich and high-quality as I hoped for. Participants were 
cooperative and understanding of my situation as a researcher. I greatly appreci te their 
keenness and commitment throughout data collection. Results and findings were far more 
interesting than what I imagined at the outset. I learned that test-taking strategy use is 
more ingenious and versatile than ever described in the literature. I found support for the 
idea that systematic ordering of strategies can be related to the choice of the righ  answer.  
Overall, this study was such a rewarding and enriching experience that it will 
keep driving me to pursue further research into how Arab ESL learners deal with the 
TOEFL iBT. I had the experience of taking the TOEFL-CBT, and I knew how test-taking 
strategy use is crucial to scoring high on the test. Arab ESL learners struggle to attain 
scores on the TOEFL iBT that would allow them to study at English-medium 
universities. They consider the reading section to be the most challenging of all sections 
on the test. Now, I am assuming the role of a researcher who looks forward to assisting 
prospective test takers among Arab ESL learners make the most of strategy use on the 
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Propositions and Related Evidence in the TOEFL Validity Argument 
Proposition Evidence  
The content of the test is relevant to and 
representative of the kinds of tasks and 
written and oral texts that students 
encounter in college and university 
settings.  
Reviews of research and empirical studies 
of language use at English-medium 
institutions of higher education  
Tasks and scoring criteria are appropriate 
for obtaining evidence of test takers’ 
academic language abilities.  
Pilot and field studies of task and test 
design; systematic development of rubrics 
for scoring written and spoken responses  
Academic language proficiency is 
revealed by the linguistic knowledge, 
processes, and strategies test takers use to 
respond to test tasks.  
Investigations of discourse characteristics 
of written and spoken responses and 
strategies used in answering reading 
comprehension questions  
The structure of the test is consistent with 
theoretical views of the relationships 
among English language skills.  
Factor analyses of a field-study test form  
Performance on the test is related to other 
indicators or criteria of academic language 
proficiency.  
Relationships between test scores and 
self-assessments, academic placements, 
local assessments of international teaching 
assistants, performance on simulated 
academic listening tasks  
The test results are used appropriately and 
have positive consequences.  
Development of materials to help test 
users prepare for the test and interpret test 
scores appropriately; long-term empirical 
study of test impact (washback) 
Source: ETS (2008, p. 2). 
 
Types of Texts and Tasks for the TOEFL 2000 Reading Test 



























Item Type Descriptions for the TOEFL-iBT Reading Test  
 
ETS has circulated descriptions and specifications for the types of task item  to be used 
as part of the TOEFL-iBT reading test (2002, pp. 48-50; 2003, pp. 4-17), which appear as 
follows: 
I. Basic Comprehension  
• Vocabulary: “measure[s] examinee’s ability to comprehend the meanings of 
individual words and phrases as used in the context of the passage” (p. 4). 
Example: 
Passage: “In the animal world the task of moving about is fulfilled in many ways. 
For some animals locomotion is accomplished by changes in body shape . . .” 





• Pronoun reference: “measure[s] examinee’s ability to identify relationships 
between pronouns and other anaphoric devices and their 
antecedents/postcedents within the passage” (p. 6). 
Example: 
Passage: “…Roots anchor the plant in one of two ways or sometimes by a 
combination of the two. The first is by occupying a large volume of shallow soil around 
the plant’s base with a fibrous root system, one consisting of many thin, profusely 
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branched roots. Since these kinds of roots grow relatively close to the soil surface, they 
effectively control soil erosion. Grass roots are especially well suited to this purpose. 
Fibrous roots capture water as it begins to percolate into the ground and so must draw 
their mineral supplies from the surface soil before the nutrients are leached to lower 
levels . . .” 
The phrase this purpose in the passage refers to 
A. combining two root systems 
B. feeding the plant 
C. preventing soil erosion* 
D. leaching nutrients 
• Sentence simplification: “measure[s]  examinee’s ability to identify essential 
information as they process complex sentences in extended texts without 
getting lost in less important details and elaborations” (p. 8). 
Example: 
[Note: the tested sentence is highlighted in the passage below.] 
Which of the following best expresses the essential information in the highlighted 
sentence? Incorrect answer choices change the meaning in important ways or 
leave out essential information. 
A. Functional applied-art objects cannot vary much from the basic patterns 
determined by the laws of physics.* 
B. The function of applied-art objects is determined by basic patterns in the 
laws of physics. 
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C. Since functional applied-art objects vary only within certain limits, 
arbitrary decisions cannot have determined their general form. 
D. The general form of applied-art objects is limited by some arbitrary 
decision that is not determined by the laws of physics. 
Passage context: 
“. . . Although we now tend to refer to the various crafts according to the 
materials used to construct them—clay, glass, wood, fiber, and metal—it was once 
common to think of crafts in terms of function, which led to their being known as 
“applied arts.” Approaching crafts from the point of view of function, we can divide them
into simple categories: containers, shelters, and supports. There is no way around the fact 
that containers, shelters, and supports must be functional. The applied arts are thus bound 
by the laws of physics, which pertain to both the materials used in their making and the 
substances and things to be contained, supported, and sheltered. These laws are universal 
in their application, regardless of cultural beliefs, geography, or climate. If a pot has no 
bottom or has large openings in its sides, it could hardly be considered a container in any 
traditional sense. Since the laws of physics, not some arbitrary decision, have determined 
the general form of applied-art objects, they follow basic patterns, so much so that
functional forms can vary only within certain limits. Buildings without roofs, for 
example, are unusual because they depart from the norm. However, not all functional 
objects are exactly alike; that is why we recognize a Shang Dynasty vase as being 
different from on Inca vase. What varies is not the basic form but the incidental details
that do not obstruct the object’s primary function . . .” 
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• Factual information: “measure[s] examinees’ ability to identify responses to 
questions about important factual information that is explicitly stated in a text. 
The examinees’ task is to match the information requested in the item stem to 
the information in the text that answers the question” (p. 10). 
Example: 
Passage: “. . . Sculptures must, for example, be stable, which requires an 
understanding of the properties of mass, weight distribution, and stress. Paintings must 
have rigid stretchers so that the canvas will be taut, and the paint must not deteri rat , 
crack, or discolor. These are problems that must be overcome by the artist because they 
tend to intrude upon his or her conception of the work. For example, in the early Italian 
Renaissance, bronze statues of horses with a raised foreleg usually had a cannonball 
under that hoof. This was done because the cannonball was needed to support the weight 
of the leg. In other words, the demands of the laws of physics, not the sculptor’s aesthetic 
intentions, placed the ball there. That this device was a necessary structural compromise 
is clear from the fact that the cannonball quickly disappeared when sculptors learned how 
to strengthen the internal structure of a statue with iron braces (iron being much stronger 
than bronze) . . .” 
According to paragraph 2, sculptors from the Italian Renaissance stopped using 
cannonballs in bronze statues of horses because 
A. they began using a material that made the statues weigh less 
B. they found a way to strengthen the statues internally* 
C. the aesthetic tastes of the public had changed over time 
D. the cannonballs added too much weight to the statues 
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• Negative fact: “measure[s]  examinees’ ability to verify what information is 
true and what information is NOT true or not included in the passage based on 
information that is explicitly stated in the passage. The examinees’ task is to 
locate the relevant information in the passage and verify that 3 of the 4 options 
are true and/or that one of them is false” (p. 12). 
Example: 
Passage: “. . . Although we now tend to refer to the various crafts according to the 
materials used to construct them—clay, glass, wood, fiber, and metal—it was once 
common to think of crafts in terms of function, which led to their being known as 
“applied arts.” Approaching crafts from the point of view of function, we can divide them
into simple categories: containers, shelters, and supports. There is no way around the fact 
that containers, shelters, and supports must be functional. The applied arts are thus bound 
by the laws of physics, which pertain to both the materials used in their making and the 
substances and things to be contained, supported, and sheltered. These laws are universal 
in their application, regardless of cultural beliefs, geography, or climate. If a pot has no 
bottom or has large openings in its sides, it could hardly be considered a container in any 
traditional sense . . .” 
The passage discusses applied-art objects in relation to all of the following 
EXCEPT 
A. the techniques used in their construction* 
B. the ways they have been classified 
C. their function 
D. the universality of the laws that govern them 
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II.  Inferencing 
• Basic inference: “measure[s]  examinees’ ability to comprehend an argument 
or an idea that is strongly implied but not explicitly stated in the text. For 
example, if an effect is cited in the passage, an inference question might ask 
about its cause. If a comparison is made, an inference question might ask for 
the basis of the comparison. From an explicit description of a new 
phenomenon, examinees could be asked to infer the characteristics of the old 
phenomenon” (p. 25). 
Example: 
Passage: “. . . The nineteenth century brought with it a burst of new discoveries 
and inventions that revolutionized the candle industry and made lighting available to all. 
In the early to mid-nineteenth century, a process was developed to refine tallow (f t from 
animals) with alkali and sulfuric acid. The result was a product called stearin. Stearin is 
harder and burns longer than unrefined tallow. This breakthrough meant that it was 
possible to make tallow candles that would not produce the usual smoke and rancid odor. 
Stearins were also derived from palm oils, so vegetable waxes as well as anim l f ts 
could be used to make candles . . .” 
Which of the following can be inferred from paragraph 1 about candles before the 
nineteenth century? 
A. They did not smoke when they were burned. 
B. They produced a pleasant odor as they burned. 
C. They were not available to all. * 
D. They contained sulfuric acid 
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• Rhetorical purpose: “measure[s]  examinees’ ability to identify the author’s 
underlying rhetorical purpose in employing particular expository features in 
the passage and in ordering the exposition in a particular way. Correct 
responses require proficiency at inferring the nature of the link between 
specific features or exposition and the author’s rhetorical purpose” (p. 27). 
Example: 
Passage: “. . . Sculptures must, for example, be stable, which requires an 
understanding of the properties of mass, weight distribution, and stress. Paintings must 
have rigid stretchers so that the canvas will be taut, and the paint must not deteri rat , 
crack, or discolor. These are problems that must be overcome by the artist because they 
tend to intrude upon his or her conception of the work. For example, in the early Italian 
Renaissance, bronze statues of horses with a raised foreleg usually had a cannonball 
under that hoof. This was done because the cannonball was needed to support the weight 
of the leg . . .” 
Why does the author discuss the bronze statues of horses created by artists in the 
early Italian Renaissance? 
A. To provide an example of a problem related to the laws of physics that 
an artist tries to overcome* 
B. To argue that fine artists are unconcerned with the laws of physics 
C. To contrast the relative sophistication of modern artists in solving 
problems related to the laws of physics 




• Insert text: “measure[s] examinees’ ability to understand the lexical, 
grammatical, and logical links between successive sentences. Examinees are 
asked to determine where to insert a new sentence into a section of the reading 
passage that is displayed to them” (p. 31). 
Example: 
Look at the four squares [] that indicate where the following sentence could be 
added to the passage.  
All three of them have strengths and weaknesses, but none adequately 
answers all of the questions the paintings present. 
Where would the sentence best fit? 
Example of how boxes would appear in the passage text: 
Passage: “Scholars offer three related but different opinions about this puzzle.  
One opinion is that the paintings were a record of the seasonal migrations made by herds. 
 Because some paintings were made directly over others, obliterating them, it is 
probable that a painting’s value ended with the migration it pictured.  Unfortunately, 
this explanation fails to explain the hidden locations, unless the migrations were 
celebrated with secret ceremonies. ” 
Click on a square [] to add the sentence to the passage. To select a different 
location, click on a different square. 
III.  Reading to Learn 
• Prose summary:  “These items measure examinees’ ability to understand the 
major ideas and the relative importance of information in a text. Examinees 
are asked to select the major text ideas by distinguishing them from minor 
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ideas or ideas that are not in the text. . .The completed summary represents an 
able reader’s mental framework of the text. The prose summary, therefore, 
should require examinees to identify information relevant to the major 
contrast(s), argument(s), etc. . . .” (p. 15). 
Example: 
[Note: Full text is necessary to determine main points and to eliminate incorrect 
options. The complete passage is not included here.] 
An introductory sentence for a brief summary of the passage is provided below. 
Complete the summary by selecting the THREE answer choices that express 
important ideas in the passage. Some sentences do not belong in the summary 
because they express ideas that are not presented in the passage or are minor id as 
in the passage. This question is worth 2 points. 
This passage discusses fundamental differences between applied-art 





• The fine arts are only affected by the laws of physics because of the 
limitations of the materials that are used. 
• Applied-art objects are bound by the laws of physics in two ways: by the 
materials used to make them, and the function they are to serve. 
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• Crafts are known as “applied arts” because it used to be common to think of 
them in terms of their function. 
• In the fine arts, artists must work to overcome the limitations of their 
materials, but in the applied arts, artists work in concert with their materials. 
• Making fine-art objects stable requires an understanding of the properties of 
mass, weight, distribution, and stress. 
• In the twentieth century, artists working in the fine arts often treat materials 
in new ways whereas applied arts specialists continue to think of crafts in 
terms of function. 
• Schematic table: “These items measure examinees’ ability to conceptualize 
and organize major ideas and other important information from across the text 
. . . The schematic table task reflects an able reader’s mental framework of the 
text. It should require examinees to identify and organize information relevant 
to the major contrast(s), argument(s), etc. . . . Examinees must both select the 
correct options and organize them correctly in the schematic table for the 
responses to be scored correct” (ETS, 2002, p. 48). Example (ETS, 2002, p. 
50): 
[Note: Full text is necessary to determine main points and to eliminate incorrect 
options. The complete passage is not included here.] 
Complete the table below to summarize information about the two types of art 
discussed in the passage. Match the appropriate statements to the types of art with 




Types of art Statements 











• An object’s purpose is primarily aesthetic. 
• Objects serve a functional purpose. 
• The incidental details of objects do not vary. 
• Artists work to overcome the limitations of their materials. 
• The basic form of objects varies little across cultures. 
• Artists work in concert with their materials. 
• An object’s place of origin is difficult to determine. 
Drag your answer choices to the spaces where they belong. To review the 












Cohen and Upton’s (2006) Rubrics of Test-taking Strategies on  
the Reading Section of the TOEFL-iBT 
Cohen and Upton (2006) developed coding rubrics of test-taking strategies that their 32 
ESL respondents used on the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks. These coding rubrics comprised 
test-management strategies and test-wiseness strategies. 
Test-Management Strategies Coding Rubric (T) 
Strategy Description 
T1 Goes back to the question for clarification: Rereads the question. 
T2 Goes back to the question for clarification: Paraphrases (or confirms) the question 
or task. 
T3 Goes back to the question for clarification: Wrestles with the question in ent. 
T4 Reads the question and considers the options before going back to the 
passage/portion. 
T5 Reads the question and then reads the passage/portion to look for clues to the 
answer, either before or while considering options. 
T6 Predicts or produces own answer after reading the portion of the text referred to by 
the question. 
T7 Predicts or produces own answer after reading the question and then looks at the 
options (before returning to text). 
T8 Predicts or produces own answer after reading questions that require t xt nsertion 
(I-it types). 
T9 Considers the options and identifies an option with an unknown vocabulary. 
T10 Considers the options and checks the vocabulary option in context. 
T11 Considers the options and focuses on a familiar option. 
T12 Considers the options and selects preliminary option(s) (lack of certainty 
indicated). 
T13 Considers the options and defines the vocabulary option. 
T14 Considers the options and paraphrases the meaning. 
T15 Considers the options and drags and considers the new sentence in context (I-it). 
T16 Considers the options and postpones consideration of the option. 
T17 Considers the options and wrestles with the option meaning. 
T18 Makes an educated guess (e.g., using background knowledge or extra-textual 
knowledge). 
T19 Reconsiders or double checks the response. 
T20 Looks at the vocabulary item and locates the item in context. 
T21 Selects options through background knowledge. 
T22 Selects options through vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, or passage overll 
meaning (depending on the item type). 







T24 Selects options through elimination of other option(s) as unreasonable based on 
paragraph/overall passage meaning. 
T25 Selects options through elimination of other option(s) as similar or overlapping and 
not as comprehensive. 
T26 Selects options through their discourse structure. 
T27 Discards option(s) based on background knowledge. 
T28 Discards option(s) based on vocabulary, sentence, paragraph, or passage overall 
meaning as well as discourse structure. 
  
 
Test-wiseness Strategies Coding Rubric (TW) 
Strategy Description 
  
TW1 Uses the process of elimination (i.e., selecting an option even though it is not 
understood, out of a vague sense that the other options couldn’t be correct). 
TW2 Uses clues in other items to answer an item under consideration. 
TW3 Selects the option because it appears to have a word or phrase from the passage in 
it—possibly a key word. 
  
 




































 have a very good command of academic vocabulary and grammatical 
structure; 
 can understand and connect information, make appropriate inferences, 
and synthesize ideas, even when the text is conceptually dense and the 
language is complex; 
 can recognize the expository organization of a text and the role that 
specific information serves within the larger text, even when the text is 
conceptually dense; and 
 can abstract major ideas from a text, even when the text is conceptually 
dense and contains complex language. 
Intermediate  
(15-21) 
 have a good command of common academic vocabulary, but still have 
some difficulty with high-level vocabulary; 
 have a very good understanding of grammatical structure; 
 can understand and connect information, make appropriate inferences, 
and synthesize information in a range of texts, but have more difficulty 
when the vocabulary is high level and the text is conceptually dense; 
 can recognize the expository organization of a text and the role that 
specific information serves within a larger text, but have some 
difficulty when these are not explicit or easy to infer from the text; and 
 can abstract major ideas from a text, but have more difficulty doing so 
when the text is conceptually dense. 
Low 
(0-14) 
 have a command of basic academic vocabulary, but their understanding 
of less common vocabulary is inconsistent; 
 have limited ability to understand and connect information, have 
difficulty recognizing paraphrases of text information, and often rely on 
particular words and phrases rather than a complete understanding of 
the text; 
 have difficulty identifying the author’s purpose, except when that 
purpose is explicitly stated in the text or easy to infer from the text; and 
 can sometimes recognize major ideas from a text when the information 
is clearly presented, memorable, or illustrated by examples, but have 
difficulty doing so when the text is more demanding. 
 




Participant Characteristics  
Notes. F=female, M=male, BS=Bachelor of Science, MS=Master of Science, MA=Master of Arts.              (Table continues) 
    Academic Self-rating of English 
ID Age Gender Nationality Level Major Overall proficiency Reading proficiency 
1 18 M Emirati BS Safety Engineering Intermediate Beginning 
2 33 M Egyptian PhD Geology High intermediate High intermediate 
3 19 M Omani BS Industrial Engineering Intermediate Intermediate 
4 22 M Saudi BS Electrical Engineering High intermediate Intermediat  
5 28 M Saudi MS Mechanical Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
6 21 M Omani BS Electrical Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
7 26 M Saudi BS Electrical Engineering High intermediate Intermediat  
8 25 M Saudi BS Electrical Engineering Advanced High intermediate 
9 22 M Saudi BS Industrial Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
10 23 M Kuwaiti BS Management Information Systems Intermediate Intermediate 
11 24 M Omani BS Industrial Engineering High intermediate High intermediate 
12 30 F Iraqi MA English Advanced High intermediate 
13 27 F Egyptian MA English Advanced Advanced 
14 23 M Omani BS Industrial Engineering Intermediate Intermediate 
15 24 M Omani BS Industrial Engineering High intermediate Intermediat  
16 21 M Omani BS Architectural Engineering Intermediate Intermediate 
17 20 M Kuwaiti BS Architectural Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
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Appendix F: Participant Characteristics (continued) 




















18 20 M Kuwaiti BS Architectural Engineering Intermediate Interm diate 
19 19 M Omani BS Civil Engineering Intermediate Intermediate 
20 23 M Saudi BS Industrial Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
21 20 M Saudi BS Industrial Engineering High intermediate Intermediate 
22 37 M Iraqi MA English High intermediate High intermediate 
23 27 M Iraqi MA English Advanced Advanced 
24 21 M Kuwaiti BS Mechanical Engineering Intermediate Intermediat  




Participant TOEFL-iBT Records and Scores on the Reading Sets 
  TOEFL iBT Records  Scores on Reading Sets 


















1 2 3 0 2010 56 15 9 9 18 
2 1 1 3-4 2008 92 28 11 9 20 
3 3 1 3-4 2009 81 23 7 10 17 
4 2 2 1-2 2007 48 18 7 7 14 
5 3 1 5-6 2010 72 15 11 11 22 
6 3 1 1-2 2008 50 9 8 6 14 
7 1 3 0 2006 61 9 7 8 15 
8 5 1 7-8 2006 52 15 6 4 10 
9 2 1 1-2 2009 38 9 2 2 4 
10 5 1 11-12 2009 70 13 9 11 20 
11 1 1 1-2 2007 92 22 9 10 19 
12 4 1,2 1-2 2010 107 24 12 9 21 
13 5 1 9-10 2009 103 25 10 14 24 
14 3 1 1-2 2007 64 5 5 5 10 
15 1 1 1-2 2005 65 13 11 14 25 
16 5 1 3-4 2009 69 14 4 4 8 




Appendix G: Participant TOEFL-iBT records and scores on the reading sets (continued) 
17 1 3 0 2009 96 18 9 9 18 
18 1 1 1-2 2009 62 17 8 5 13 
19 5 1 5-6 2009 62 10 7 9 16 
20 6 1 1-2 2007 66 5 7 6 13 
21 1 1 1-2 2008 45 3 8 4 12 
22 2 1 1-2 2008 76 16 13 9 22 
23 1 1 1-2 2008 74 20 9 11 20 
24 2 3 0 2010 74 14 8 7 15 
25 3 1 1-2 2010 61 14 4 8 12 









Information for Participant Recruitment 
Principally, contacted persons among Arab ESL learners will be offered 
participation in this research in Arabic, either in person or by phone. The English script 
of the information to be provided to each contacted person is as follows: 
I, Mohammed Assiri, am going to conduct a study which aims to explore what 
Arab ESL learners do when responding to the reading section of the TOEFL iBT. If you 
are initially willing to participate in this study, I would like to ask you the following 
questions: First, have you ever taken the TOEFL iBT or at least prepared to take it? 
Second, when was the last time you took it? Third, have you ever dealt with the following 
topics when responding to the reading section of the TOEFL iBT (Nineteenth-century 
Politics in the United States and Geology and Landscape)? 
[Note to the reader: The contacted person will be considered eligible to participate in this 
study if he or she either took the TOEFL iBT or prepared to take it before 2009 (the year 
in which the two reading sets to be used in this research were published for test 
preparation) or they assure the researcher that they have never responded or dealt with 
any of the topics of the reading sets (i.e., Reading set#1: Nineteenth-century Politics in 
the United States and Reading set#2: Geology and Landscape). Otherwise, the contacted 
person will be thanked for expressing his or her willingness to participate, and the reason 
why he or she was not considered eligible to participate will be clarified. The reason for 
this approach is to ensure that none of the participants is already familiar with any of the 
reading sets; otherwise, he or she will be advantaged in contrast to the other participants]. 
If the contacted person is eligible to participate in this research, he or she will b  
informed about the research as follows: 
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In this study, you will be requested to respond to two TOEFL-iBT reading sets, 
each set is basically a computerized practice test, each has a reading passage followed by 
12 to 13 question items. While you are responding to each reading set, a screen recorder
will be recording your activity on the computer screen. First, you will be ask d to 
respond to the first reading set in 20 minutes. Then, you will be interviewed and asked 
how you responded to the first reading set. The screen recording will play as a movie to 
help you recall your thoughts during your response to the reading set by using the cursor 
motion in the playback. The researcher may ask you to describe, explain, or clarify you  
thoughts and/or response behaviors during the interview. The interview will be audio-
recorded digitally throughout. Next, you will be offered to rest in between two data 
collection sessions. Afterwards, you will respond to the second reading set. The same 
procedures as those followed in the first data collection session will be followed in this 
session. At the end of the whole data collection procedure, you will be provided with 
your scores on the reading sets and rewarded for your participation a sum of money that 
amounts from $10 to $20 depending on your total score on the reading sets. 
At the most, all procedures involved should take from 100 to 120 minutes to 
complete. The personal information you will be requested to provide is limited to your 
age, Arab nationality, your academic level (i.e., undergraduate or graduate) and major, 
the number of times you have taken the TOEFL iBT, how you prepared for the test and 
how long this preparation took, the last time you took the test and your TOEFL-iBT total 
score and score on the reading section, your evaluation of your levels of reading and 
overall proficiency in English, audio-recordings of the interview, and screen recordings 
of your response to the reading sets. Please rest assured that all your personal inform tion 
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and screen- and audio-recordings as well as your scores on the reading sets, responses to 
the interviews, and verbal reports will be kept private and confidential so long as the 
researcher wishes to use the data for research purposes.  
If you have any questions about the research, please feel free to contact: 
Researcher: Mohammed Assiri. Phone: 405-762-1552. Email:  
massiri@okstate.edu 
Research advisor: Dr. Gene Halleck. Phone: 405-744-9474. Email: 
gene.halleck@okstate.edu 
If you have questions about your rights as a research volunteer, you may contact: 
Chair of Institutional Review Board: Dr. Shelia Kennison. Phone: 405-744-3377. 
Email: irb@okstate.edu.  
Arabic version: 
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Informed Consent Document 
Project Title: Test-taking strategy use on the reading section of the TOEFL iBT: A study 
of Arab ESL learners    
Investigator:  Mohammed Assiri, MA. 
Purpose:   
This research aims to look into aspects of test-taking strategy choice and use 
among Arab ESL learners when they respond to the reading tasks of the TOEFL 
internet-based test (iBT). It has three goals: To explore the kinds of test-taking 
strategies that selected respondents from the target population tend to use when 
responding to the TOEFL-iBT reading tasks, to determine if there are differences 
between high- and low-scoring test-takers among respondents in their choice and 
use of test-taking strategies on the reading tasks, and to find out what aspects of 
effective test-taking strategy use are exhibited by respondents with whic
reading tasks. As such, this research calls for human participation that involves 
each subject’s response to two reading sets similar in format to actual TOEFL-
iBT reading sets and verbal report of his or her response behaviors on the reading 
tasks.  
Procedures:  
First, you will be asked to respond to a participant background questionnaire. 
Then, you will be trained in how to produce verbal report of thoughts that you 
had in your mind while responding to a reading task. After that, you will respond 
to two reading sets, each is basically a computerized-practice test, each has a 
reading passage and 12 to 13 question items on the passage. While you are 
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responding to each reading set, a screen recorder will be recording your activity
on the computer screen. You will be asked to respond to the first reading set 
within 20 minutes. Then, you will be interviewed and asked how you responded 
to the first reading set. The screen recording will play as a movie to help you 
recall your thoughts during your response to the reading set. The researcher may 
ask you to describe, explain, or clarify your thoughts and/or response behaviors 
during the interview. The interview will be audio-recorded digitally throughout. 
Next, you will be offered to rest in between two sessions. Afterwards, you will 
respond to the second reading set. The same procedures as those followed in the 
first session will be followed in this session.  
You will only be requested to provide as personal information: your age, 
gender, academic level and major for which you had to take the test, the number 
of times you have taken the TOEFL iBT, how you prepared for the test and how 
long this preparation took, when the last time you took the test was and what 
your TOEFL-iBT total and reading scores were, and your evaluation of your 
level of reading and overall proficiency in English. Other personal data include 
audio- and screen- recordings. All the procedures will take place at the time and 
place of convenience to the participant provided that these conditions are 
conducive to optimal data collection (i.e., appropriate time and quiet 
atmosphere). Preferred places include public and university libraries. The 





Risks of Participation: 
There are no known risks associated with this project which are greater than 
those ordinarily encountered in daily life. 
Benefits: 
There are no expected benefits from participating in this study except those of 
serving academic research. The knowledge drawn from this study is expected to 
enable specialists in language testing to determine what aspects of effective test-
taking strategy use can be applied to which reading tasks and items on the 
TOEFL-iBT reading section, which will necessarily inform the practice of test-
taking strategy training and instruction. There is also research evidence that 
participants engaged in this kind of research can benefit from having them bring 
to their consciousness or awareness those strategies that they tend to use, which 
enables them to judge the effectiveness of these strategies, especially the kinds of 
strategies used on academic reading tasks.    
Confidentiality: 
Please rest assured that all the records with your data will be kept private. Any 
written results will discuss group findings and will not include information that 
will identify you. Research records will be stored securely and only the 
researcher, the research advisor, and individuals responsible for research 
oversight will have access to the records. The data will be reported without 
referring to any personal information identifying you. During the data collection 
and analysis stages, numbers will be used to distinguish subjects from one 
another. In the presentation of the results and findings of this research, 
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pseudonyms or anonyms will be used to refer to individual cases among 
participants. The responses you will provide will not be used for other purposes 
than those serving academic research. Your responses, audio- and screen-
recordings, and personal information will be kept private and confidential 
throughout the research stages. All of the data will be stored in the researcher’s 
personal folders and external PC memory out of sight from anyone else. After 
the research is completed, the researcher will continue maintaining with total 
care the privacy and confidentiality of all data collected in order to use them in 
future research. The same precautions will be made in any future research to 
ensure full security and confidentiality of the data.  
Compensation: 
You will be rewarded a sum of money amounting from $10 to $20 depending on 
your total score on the reading sets that you will respond to. This amount of 
money includes $10 allotted to you in compensation for your participation in this 
study. The purpose of the reward is to motivate you to perform the reading tasks 
to the best of your ability and to try to achieve as high scores as you can, and 
make this experience of consequential value to you. This is anticipated to make 
you feel that the extent to which you perform the reading tasks will constitute a 
rewarding experience. This, in turn, will best serve the purpose of this research 
through the collection of strategy data that approximate the kind of data that 






Researcher: Mohammed Assiri. Phone: 405-762-1552.  
Email:  massiri@okstate.edu 
Research advisor: Dr. Gene Halleck. Phone: 405-744-9474.  
Email: gene.halleck@okstate.edu 
If you have questions about your rights as a research volunteer, you may contact: 
Chair of Institutional Review Board: Dr. Shelia Kennison. Phone: 405-744-3377. 
Email: irb@okstate.edu.  
Participant Rights:   
Please note that your participation in this research is voluntary and that you can 
discontinue it at any time without reprisal or penalty.   
Signatures: 
I have read and fully understood the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily. 
A copy of this form has been given to me. 
                                 ________________                  __________________  
                                 Signature of Participant                          Date 
 I certify that I have personally explained this document before requesting that the 
participant sign it. 
                                _________________                  _________________  
                                Signature of Researcher                            Date              
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Participant Background Questionnaire 
 
Participant ID# 
                                                                                                                                             
Age: _____  
Gender (circle):  female     male        
Native country: _____________________ 
Academic major: ____________________ 
What was the degree for which you had to obtain TOEFL-iBT scores (circle): 
1. bachelor of arts or sciences          2. master of arts or sciences          3. doctorate 
How many times have you taken the TOEFL iBT? (Circle):  
1    2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9     10 
If you have taken the TOEFL iBT more than 10 times, please give a number: ____ 
How did you prepare for the TOEFL iBT (circle):  
1. self-preparation          2. enrolled in a preparation program          3. did not prepare 
If you prepared to take the TOEFL iBT, how long did this preparation take? Circle 
the correct choice! 
1-2 months     3-4 months      5-6 months      7-8 months      9-10 months      11-12 months 
If it took you longer than 12 months to prepare for the TOEFL iBT, please give a 
number: ____ 
In which year did you take the TOEFL iBT the last time? Circle the year!   
2010     2009     2008     2007     2006     2005 
What was your last TOEFL-iBT total score? _____ /120 




How do you rate your overall proficiency in English? (Put a check mark  ) 
___beginning    ___intermediate        ___high intermediate          ___advanced 
How do you rate your reading proficiency in English? (Put a check mark  ) 
___beginning                ___intermediate      ___high intermediate          ___advanced 
How do you evaluate your level of motivation to perform the TOEFL-iBT reading 
tasks that are part of this research? (Put a check mark  ) 
___low         ___below average         ____average          ___above average           ___high 
 
Participant Contact Information 
Name (optional): _________________________________________ 
Phone number: _________________________________________ 
Email: _____________________________________________________ 
Please provide the researcher with both of your phone number and email address, or at 
least one of them. This will enable the researcher to contact you in case he wants some 















Verbal Report Training  
I. Introduction 
Dear Participant: 
After you respond to each reading set, I would like you to express your thinking or the 
thoughts that you had in your mind while answering each question item. You say aloud 
whatever you thought about while you were trying to answer each question item on the 
reading set. Please try to include every single thought and detail. 
I would like to know how you dealt with the reading sets, how you thought while 
answering the questions, and how you chose the options that you thought are right and 
why.  
I would like you to talk in Arabic; you can also use a mix of both Arabic and 
English.  
Please note that  
• your talk will be audio-recorded digitally. 
• I may provide you with prompts and ask questions to know more about your 
response behaviors. 
II.  Modeling  
Now, I will show you how to produce verbal report using a grammar exercise. 
Directions: Which one of the sentences below would be the most correct answer to 
Speaker A’s question? 
Speaker A: Where did Ahmad go yesterday? 
Speaker B:  ……………………. . 
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□ He goed to see his grandma. 
□ He went to see his grandma. 
□ He has gone to see his grandma. 
□ He goes to see his grandma.  
III.  Practice 
Now, you will do some practice producing verbal report with one reading paragraph that 
has one question on it (or a reading mini-test).  
After you pick the answer, please remember: 
• to describe whatever you were thinking about while you were answering the 
question. 
• to use Arabic; or a mix of both Arabic and English. 
• that I may provide you with prompts and ask questions to know more about your 
response behaviors. 
Please respond to the following reading and the question on it and then describe your 
response (Time: 2 minutes). 
Paragraph: “…Sculptures must, for example, be stable, which requires an understanding 
of the properties of mass, weight distribution, and stress. Paintings must have rigid 
stretchers so that the canvas will be taut, and the paint must not deteriorate, crack, or 
discolor. These are problems that must be overcome by the artist because they tend to 
intrude upon his or her conception of the work. For example, in the early Italian 
Renaissance, bronze statues of horses with a raised foreleg usually had a cannonball 
under that hoof. This was done because the cannonball was needed to support the weight 
of the leg. In other words, the demands of the laws of physics, not the sculptor’s aesthetic 
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intentions, placed the ball there. That this device was a necessary structural compromise 
is clear from the fact that the cannonball quickly disappeared when sculptors learned how 
to strengthen the internal structure of a statue with iron braces (iron being much stronger 
than bronze) . . .” 
According to the paragraph above, sculptors in the Italian Renaissance stopped 
using cannonballs in bronze statues of horses because 
□ they began using a material that made the statues weigh less. 
□ they found a way to strengthen the statues internally. 
□ the aesthetic tastes of the public had changed over time. 
□ the cannonballs added too much weight to the statues. 
At the end of the training, the participant was asked: 
Do you have any questions or concerns regarding verbal report? 
Are you ready to respond to each one of the two reading sets and report your response? 
 
















A Sample Transcript  
 
RS#1 ID#20 AR#51  SR#24A     
Item         Transcript  
# Type Timestamp Codes Item 
(+/−) 
Notes: I did not look at the passage. I moved 
on to the questions directly. In my opinion, 
reading the passage on this kind of tests is 
timewasting.  
1 BC-v 00:19 v1, v10, v8  −  I like these questions because they do not 
take much time, I mean, you do not have to 
read the whole paragraph or the passage to 
answer these questions.  So here, I read the 
sentence and figured out what the word 
means in this sentence <v1>. You can figure 
out the meaning of the word by using the 
sentence. So here, I chose Option 3 "rapidly" 
because it sounds like 'he gained the power 
so fast' and "rapidly" means 'fast'; that is why 
I chose Option 3 "rapidly". I was afraid of 
Option 2 "greatly" because it has the same 
meaning, I mean, 'gaining the power so fast' 
as does "rapidly", but I did think that 
"greatly" would sound OK in this context; 
that is why I chose "rapidly" <v10>. I 
checked the other options, but they did not 
sound OK to me <v8>.  
3 I-rp 03:06 rp2, rp5,   + I think this was pretty much easy for me. The 
answer is Option 3 because the paragraph 
says that "bankers and investors manipulated 
the banking system for their own profit", 
which suggests that 'they do not care about 
the others'. ‘They want to become rich and 
not bring other people to share with them and 
… the economy system’ <rp2>. I eliminated 
Option 1 because it has the opposite meaning 
of what is stated in the paragraph. I also 
eliminated Option 4 because Andrew 
Jackson did not want to be favored by certain 
groups but not others <rp5>. He wanted to be 






Appendix K: A Sample Transcript (continued)            
7 BC-fi 09:00  fi1, fi6, fi4,  + The given word "monopolies" helped me 
understand the paragraph a lot <fi1>. I read the 
options. I eliminated Option 1 because the 
paragraph says "Religion and politics, they 
believed, should be kept clearly separate …", 
because also the government is democratic so it 
aims to separate politics from religion. Option 
3 "destroying monopolies" is one of the reasons 
but not 'the main reason'; it was part of the 
answer not the whole answer <fi6>. I chose 
Option 2 because it is more comprehensive 
<fi4>. It supports a person's freedom of choice 
of religion.  
Notes. RS= reading set; ID=participant; AR=audio recording; SR=screen recording; Item 

























Abbreviations of Task and Item Types  
Used in Strategy Codes 
Basic Comprehension (BC) 
 BC-v (= vocabulary) 
 BC-fi (= factual information) 
 BC-nf (= negative fact) 
 BC-pr (= pronoun reference) 
 BC-ss (= sentence simplification) 
 
Inferencing (I) 
 I-bi (= basic inference) 
 I-it (= insert text) 
 I-rp (= rhetorical purpose) 
 
Reading-to-Learn (R2L) 
 R2L-ps (= prose summary) 
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verbal reports. Second, the participant responded to two reading sets, and thus was 
engaged in two SRSORI sessions. And third, the participant was debriefed about his 
test performance and scores. Data were then transcribed, and results of item analyses 
were used to decide on episodes for coding. A coding scheme was constructed for 
each task item by means of inductive coding. Data analysis made use of frequenci s 
to identify patterns of strategy use and qualitative accounts to describe strategy use in 
relation to such factors as item format, scoring level, and answer correctness.  
    
Findings and Conclusions: Major findings were as follows. Test takers used strategies 
depending on item format and difficulty in ways that allowed them to achieve 
different goals, adapt strategies to various task items, and apply strategies using 
several textual and technical means. High test performance and scoring were 
characterized by superior skills of both comprehension and test-management as wll 
as high levels of strategic awareness and monitoring. Conversely, low test 
performance and scoring were associated with poor skills of comprehension ad 
excessive use of test-wiseness. And, test takers sequenced strategies such that certain 
strategies derived from other strategies, endorsed or facilitated functions of other 
strategies, or acted in sync with other strategies.  
It was concluded that strategy use has three facets: purposeful, multi-form, and 
resourceful. High test performance and scoring on reading tasks draw on response 
behaviors and strategies that differ from those associated with low performance and 
scoring. And, aspects of effective strategy use occur in tandem with logical sequences 
of strategies.  
